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Introduction 

Intravascular ultrasound (rvUS) is a new imaging mOdality providing real-time, cross

sectional, high-resolution images of the arterial lumen and vessel wall. In contrast to 

conventional x-ray angiography that only displays silhouette views of the vessel lumen, 

IVUS imaging permits visualization of lesion morphology and accurate measurements 

of arterial cross-sectional dimensions in patients. These unique capabilities have led to 

many important clinical applications including quantitative assessment of the severity, 

restenosis, progression of atherosclerosis [1-6], selection and guidance of catheter

based therapeutic procedures and short- and long-term evaluation of the outcome of an 

intravascular intervention [7-12]. 

Like the progress of other medial imaging modalities, the advent of IVUS techniques 

has brought in new challenges in the field of signal and image processing. Quantitative 

analysis of IVUS images requires the identification of arterial structures such as the 

lumen and plaque within an image. Manual contour tracing is well known to be time 

consuming and subjective. Development of an automated contour detection method 

may improve the reproducibility of quantitative IVUS and avoid a tedious manual 

procedure. Computerized three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of an IVUS image 

series may extend the tomographic data to a more powerful volumetric assessment of 

the vessel segment. Obviously, this could not be achieved without the advance of 3D 

image processing techniques. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that processing of the 

original radio frequency (RF) echo signals provides an efficient means to improve the 

IVUS image quality as well as a new approach to extract volumetric flow information. 

The goals of the studies reported in this thesis are therefore directed toward 

development of video image and RF signal processing techniques for image 

enhancement, automated contour detection, 3D reconstruction and flow imaging. 

In this chapter several IVUS scanning mechanisms and some background information 

about ultrasonic imaging are briefly introduced. The principles of different video-based 

contour detection approaches and examples of contour detection in echocardiograms 

are discussed. Subsequently, applications of RF analysis in IVUS images are reviewed, 

followed by the scope of this thesis in the final part. 

1 INTRAVASCULAR SCANNING 

Cross-sectional imaging of a vessel is generated by sweeping the ultrasound beam 

sequentially in a 3600 scan angle. Technical details of different scanning mechanism 

for intravascular imaging have been discussed by Bom and co-workers [13]. Briefly, 

current rvus systems are based either on mechanical scan with a single element 

transducer or on electronical scan with a circular phased array. 
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A 

3 
a b c 

Fig. J. A, Mechanical rotating single-element catheter tip consisting of J) 

rotating shaft; 2) transparent dome; 3) transducer elemelll. B, Electronically 

switched phased array catheter tip consisting of aJ integrated circuitl)' for 

reduction of the number of wires; b) multi-elemelll transducer; 3) guide wire. 

In mechanical system real-time imaging is generated by rotating a single element 

transducer with a flexible drive shaft (Fig. la). Alternatively, a rotating mirror can be 

used to direct the beam to all angular positions. One advantage of mechanical systems 

is that the water path between the transducer and the dome minimizes the ring-down 

effect and interference in the extreme near-field. The mechanical nature of these 

methods, however, may introduce image artifacts when the catheter is bended in a 

severely curved vessel. 

By mounting a large number of small transducer elements cylindrically at the 

circumference of a catheter tip, the ultrasound beam can be steered electronically to 

form a cross-sectional scan (Fig. lb). The advantage of an electronically steering 

system is the absence of any mechanical image distortion as above-discussed and the 

possibility to introduce a central guide wire. Although initial image quality of the 

electronical scanning systems was poor, more recent catheters using synthetic phased 

arrays have shown a considerable improvement in image quality. 

2 IMAGING SYSTEM 

A typical 30 MHz mechanical scanning system (Du-Med, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) 

contains several signal processing blocks as illustrated in Fig. 2. The motor that rotates 

a drive-shaft inside the echo catheter is built in a portable unit called motor unit. This 

unit needs to be situated at the bed-site next the patient, whereas the main frame is 
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Motor Unit 

Main Frame Cable 
I~------------------------------------------------- _______ . 

; I NO I .. I Co;~:~ion I .. [WAJ ~ .. I 6;:~~~y I i 
1 ______ ----------------------------------------------- ____ , 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of an IVUS imaging system. The motor ullit is isolated from the 

mainframe by all electro-optical cable connection. Point A and B indicate the signal 

inteljaces for RF and video image processing, respectively. 

usually positioned outside the sterile zone. The signal interface for analysis of RF data 

is provided after the band-pass amplifier. The digital scan conversion circuitry displays 

an ultrasound image in a standard video fOimat. 

Spatial resoilltioll 

The spatial resolution of an ultrasound imaging system is defined as the reciprocal of 

the minimum distance between two small targets, which can be specified in three 

directions: axial, lateral and elevational resolution. The axial (range) resolution defined 

along the beam direction depends mainly on the length of the ultrasound pulse that is 

inversely proportional to the central ultrasound frequency of a transducer. Thus, the use 

of higher ultrasound frequencies yields a finer image resolution. An axial resolution of 

better than 100 Ilm can be achieved using 30 MHz central frequency with 20 MHz 

bandwidth. 

The lateral (azimuthal) resolution is related to the beam width within the scan plane, 

whereas the elevational resolution is determined by the beam width perpendicular to 

the scan plane. Since the beam width is range dependent, these two resolutions may 

vary in different scan depths. For 3D reconstruction, the resolution in elevation defines 

the minimum thickness of an echographic slice. 

Temporal resolutioll 

The temporal resolution is determined by the image frame rate in two-dimensional 

(2D) imaging. A complete cross-sectional scan is made up of a number of individual 

scan lines. Therefore, the maximum frame rate depends on the required line number 

and the time to build a scan line. In a mechanical IVUS imaging system, the frame rate 

is limited by the maximum rotation speed of a driving unit. For instance, the motor unit 
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with a maximum speed specified for 1000 !pm produces a scan rate of 16 

frames/second. 

3 INTERACTIONS OF ULTRASOUND WITH BIOLOGICAL MEDIUM 

The interaction of a propagating sound wave with tissue or blood yields the echo signal 

which can be detected by a transducer to generate an ultrasound image. Attenuation, 

reflection/refraction and scattering are some commonly observed effects with which 

the appearance of an echo image is closely associated [14J. 

Reflection 

When an ultrasound wave travels across the boundaty between two types of media, part 

of the wave is reflected at the interface while the rest of the wave propagates through 

the second medium. The ratio between the reflected sound intensity and the intensity 

that continues on is related to the difference in the acoustic impedance Z. If the size of 

the reflecting interface is much larger than the wavelength of incident sound, specular 

reflection occurs in which the reflected wave intensity is given by 

1 = I.[Z, -ZI]', 
r I Zz+Z, 

where Ii is the intensity of the incident sound and ZJ and Z, are the impedance of the 

first and second medium, respectively. The intensity relation indicates that if the ratio 

of Z1 and Z2 is « I, the majority of the sound wave power is bounced back with 

minimal energy penetrating through the boundary. This explains why a calcified lesion 

often presents as a strong echo accompanied by a post acoustic shadow, owing to a 

significant change in the impedance from tissue to calcium. 

Scattering 

A scattering process occurs when an ultrasound medium contains a lot of fine 

structures or small particles that have a size much smaller than the wavelength of 

incident sound waves. In this circumstance, each structure or particle (scatterer) acts as 

an independent source that radiates the sound wave in all directions. The received 

signal is the summation of the responses of all individual scatterers back onto the 

transducer surface (backscatter). Since the spatial distribution of these scatterers is 

mostly random, the summation of two scattered sound waves can either increase 

(constructive interference) or decrease (destructive interference) the added amplitude, 

depending on their relative positions towards the transducer. These random 

interference patterns result in amplitude variations in the received echo signals which 

are referred to as speckle or texture of the ultrasound image. In a fully developed 
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scattering process (Rayleigh scattering), the intensity of a scattered signal is 

proportional to the fourth power of the ultrasonic frequency. The distribution of echo 

amplitudes is characterized by Rayleigh distribution that has fixed signal (mean value) 

to noise (variance) ratio of 1.91. Although a perfect point scatterer does not exist in 

medical ultrasound imaging, the scattering process of soft tissue, soft lesion and blood 

is often approximated by a point scattering model. 

4 CONTOUR DETECTION IN ULTRASOUND IMAGES 

A contour or edge detection process that identifies the boundary of an object of interest 

is a key step towards automated quantitative analysis. This is often achieved by means 

of computerized processing of ultrasound images recorded in a video format. Three 

categories of image information can be used for extracting a contour from ultrasound 

images. 

The first category is the changes in gray intensity between the object and background 

that yield an intensity boundary of the object. Gray scale parameters such as the mean, 

variance and gradient are the basic information for edge detection. 

The second type of image information is the temporal feature of a sequence of 

echograms. It has been well acknowledged that, in addition to the intensity boundary, 

the dynamic motion of an object on real-time echo images provides an extra clue for 

recognizing the anatomic structures. Even when an object is hardly recognizable on the 

still-frame display due to a poor image quality, an experienced operator is still able to 

quickly estimate its location by reviewing the cine loop of the echo image sequence. 

Thus, a means of incorporating image data from several frames into computer 

processing may as well improve a contour detection algorithm. 

The third information source is high-level knowledge about the object to be detected. 

For example, the prior knowledge about the shape, location and spatial relation of 

desired image objects can be used to guide a contour detection procedure. 

The main challenge in contour detection of medical ultrasound images is the speckle 

noise, an inherent random intensity pattern caused by the scattering process of tissue or 

blood. A high level of speckle noises may mask the intensity boundary, resulting in a 

rather poor definition of the object border. Furthermore, drop-out of echo signals in 

parts of the object boundary also complicates contour detection in ultrasound images. 

5 CONTOUR DETECTION ALOGRITHMS 

In general, contour detection algorithms in video image processing can be categorized 

into three types: parallel edge detection, sequential edge detection and methods based 

on global optimization [15-17l. In this section, the three contour detection methods are 
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briefly described and some applications in detection of the endocardial and epicardial 
boundaries in echocardiograms are reviewed. 

Parallel detection 

In parallel edge detection, it is determined whether or not a pixel is the contour point 

on the basis of local information only. The decision is not affected by the processing 

results in other locations. Therefore, this technique may in principle be applied 
simultaneously everywhere in the image to find the complete object boundary. A 

classic parallel approach consists of I) applying an edge operator to enhance the image 
boundary; 2) finding edge pixels by thresholding of the enhanced image data; 3) 

removing multiple edge points by a thinning algorithm; 4) linking the edge points to 
form a contour that encompasses all pixels of the object. 
Skorton and co-workers described a parallel contour detection scheme based on a 

global gray threshold method [18]. Based on a similar approach, Collins et a!. 
evaluated the performance of four different edge operators in measurements of excised 

hearts [19]. In addition to the use of a conventional edge operator, nonlinear 

morphologic processing [20] or a knowledge-based approach [21] was used to enhance 

a contour detection algorithm. 

Sequeufial detection 

Sequential edge detection is based on the principle that the contour of a physical object 
should be continuous. When an edge point is identified, its successor is likely to be 
found in a nearby neighborhood. Consequently, the sequential approach search for one 

edge point at a time, which allows utilizing both local information and the result of the 
previously examined points for decision making. A typical implementation of the 
sequential approach is a radial search method for detection of an object with a closed 

and generally circular or elliptical shape, for example, the arterial lumen. The radial 

search approach may consist of 1) finding the object center to define a set of radii; 2) 
applying an edge operator; 3) searching for .an edge point along the radius originated 
from the center. 4) combining all the radial edge points to form a contour. The 
advantage of a sequential approach is that a two-dimensional boundary detection 
problem is simplified to a one-dimensional search along a set of straight lines. 

Many authors have exploited the radial search approach by incorporating temporal 

information of the echocardiographic sequence [22,24]. For example, Zhang et a!. 

developed a method based on a temporal co-occurrence matrix derived by examining 
the between-frame changes in gray intensity [22]. Other methods such as utilizing a 

cost function to evaluate the goodness of an edge point [25,26], a two-stage image 
segmentation strategy based on global and local processing [27], a nonlinear 
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processing method in the edge linking procedure [28], and a fuzzy reasoning technique 

to mimic the human decision making procedure [29] were also proposed. 

Optimizatio1l-based approaches 

Methods based on global optimization are in particular devised to cope with noisy 

images [30]. In contrast to the previous two methods, an optimization approach first 

examines all the possible contours for an expected Object. The decision is then made 

based on some optimization rules to pick up an optimal contour. A global optimization 

approach often consists of 1) defining an approximated model for an object of interest; 
2) evaluating every possible contour deviated from the pre-defined model. 3) 

determining the optimal contour by maximizing a merit function or by minimizing a 

cost function/energy function. 

An example of the global optimization methods is the dynamic programming technique 

that utilizes a cost function to evaluate the merit of a trial contour. Unser et al. applied 

a template matching method for automated extraction of myocardial borders in M

mode echocardiograms [31]. By comparing different tracking algorithms, they 

demonstrated that the dynamic programming technique was the most effective 

algorithm. Friedland et al. proposed a global optimization approach for sequential 

image detection using simulated annealing [32]. Bosch and co-workers used the 

minimum-cost algorithm for detection of the endocardial boundary [33] and 

demonstrated the possibility of a real-time implementation of this method [34]. 

In summary, averaging or median filters were applied in most methods to reduce the 

speckle noise. Many efforts have been made in utilizing the temporal feature of an 

echographic sequence or the high-level knowledge of heart anatomy. In the above

discussed approaches, the global optimization based methods appeared to be the most 

robustness to speckle noise and echo drop-outs. Our development strategy for contour 

detection in IVUS images was therefore based on the global optimization process using 

the minimum-cost algorithm. 

6 RADIO FREOUENCY SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Despite the fact that numerous algorithms have been developed, automated contour 

detection in medical ultrasound images has so far remained to be a difficult task. One 

inherent limitation of these approaches is that video imaging processing only utilizes 

the amplitude of the original RF signals; the phase information is removed by the 

demodulation process. It is well known that the constructive and destructive 

interference of individual scattering signals may cause changes in both amplitudes and 

phases of the received echo signals. Thus, processing of the original RF data should 
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provide a more efficient way to tackle the problem of speckle noise. The advantage of 

RF processing has been demonstrated in the fields of motion detection or tissue 

characterization, where an RF based approach is often shown more accurate and 

sensitive than analyzing video data. In this section, we shall review some of the RF 

signal processing methods for IVUS applications. 

Acollstic properties 

Quantitative measurements of acoustic properties in blood and tissue provide 

fundamental knowledge for design of IVUS systems, interpretation of image data and 

development of tissue characterization techniques. Lockwood et al. measured the 

attenuation, backscatter and speed of sound of vascular tissue in vitro using a 35-65 

MHz ultrasound backscatter microscope [35]. A high scattering level of blood was 

found that was within an order of magnitude comparable to the level measured in some 
tissue. De Kroon and co-workers studied the angle-dependent backscatter of the arterial 

wall [36] and integrated backscatter of whole blood as a function of shear stress [37] 

using a 30 MHz system. Their results indicated that quantitative tissue characterization 

based on integrated scatter could be complicated by the dependence on the angle of 

incidence. Foster et al. extended the measurement of whole blood in [35] to the 

frequencies of 30-70 MHz and found a strong dependence of the frequency-dependent 

backscatter and shear rate [38]. These measurements showed that Rayleigh scattering 

assumption does not hold as the wavelength of ultrasound sources approaches the size 

of blood scatterers, especially in a low shear rate where significant aggregates of the 

red cells occur. 

TisslIe characterization 

Ultrasonic tissue characterization methods have been developed for quantitative 

assessment of tissue types in different human organs such as heart [39-41], liver [42-

44] and eye [45,46]. Recently, these methods have been applied in identification of 

arterial tissues using high frequency ultrasound. Wickline et al. applied the integrated 

backscatter measurement (the average power of the spectrum of an RF signal) in vitro 

to various vessels and demonstrated differentiation of fatty, fibrous and normal aortic 

intima was possible [47]. Wilson and co-workers described an attenuation-slope 

mapping method for plaque detection [48]. High attenuation slope was seen in areas of 

plaque with various forms such as lipid pools or calcification. In [49], spectral analysis 

of RF ultrasound data was applied by Spencer and co-workers to characterize loose, 

moderately and dense fibrotic tissue and calcified plaque. When measurements of 

acoustic parameters are performed locally with a small range-gated window, 

parametric imaging of the arterial wall can be generated in a similar way as gray scale 
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imaging. Bridal et a!. demonstrated that the local assessment of a combined parameter 

of integrated backscatter and attenuation yielded a parametric image that provided a 

system-independent, quantitative view of arterial tissues [50]. 

Intravascular elastography 

"Sonoelasticity imaging" [51,52] or elastography [53,54] is alternative approaches for 

tissue characterization by means of measuring the mechanical properties of tissues such 

as elasticity and mechanical impedance. The principle of elastography involves local 

displacement estimation by cross-correlating the RF data before and after deformation 

[55]. Based on this principle, Ryan et a!. analyzed the accumulated displacement of a 

vessel specimen under different pressure ranges [56]. Using the inflation of a balloon 

as an external deformation force, Shapo and co-workers proposed a method to obtain 

displacement and strain imaging of corona,y arteries [57]. The potentials of 

intravascular elastography were demonstrated by Cespedes et a!. in a phantom study 

[58]. Possible image artifacts concerning elastography were investigated by De Korte 

et a!. [59]. 

In summary, RF signal processing has been widely applied in measurements of 
acoustic properties and tissue characterization based on quantitation of acoustic or 

mechanical properties of the arterial wall. Although most of these developments is still 

in the stage of in vitro validation, combination of conventional video image data with 

high resolution parametric imaging can potentially improve the accuracy and reliability 

of an automated contour detection approach. 

7 OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 

This thesis concerns aspects of quantitative analysis, signal and image processing in 

high frequency intravascular ultrasound. The work presented in this thesis consists of 

I) study in the accuracy and reproducibility of quantitative IVUS for measurements of 

2D and 3D vessel dimensions (Chapter 2&5); 2) image processing for automated 

contour detection and 3D reconstruction (Chapter 3&4); 3) image enhancement using 

either video data or RF signals (Chapter 6&7); 4) development of an RF processing 

method for extraction of local blood velocities and volumetric flow (Chapter 8&9). 

Before it can be applied in clinical routine, a new imaging modality needs to be 

validated often by comparing to known technologies. Chapter 2 presents a validation 

study in which the accuracy and reproducibility of quantitative IVUS measurements 

were investigated. Ultrasound measurements obtained in vitro and in vivo were 

compared with data from histology and x-ray angiography. Intra- and interobserver 
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variability in lumen area measurements, lesion area and percent area obstruction were 

assessed in clinical data. 

Computerized detection of the lumen and plaque boundaries is the key step to automate 

the quantitative analysis procedure. In Chapter 3 a semi-automatic method is described 

that allows frame-to-frame tracking of the lumen boundary for analysis of regional wall 

displacements. The performance of this method was evaluated by comparing computer

derived data with manual contour tracing. A higher beat-to-beat reproducibility was 

observed in measurements using the semi-automatic approach. Results of two clinical 

applications demonstrated the feasibility of this method in assessment of vascular 

distensibility and wall compliance. 

In Chapter 4 various techniques to obtain optimal reconstruction and display of the 3D 

intravascular ultrasound data are discussed. A semi-automatic approach for detection of 

the lumen and plaque contours on a slice sequence was developed to obtain volumetric 

measurement of a vessel segment. This approach optimizes the contour detection 

algorithm by combining information from two perpendicular longitudinal views. A 

preliminary validation study was performed in patient data obtained in peripheral 

arteries. In Chapter 5 the accuracy and reproducibility of the quantitative 3D system 

was further evaluated in a phantom study as well as in intracoronary ultrasound data. A 

tubular phantom with segments of different luminal dimensions was examined with 

multiple catheter pull-backs. Subsequently intra- and interobserver variations in 

measurements of cross-sectional and volumetric lumen and plaque dimensions were 

investigated in vivo in diseased human coronary arteries. This study indicated that the 

proposed system can be used to perform highly reproducible area and volume 

measurements in 3D intracoronary ultrasound in vivo. 

As indicated by several studies [35, 37,38], the backscatter from blood may have a 

level equal to or greater than the echo intensity of lesions and wall tissues due to the 

use of high ultrasonic frequency in IVUS imaging. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 tackle the 

problem of echogenic blood using two approaches. In Chapter 6 a video image 

averaging method is described that enables enhancement of the luminal boundary for 

off-line analysis. The utility of this method was tested by comparing the lumen area 

measurements on the temporal-averaged image with the data of the same cross-section 

obtained from the single-frame and saline-filled images. A lower degree of observer 

variations was found in the averaging method when compared to the measurements in 

still-frame images. This method, however, is only suitable for off-line application due 

to the inherent limitation of a video based approach. 

In Chapter 7 the time-varying characteristics of blood scattering were investigated in 

vivo by means of analysis of an RF sequence acquired at a fixed angle. Two RF 

processing techniques, temporal averaging and correlation, were tested for suppression 
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of Ihe blood echo inlensity. The RF correlalion melhod has shown 10 be highly 

effective in dislinguishing scaltering echoes of moving blood from those of slatic 

tissues. A significant enhancement at the luminal interface was obtained when applying 

the correlation approach to a cross-sectional image data. The RF processing technique 

can in principle be used for real-time image enhancement and automated contour 

detection of the luminal boundmy. 

The unique spatial relationship between the blood flow and the ultrasound beam 

provides a new potential to quantify volumetric flow with IVUS imaging techniques. 
The feasibility of extracting blood velocity from the decorrelation of an RF sequence 

was investigated in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9. The decorrelation properties of 

intravascular echo signals were studied through theoretical analysis and computer 

simulation in Chapter 8. A computer model based on the impulse response method was 

developed to describe the near-field of a 30 MHz circular transducer. The decorrelation 

due to the displacement of scatterers as well as other non-motion related decorrelation 

sources were discussed. Chapter 9 presents a decorrelation-based method for 

measuring local blood velocity and quantifying volume flow from cross-sectional RF 

data. Serial in vitro measurements were performed with a flow phantom to test the 

principle of the proposed velocity estimate method. Measurements were also carried 

out in vivo in pig experiments to determine the usefulness of this method in clinical 

settings. 
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Validation of Quantitative Analysis of Intravascular Ultrasound Images 

ABSTRACT 

This study investigated the accuracy and reproducibility of a computer-aided method 

for quantification of intravascular ultrasound. The computer analysis system was 

developed on an IBM compatible PC/AT equipped with a framegrabber. The 

quantitative assessment of lumen area, lesion area and percent area obstruction was 

performed by tracing the boundaries of the free lumen and original lumen. 

Accuracy of the analysis system was tested in a phantom study. Echographic 

measurements of lumen and lesion area derived from 16 arterial specimens were 

compared with data obtained by histology. The differences in lesion area measurements 

between histology and ultrasound were minimal (mean ± SD: -0.27 ± 1.79 mm2
, p 

>0.05). Lumen area measurements from histology were significantly smaller than those 

with ultrasound due to mechanical deformation of histologic specimens (-5.38 ± 5.09 

mm2
, p <0.05). For comparison with angiography, 18 ultrasound cross-sections were 

obtained in vivo from 8 human peripheral arteries. The arterial lumen area measured 

with ultrasound revealed a 5.9% ± 2.4% change between the systolic and diastolic 

phases of one cardiac cycle. Luminal areas obtained by angiography were similar to 

those by ultrasound (-0.52 ± 5.15 mm2
, p >0.05). Finally, intra- and interobserver 

variability of quantitative intravascular ultrasound was evaluated in measurements of 

100 in vivo ultrasound images. The results showed that variations in lumen area 

measurements were low (5%) whereas variations in lesion area and percent area 

obstruction were relatively high (13% and 10%, respectively). 

Results of this study indicate that quantitation of intravascular ultrasound with the 

computerized method provides accurate and reproducible measurements of lumen and 

lesion area, and thus can be used for clinical investigation in assessment of vascular 

stenosis and evaluation of therapeutic intervention. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Intravascular ultrasound imaging is a new technique providing real-time, cross

sectional, high resolution images of the arterial wall. The capability to obtain absolute 

measurements of arterial cross-sectional dimensions, such as lumen area and lesion 

thickness, makes this tomographic technique most suitable for quantitative assessment 

of the extent and severity of arterial atherosclerotic diseases [1-2]. Several studies have 

demonstrated the feasibility of intravascular ultrasound in qualitative as well as 

quantitative assessment of vascular stenosis, and its potential clinical application to 

evaluate intravascular intervention [3-5]. However, extensive study is still necessary to 

determine the adequacy of quantitative analysis regarding observer variations in 

measurements and possible error sources in the imaging mechanism. A computer 
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analysis system has been developed in our laboratory to provide quantitative analysis 

of intravascular ultrasound images. The purpose of the present study was to validate 
the accuracy and reproducibility of the computerized method for quantification of 

intravascular ultrasound through in vitro and in vivo study of both normal and diseased 

arteries. 

Four steps were followed: I) accuracy of the analysis system was evaluated in a 

phantom study; 2) lumen and lesion area measurements from in vitro echograms of 
arterial specimens were compared with those from histology; 3) lumen area obtained 
from in vivo study of normal peripheral arteries were compared with data from 

standard angiography; area measurements were performed in systole and diastole in 
each arterial cross-section to evaluate the possible measurement discrepancy caused by 

cardiac contraction; 4) intra- and interobserver variability in measurements of lumen 
area, lesion area and percent area obstruction was studied using images from current 

clinical trials of intravascular ultrasound in diseased peripheral arteries. 

2 METHOD 

2.1 Intravascular ultrasound system 

The intravascular ultrasound imaging system (Du-MED, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) 

comprises a 32 MHz single-element transducer mounted on the tip of a 5F catheter and 

rotated by a flexible drive-shaft. Cross-sectional images with 512 x 512 pixels and 256 

grey levels can be scanned at a maximum speed of 16 frames per second. Axial 
resolution of the system is <0.1 mm. The m,aximum scan depth is 9 mm. A<;quired 

physiological signals such as ECG and blood pressure can be displayed on the screen 
simultaneously. 

2.2 Computer methodology 

The computer analysis system has been 
described previously [6]. Briefly, the 

analysis system was developed on an IBM 
compatible PC/AT equipped with a DT 

2851 framegrabber and a PC mouse for 
manual contour tracing (Fig. I). The 

analysis procedure consists of three main 
steps: image acquisition, contour tracing 

and parameter calculation. During image Fig. 1. Configuration of the computer 

acquisition, video signals from a standard analysis sYstem 
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VHS videotape are converted into 512 x 512 x 8 bits digital image data with the 

framegrabber and stored on the hard disk of the PC. Manual tracings of the 

circumferential outline are processed by the computer to produce a smoothed, 

connected and closed contour. Parameter calculations are automatically performed after 

the contour has been completed or modified. 

2.3 Boundary tracing 

The contour of the free lumen 

was obtained by tracking the 

bright echoes of the internal 

elastic lamina. In the presence 

of a lesion, the inner boundary 

of the lesion was traced. For 

in vivo images containing 

strong backscatter echoes 

from flowing blood, the real

time images were reviewed 

several times on a separate 

videomonitor to identify blood 

backscatter echoes, which 

Fig. 2. Illtravascular ultrasoulld of the superficial 

femoral artery (left) alld the traced COn/aliI'S of the 

free alld origillal Illmell (right). TIle regioll 

ellclosed by the two cOlltours is the lesioll. 

appeared as spontaneous contrast within the lumen. 

To obtain the measurement of lesion area, the contour of the original lumen was 

derived from the typical three-layered appearance of a muscular vessel [7,8]. The 

original luminal contour overlapped the free luminal contour in the region with a 

normal arterial wall. For the region containing a lesion, the interface between the lesion 

and the underlying echo lucent media was traced to estimate the boundary of the 

original lumen. 

With the traced contours of the free and original lumen, the lesion area is simply 

defined as the region enclosed by these two contours. An example of tracing the free 

and original luminal contours is given in Fig. 2. 

2.4 Parameter calculation 

Both free and original luminal areas were computed by counting the pixels enclosed by 

these contours. The lesion area was derived by subtracting the area of the free lumen 

from that of the original lumen. A mean diameter Cd = 21') of the free lumen was 

defined using a circular model (A = m-\ The percent area obstruction was derived by 

the following equation: 
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Percellt area obstl'llctioll = (origillal/lIl11en area - free /I/Illen area) X 100 
origina//lIl11ell area 

Calibration was performed by measuring the scale markers on the images both 

vertically and horizontally and converting the pixels into square millimeters. 

2.5 Phantom study 

To test the accuracy of the analysis 'system, three phantoms containing water-filled 

cylinders with diameters of 4, 8 and 16 mm were used. The catheter was positioned 

coaxially at the center of the cylinders. Each of the phantoms was imaged five times by 

the ultrasound system and measured using the computer analysis system described 

above. 

2.6 In vitro measurements compared with histology 

Specimens obtained from 16 peripheral arteries were embedded in 1.2% agar-agar 

solution and filled with purified water. The catheter was placed at the center of the 

specimen and a number of cross-sections was obtained from proximal to distal at I mm 

intervals. The echogram showing the largest lesion was selected for comparative 

purposes. Lumen and lesion areas were measured and compared with the 

corresponding histologic data. 

The histologic sections were analyzed using a commercially available system (lBAS, 

Kontron, USA). Lumen and lesion areas wen, calculated from manual tracings_of the 

edges of the lumen and the internal elastic lamina. 

2.7 In vivo studies compared with angiography 

For comparison with angiography, 18 in vivo echo images were obtained from 8 

normal peripheral arteries. For each of 18 arterial cross-sections, echo images of early 

systole and end-diastole were analyzed separately. The percentage change in the lumen 

area was calculated from these two measurements. Because the angiographic data were 

obtained from an arbitrary phase of the cardiac cycle, the mean lumen area of the two 

ultrasonic measurements was used for comparison with angiography. 

Cinefilms acquired at the same arterial position were measured using the Coronary 

Angiography Analysis System [9]. The angiographic measurement of the lumen area 

was estimated with the measured diameter based on a circular model. 
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2.8 Intra- and interobserver variability study 

Intra- and interobserver variability was studied in measurements of 100 in vivo 

intravascular ultrasound images obtained from 22 patients who underwent balloon 

angioplasty of the superficial femoral artery. 

The study was performed by two independent observers. Both observers were 

instlUcted to review the real-time echo images during the contour tracing. One of the 

observers repeated the measurements one month later. The observer variations were 

analyzed for quantitative assessments of lumen area, lesion area and percent area 

obstruction. Contraction of a vessel may induce measurement differences during a 

cardiac cycle; this effect was assessed in each patient by measuring the luminal area 

frame-by-frame throughout a complete cardiac cycle. A percent luminal change was 

defined as the ratio of the area difference between the early-systole and end-diastole 

and the mean lumen area averaged over the entire cycle. 

2.9 Statistical analysis 

Agreement between the two techniques was evaluated with the mean values and 

standard deviations of the paired differences [IOJ. Linear regression with the method of 

least squares was used to calculate the slopes and intercept parameters. Observer 

differences were assessed with the mean values and standard deviations of the paired 

differences. The degree of observer variability was estimated by standard deviations of 

the paired differences. The significance of the differences for data was determined by a 

paired t-test. A probability value of <0.05 was considered significant. 

3 REsULTS 

3.1 Phantom study 

Accuracy of the analysis system for the phantom measurements was very high (mean 

diameter ± SD: 3.84 ± 0.01 {4 mm}, 7.97 ± 0.04 {8 mm}, and 16.24 ± 0.06 {16 mm}, 

respectively). The data showed excellent agreement with the dimensions of the 

phantoms. 

3.2 Comparison with histology 

The regression equations for data between histology and ultrasound were y = 1.22 x 

[histology] - 0.95 for lumen area and y = 0.94 x [histology] + 0.85 for lesion area 

(Fig. 3). No significant differences in lesion area measurements were found between 

the two methods (-0.27 ± 1.79 mm2
, p >0.05). However, the mean lumen area obtained 
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by histology was 17% smaller than with ultrasound (-5.38 ± 5.09 mm', p <0.05, mean 

of the measurements: 31.1 mm2
). 

3.3 Comparison with angiography 

The percent change of the systolic and 

diastolic luminal areas is shown in Fig. 

4. The mean value measured from 8 

patients revealed a 5.9% ± 2.4% 

difference in the luminal area between 

systole and diastole of a cardiac cycle. 

The regression result of lumen area 

measurements from angiography and 

ultrasound was close to the line of 

identity (y = 0.95x [angiography] + 
2.07) (Fig, 5). The paired differences 
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Fig. 4. Percellt differellces of the Illmell 

area betweell early-systole alld elld-

diastole ill 8 patiellts. 

between ultrasonic and angiographic lumen area measurements were minimal (-0.52 ± 
2 5.15 mm , p >0.05). 

3.4 Intra· and interobserver variability 

Data of observer variability studies in measurements of lumen area, lesion area and 

percent area obstruction are shown in Figs 6-8, with scatter plots of the differences 

versus the measured mean values. For all measurements, no significant observer bias (a 

non-zero mean of the paired differences) was present. In both intra- and interobserver 

differences, observer variations (standard deviations of the paired differences) in lumen 
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area measurements were relatively 

smaller than those of lesion area 

measurements (intraobserver: 0.6 mm
2 

for lumen area vs 1.1 mm2 for lesion 

area, interobserver: 1.2 mm2 for lumen 

area vs 1.9 mm2 for lesion area). Intra-

and interobserver variations in 

measurements of percent area 

obstruction were 2.6% and 5.6%, 

respectively. 

4 DISCUSSION 

In both in vitro and in vivo studies, 
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quantitative assessment of Fig. 5. Comparison of angiography and 

intravascular ultrasound agreed well 

with histology and angiography, 

IIltrasollnd data for Illmen area. 

except for the 17% underestimate in histologic lumen area measurements. The 

underestimate by histology can probably be attributed to the fixation and tissue 

processing during histologic preparation of the specimens. After this procedure, the 

shape of the vessel lumen may alter and tissue shrinkage may occur, resulting in a 

slight decrease in histologic measurements. 

Results of the in vivo measurement indicate the luminal area may differ during 

different phases of a cardiac cycle. We observed approximately 6% differences 

between the systolic and diastolic lumen areas in peripheral arteries. This might not be 
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significant for individual measurements, but should be taken into account for data 

comparison, for instance, before and after balloon angioplasty. Particularly, it could be 

more important for intracoronary application as the pulsatile change in the coronary 

lumen may have a much larger value of 18% [11]. Thus, comparison of the two 

independent measurements will require synchronization of ECG or blood pressure 

signals. In the present study, the cardiac phase information was not registered in 

angiographic measurements. To minimize a possible discrepancy caused by comparing 

data of different cardiac phases, the systolic and diastolic lumen areas in the ultrasound 

measurement were averaged before comparison with angiography. On the other hand, 

it should be noted that intravascular ultrasound is a tomographic technique and 

angiography is a silhouette technique. Therefore, identical results may only be 

expected in vessels with circular geometry. For healthy vessels with often almost 

circular cross-sections, no significant differences were found in our comparison study 

with angiography. 

The images used in the observer variability studies were of clinical quality, selected by 

another clinical group for assessment of the effect of vascular intervention with 

intravascular ultrasound. The aim was to evaluate observer variability under conditions 

similar to practical applications. For a rough guide of observer variability from our 

results, one may estimate observer variations in percent defined by the ratio between 

standard deviations of the paired differences and their mean measurements. Using the 

means of intra- and interobserver data, the percent observer variations for quantitative 

data of lumen area, lesion area and percent area obstruction were 5%, 13% and 10%, 

respectively. The repeatability in the quantitative assessment of lumen area was very 

good. The influence of blood backscatter echoes on determination of the luminal 
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contour can be minimized by reviewing the real-time images. The higher degree of 

observer variations in lesion area measurements suggests that it is relatively more 

difficult to determine the boundary of the media than the a .. terial lumen. This is 

intimately related to the presence of an advanced atherosclerotic lesion with partial 

dropout of far-field echoes, and complex wall structure such as rupture or dissection of 

the lesion following intervention. 

Other factors may also affect the accuracy of quantitative results, including minor 

differences in sound velocity between saline and blood [12], image distortion caused 

by the mechanical system [13] and overestimation of the cross-sectional dimensions 

due to the off-axis catheter position [14]. Of these three factors, the off-axis catheter 

position seems to be the most serious problem. Although the angle between the 

catheter and the arterial wall was difficult to determine for in vivo measurements, our 
experience in peripheral artery studies showed that, in most cases, the catheter was 

aligned with the normal or minimal diseased part of the wall [15]. With straighter 

peripheral arteries one can expect that alignment allows an approximately co-axis 

catheter position. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In the phantom study and the comparison with histology and angiography, we 

demonstrated the feasibility to obtain accurate quantitative assessment of lumen, lesion 

area and percent area obstruction with intravascular ultrasound. Observer variability in 

measurements proved to be satisfactorily low in terms of analyzing images from a new 

technique. Using our method, quantitative analysis of intravascular ultrasound can be 
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used for clinical applications such as assessment of vascular stenosis and evaluation of 

therapeutic intervention. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC FRAME-TO-FRAME TRACKING 

OF THE LUMINAL BORDER FROM 

INTRAVASCULAR ULTRASOUND: 

Technical Development and Clinical Applications 

W. Li', S.H.K. The", R.A. Wilson''', 

J. G. Bosch, E.J. Gussenhoven, C. Di Mario, 

J.H.C. Reiber, N. Born, P.D. Verdouw, J.R.T.C. Roeland!. 

Based on the publications: 
• Semiautomatic frame-to-frame tracking of the luminal border from intravascular 

ultrasound. III: Compllters ill Cardiology 1992. IEEE Camp Soc Press 1992:353-356 . 
•• Assessment of regional vascular distensibility in diseased iliofemoral arteries by 

intravascular ultrasound. Ultrasollnd Med Bioi 1995;21:17-24 . . ,. 
In vivo measurement of regional large artery compliance by intravascular 

ultrasound under pentobarbital anesthesia. Angiology 1995;46:481·488. 
* ** *** " indicate the first authors of the published papers. 
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SemiMautomatic Frame-toMFrame Tracking 

ABSTRACT 

A template-matching method is described that allows measurement of the frame-to

frame changes in luminal cross-sectional area from intravascular ultrasound images by 

analysis of the regional wall displacement. Template matching is performed by cross

correlating the template data derived from the first frame with image data of the 

remaining frames. Optimal matching is determined using the minimum-cost algorithm. 

Comparison of the results from the template-matching method with those from manual 

tracing showed that the difference in area change was small (mean ± SO: 0.013 ± 0.59 

mm2
). The beat-to-beat variations evaluated with data from our method were smaller 

than obtained with manual tracing (computer: 1.0% vs manual: 2.7%). The proposed 

method has been applied in two studies: 1) in vivo measurement of regional large 

artery compliance in pigs; and 2) assessment of vascular distensibility in human 

diseased iliofemoral arteries. Results of both studies indicate that the template

matching method is suitable for wall compliance studies using intravascular ultrasound. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Catheter-based intravascular ultrasound (lVUS) is a new technique to obtain real-time, 

cross-sectional and high-resolution images of the arterial wall. The real-time echogram 

provides information on the dynamic contraction of the arterial wall during a cardiac 

cycle. One potential clinical application is to study arterial wall compliance with 

quantitative IVUS. By measuring changes in the cross-sectional dimensions 

simultaneously with blood pressure, arterial wall compliance can be analyzed from 

their relationship [I-5]. In this chapter, a template-matching method is described that 

estimates the luminal border by analyzing the displacement of the wall segment. 

Results of applying the method in animal and patient studies are presented. 

Boundary tracking: Frame-by-frame manual tracing of the luminal boundary is a 

straightforward method to measure changes in lumen area. However, manual 

procedures are often time-consuming and may suffer from considerable observer 

variability in deriving the small wall motion. On the other hand, direct application of 

an automatic contour detection technique is hampered by strong interference from the 

backscatter echoes of blood [6,7]. To overcome these problems, a semi-automatic 

tracing method has been developed from the minimum-cost algorithm [8,9]. The 

proposed method was tested by comparing the computer data with those obtained by 

manual tracings. Beat-to-beat variations were determined for both the computer 

tracking and manual tracing methods. 

Animal Study: The presence of smooth muscle fibers on the wall of large arteries 

suggests that arterial compliance might change in response to vasoactive substances 
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[10-14]. The purpose of the animal study is to determine the basal level of vasomotor 

tone in these arteries in a commonly used animal model and to learn whether the 

compliance of large conductance arteries is altered in vivo by vasoactive agents. 

Patient Study: Arterial distensibility is reported to be reduced in patients with 

atherosclerosis, hypertension and with increasing age [15-17). The aims of the 

retrospective patient study are to investigate the influence of the percentage area 

stenosis and the effect of balloon angioplasty on the distensibility of iliac and 

superficial femoral arteries. 

2 METHOD 

2.1 Data acquisition 

The IVUS imaging system (Du-MED, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) is a mechanically 

driven, single element system operating at 30 MHz. The axial resolution of the system 

is 75 flm and the lateral resolution is no less than 225 fun at a depth of 1 mm. The 

ultrasonic scan (16 frames per second) is converted into the video format via a video 

memory buffer and recorded with a standard VHS system. The analysis system was 

implemented on an IBM compatible PC/AT. The images recorded on the videotapes 

were digitized by a DT 2851 framegrabber and stored in 512 x 512 x 8 bits digital 

format on the hard disk. Simultaneously displayed blood pressure or ECG signal was 

used to select a complete set of frames throughout one cardiac cycle. 

2.2 Tracking algorithm 

Two-dimel/siol/al template extraction 

The templates are extracted from a reference image obtained by averaging several 

frames in the diastolic period of a cardiac cycle. The first advantage of this temporal 

smoothing technique is that it may reduce image noise in the data for generating the 

templates. Second, the backscatter echoes of flowing blood can be recognized as 

natural contrast in real-time images, but are difficult to identify on a still frame. The 

averaging procedure takes advantage of relative randomness of the blood echoes and 

small wall motion in the diastolic frames. Averaging a number of consecutive frames 

from this period tends to smooth the blood echoes while having only minimal blurring 

effect on the arterial wall. Consequently, this processing improves visibility of the 

interface between blood and the wall and allows easier tracing of the luminal boundary. 

An example demonstrating this improvement is shown in Fig.!. 

To specify the position of the wall, the luminal boundary is manually traced on the 

reference image using a mouse. The image is transformed into polar coordinates with 
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the centerpoint defined by the center of gravity of the luminal contour. The arterial wall 

is then divided into 32 segments through the resampling lines. Each of the segments is 

characterized by a two-dimensional data profile {X;(/,k)). i = 1, .... 32, 1= 1, ... Land k 

= I, .... K in a window positioned by the user's defined contour points. Land K define 

the size of the template in the radial and angular directions, respectively. This 

procedure generates 32 two-dimensional templates that overlap each other by 50%. 

Matching procedure 

The matching procedure is based on the cross-correlation between the reference 

template and the test data. Since we are interested in only the radial displacement of the 

arterial wall, the similarity test is performed by shifting the template with one radial 

unit each time over a search region. The value of the cross-correlation indicates how 

well the template fits the data at this position. Hence, a simple strategy to determine the 

best fit is finding the maximum value over the search region for each segment. 

However, this method takes decisions based on information from only one segment and 

could result in mismatches due to disturbances caused by changes in the backscatter 

pattern or partial dropouts of the wall. A more robust method is to determine an 

optimal match using information from all the segments. Therefore, the so-called 

minimum-cost algorithm that has been successfully applied for automatic contour 

detection in other clinical images has been used as a global optimization technique 

[8,9). Details of this algorithm are described in Appendix I. The algorithm makes use 

of dynamic programming techniques to find a path that has the overall minimal cost in 

a cost matrix. In our case the cost values are defined by a correlation coefficient that 

Fig. 1. Left: A single frame of an arterial cross-section sholVing the echoes from 

flolVing blood. Right: Time-averaged image sholVing enhancement of the lumillal 

boundary (arrows). 
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reflects the goodness of the match at 

different radial positions. The path 

derived by the minimum-cost algorithm 

represents an optimal match in the sense 

of satisfying constraints 011 connectivity 

and smoothness. The matching 

procedure has the following steps: 

First, polar transform is performed on 

the single frame using the same 

centerpoint as the reference frame. The 

transformed array is shown in Fig. 2a. 

The use of the same centerpoint for all 

the frames permits analysis of the wall 

displacement with the same reference 

position. 

The next step is to define a running 

search window by expanding the 

previously tracked luminal contour -W 

and W pixels in the radial direction. This 

dynamic adjustment of the searching 

A c 

B o 

Fig. 2. A) transformed array. B) search 

region defined by the left and right lines. 

C) cost matrix. D) minimal cost path 

region has the effect of using the previously detected positions as a model in the 

minimum-cost algorithm. The left and right dotted lines in Fig. 2b delineate the data to 

be cross-correlated with the templates. Then, a normalized cross-correlation coefficient 

between the template {X;(/,k)) and the data in its corresponding segment {Y;(/,k)) is 

calculated by: 
L K 
r, r,( X,(I,k)- Xi)(Yi(l,k+ j)- Y;) 

C;,j == 
[-Ok-O 

L K L K 

r, r, (Xi(l,k)- Xi f r, r, (Yi(l,k + j)- Y; f 
I=Ok=O I=Ok=O 

where i = I, ... , I is the number of segments andj = I, ... , J is the radial displacement in 

relation to the start position of the search window. A cost matrix is generated from 

these I by J coefficient values (Fig. 2c). The total cost for a path from the top to the 

bottom line is evaluated over all possible paths in this matrix and the one with the 

minimal cost is found by the algorithm, shown in Fig. 2d. Finally, a set of displacement 

values is calculated from the differences between the path and the template position. 
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Border estimatioll 

To obtain the absolute measurement 

of the lumen area, the last step in the 

analysis procedure is to estimate the 

luminal border from the 

displacement information and the 

manually derived contour. The 

precise definition of the luminal edge 

in each segment can be extracted 

from the manually defined contour 

by grouping the contour points 

according to their angles. By 

modifying every contour point in the 
group with its corresponding Fig. 3. The Illmillal COli tour as derived 

displacement value, the from the wall displacement. 

circumferential luminal contour is 

obtained after interpolating and smoothing the contour pieces from all the segments on 

the single frame (Fig. 3). 

2.3 Validation study 

To evaluate our method, measurements were performed on in vivo echograms of 

peripheral arteries acquired from 8 patients. For each patient, one cross-section with 

visible pulsation of the arterial wall was selected from the echograms and the luminal 

area was measured frame-by-frame over two cardiac cycles by two independent 

observers. One observer used the semi-automatic tracking method and the other traced 

all frames manually with a mouse. Since the measure of the luminal area change is 

more important than its absolute value in compliance studies, the difference in the area 

between two consecutive frames (bA = Ai - Ai+l) was used as the first parameter to 

compare the two methods. The mean difference between the two methods was 

calculated from the values of the paired difference of oA. Second, to evaluate the 

reproducibility of the measurement, beat-to-beat variations were estimated separately 

for both methods with data from two cardiac cycles. The measurements obtained in the 

two consecutive cycles were grouped in pairs according to the cardiac phase. The 

standard deviations of the paired data were calculated. A percent variation coefficient 

defined by the ratio of the standard deviations and their mean values was used to 
provide a quantitative measure of beat-to-beat variations. 
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2.4 Animal study 

Proximal iliac arterial compliance 

was measured in 7 pentobarbital

anesthetized pigs, before and during 

local infusion of adenosine and 

norepinephrine. Luminal area was 

measured every 40 milliseconds by 

means of the semi-automatic tracking 

program. Simultaneous high-fidelity 

pressure measurements were 

obtained by means of a catheter

tipped pressure microtransducer 

positioned at the origin of the iliac 

artery. Linear regression analysis of 

the area/pressure relationship in two 

~1O 
l\ 
~ 5 
5 
3o~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 

o 100 
Cardiac cycle (%) 

Fig. 4. The percelll challge of the lllmillal area 

ill two cardiac cycles (upper) alld the illlemal 

blood pressllre measurements (lower). The 

lumen area change was 7%. 

consecutive cardiac cycles (systolic phase only) was performed before and during 

adenosine and norepinephrine infusion. Arterial complial/ce was defined by the slope 

of the area/pressure regression line. Measurements after three minutes of infusions of 

adenosine (5-5000 glminute) and norepinephrine (0.001-10 glminute) were compared 

with the control measurements. Fig. 4 shows a typieal compliance measurement. The 

measured curve of the luminal area derived from two cardiac cycles is plotted as a 

function of time (upper). The corresponding internal blood pressure measurement is 

shown on the lower panel. The luminal area changes approximately 7% from systole to 

diastole. The compliance index was derived from the relationship between the area and 

pressure curves during the systolic phase. 

2.5 Patient study 

Twenty-eight patients with disabling claudication (mean age 65 years) were scheduled 

for balloon angioplasty (iliac artery in 7 and superficial femoral artery in 21 patients). 

The common femoral artery was cannulated with a 7F introducer sheath and the 

ultrasound catheter was advanced into the iliac or superficial femoral artery. Under 

fluorscopie guidance the position of the cathetertip was marked using a radiopaque 

reference ruler [18]. The electrocardiogram was registered simultaneously with the 

ultrasound studies. At levels of interest, the catheter was not moved during at least 10 

seconds to acquire sufficient images for the distensibility study. 

In 10 patients, initial inspection showed that free lumen area remained unchanged 

during one cardiac cycle. From the remaining 18 patients, a total of 135 cross-sections 
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Fig. 5. Distensibility (%) measllred in a femoral arterial cross-section showillg 

an eccentric-hard lesion «50% stellosis). The percemage Illmell area challge 
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underwent quantitative analysis. Arterial distellsibility was defined as the arB'll 

difference between the systolic and diastolic measurements divided by the mean lumen 

area registered during the two cardiac cycles. Cross-sections without a lesion were 

compared with those showing <50%, 50-90% and >90% area stenosis. The effect of 

balloon angioplasty on the arterial distensibility was evaluated with data obtained 

before and after intervention. An example of the distensibility measurement in a hard 

lesion is shown in Fig. 5. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Validation study 

The mean difference between the two methods for the measure of the area change was 

minimal (mean difference ± SD: 0.013 ± 0.59 mm', p > 0.05). The beat-to-beat 

variation in data from the semi-automatic method was smaller than that from manual 

tracing (computer: 1.0% vs manual 2.7%). 

3.2 Animal study in large artery compliance 

Even at the highest infusion rate, adenosine did not significantly increase arterial 

compliance compared with baseline (25 ± 7 vs 19 ± 4 mm'/mmHg x 10.3, respectively, 

p = ns). In contrast, norepinephrine decreased arterial compliance compared with the 

second baseline control (13 ± 3 Vs 20 ± 3 mm'/mmHg x 10.3, respectively, p < 0.01). 
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3.3 Patient study in regional distensibility 

The distensibility data associated with the area stenosis are summarized Table I. 

Distensibility values in iliac arteries were significantly higher than those in femoral 

arteries. In addition, no significant change in distensibility was evidenced when lesion 

volume increased up to 90% stenosis both in iliac and femoral arteries. Conversely, a 

significant decrease in distensibility (0.4%) was observed in four femoral artery cross

sections (three patients) in which the percentage area stenosis was >90% (p < O.OS). 

Lesions with> 90% stenosis were not found in the iliac artery. 

The influence of balloon angioplasty on arterial distensibility was more marked in iliac 

than in femoral arteries. In iliac arteries, distensibility increased significantly from S.3 

± 3.0% pre-intervention to 8.2 ± 3.1 post-intervention (p<O.OS); in femoral arteries, the 

distensibility showed practically no change after intervention: 2.S ± 1.8% before vs 2.8 

± 1.5% after intervention. 

Table I: Distensibility (%) in iliac and femoral arteries grouped 

according to the degree of percentage area stenosis. 

Iliac 

Femoral 

NO LESION <SO% SO-90% 

6.S% 

3.5% 

S.8% 

2.4% 

9.3% 

3.1% 

>90% 

0.4% 

4 DISCUSSION 

A method that measures changes in luminal area by of analyzing the regional wall 

displacement rather than direct detection of tlte lumen boundary. Use of the mirfimum

cost algorithm in the decision unit enforces the connectivity and smoothness 

constraints of a physical object. As this method maximizes use of image information, it 

is insensitive to image noise and disturbance caused by the blood echoes and, therefore, 

allows accurate estimation of the luminal border with absence of a clear blood-wall 

intClface in a still frame. The cross·correlation coefficient used for the matching is a 

powerful similarity measure that is independent of variations in amplitude and 

baseline, but rather computationally intensive. In our implementation, the processing 

time has been limited to a few seconds as the matching processing for each segment is 
carried out only along one direction in a small range. 

Change in lumen area was in the order of S% in the wall distensibility study. Thus, a 

high beat-to-beat reproducibility is essential for the measurement of such a small 

change. As expected, the beat-to-beat variation in the manual method was relatively 

high due to observer variability in the manual contour tracing. With the semi-automatic 

tracking method, the variation was reduced to I % of the mean lumen area. The only 
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user interaction in this method is the manual definition of the luminal border on the 

reference image. Since the borders are estimated with the same templates in all frames, 

observer variations in the manual procedure of the semi-automatic approach appear as 

baseline deviations in each absolute area measurement, which may not affect the 

accuracy in measurement of the changes between frames. 

The animal study demonstrated the ability of IVUS to serially measure arterial 

compliance in vivo and to determine the resting tone of the artery byits response to 

vasodilating and vasoconstricting pharmacologic agents. Arterial compliance of the 

iliac artery was not significantly altered by the infusion of adenosine but was 

significantly decreased by norepinephrine. Thus, it appears that resting large artery 

tone in this experimental preparation is low. 

The preliminary patient study has established baseline values on vessel wall 

distensibility in diseased iliac and superficial femoral arteries. Arterial distensibility 

was determined by the nature of the lesion; hard lesions had reduced distensibility. 

Lesion volume influenced distensibility only when there was a significant reduction in 

luminal area. Vascular intervention increased the distensibility in iliac arteries, whereas 

no change was found in femoral arteries after intervention. Albeit the clinical value of 

IVUS for assessment of vascular distensibility needs to be determined, the data 

presented here may provide a basis for future studies. 

There are several potential limitations in the application of IVUS imaging techniques 

for vessel wall compliance studies. The invasive nature of the methodology raises the 

possibility that the presence of the ultrasound catheter may affect the accuracy of the 

measurement of compliance. The distribution of the internal pressure gradient may be 

altered, inducing changes in the compliance of the arterial wall. When the catheter is 

attached to the arterial wall, no cardiac contraction can be observed from the wall 

behind the catheter because the pressure is blocked. Interference of the catheter may be 

negligible in measurements of a relatively larger artery, but may be significant for the 

artery with a diameter comparable to the size of the catheter; when smaller ultrasound 

catheters become available, this limitation will decrease. 

In the present study, the relatively low temporal resolution of the IVUS system may 

limit the accuracy in assessing the rapid change in lumen dimensions. The maximum 

frame rate of the system was limited to 16 frames per second. This may not be 

sufficient to reproduce the rising edge of the lumen area curve during the systolic 

period. Therefore, the maximum value of the lumen area may be underestimated, 

resulting in underestimation of the wall compliance/distensibility. To reduce this error, 

measurement of lumen change was performed in more than one cardiac cycle. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

A method for frame-to-frame tracking of the luminal border from sequential IVUS 

images has been developed by combining the cross-correlation and minimum-cost 

methods for the template-matching, which enables to extract border information from 

IVUS images containing strong disturbances. Validation data have demonstrated that 

the accuracy and reproducibility of the method are high for quantifying the frame-to

frame changes in the luminal area. Results from both the animal and clinical studies 

have shown that this method provides a useful clinical tool for wall 

compliance/distensibility studies with intravascular ultrasound. 
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Three-dimensional Intravascular Ultrasound 

ABSTRACT 

The tomographic nature of intravascular ultrasound imaging techniques allows three

dimensional reconstruction of a vessel of an entire vascular segment. Volumetric 

quantification of the vessel lumen and plaque can be derived from a sequence of 

echographic slices. This chapter introduces various techniques to obtain an optimal 

reconstruction and display of the three-dimensional intravascular ultrasound data. A 

semi-automatic approach for detection of the lumen and plaque contours on a slice 

sequence has been developed that optimizes the contour detection algorithm by 

combining information from two perpendicular longitudinal views. This method is able 

to provide accurate and reproducible measurements of lumen and vessel volumes. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is a real-time tomographic imaging technique that 

displays the cross-sectional arterial .Iumen and wall components of different vessel 

positions in a sequential fashion. Although the experienced medical mind is capable of 

three-dimensional (3D) conceptualization of complex structural morphology and 

pathology from the sequential display, a thorough understanding of the spatial relations of 

this infOlmation requires repeated review of the IVUS images recorded at different vessel 

positions. Computerized 3D reconstruction allows visualization of these tomographic data 

in their longitudinal relation to the proximal and distal segments and provides a more 

objective spatial picture and a potential gateway to quantification [1-15]. By performing a 

slow pull-back of the echo-catheter, a series of longitudinally stacked IVUS slices can be 

acquired to reconstruct the vessel over the entire narrowed segment in a 3D space. 

Volumetric measurements of the lumen and plaque can be obtained by means of image 

segmentation procedure whereby the contours of the structure such as the intima and 

media are identified on a cross-sectional image [16-18]. A typical IVUS 3D processing 

consists of a number of steps as illustrated in Fig. l. Among the 3D processing steps, 

video data acqUisition and image segmentation are the most critical [6,7,19-21]. 

pullback video 
data acquistion 

Fig. 1. Basic steps in1VUS 3D reconstruction. 
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In this chapter, various techniques for sequential data acquisition and 3D modeling/display 

methods are discussed. An interactive contour detection approach for 3D quantitative 

analysis is described. This method was validated through comparison between computer 

measurements and manual tracings in patient data obtained from peripheral at1eries. A 

more comprehensive validation study performed in coronary arteries will be presented in 

the next chapter. 

2 IMAGE ACQUISITION 

The IVUS image sequence is acquired by a pull·back procedure of the echo·catheter at a 

slow speed. Two techniques are available to register the longitudinal position of the 

catheter tip inside the vessels. To reduce the motion artifacts caused by vessel pulsation, 

BCG-gating techniques can be incorporated in these methods. 

2.1 Registration technique I: Displacement sensing device 

The system consists of a mechanical-optical sensing device and a main-unit [22]. The 

echo-catheter is pushed through the sensing device prior to being advanced inside the 

arterial lumen (Fig. 2). The mechanical movement of the catheter by 

advancing/withdrawing manually is detected and encoded as digital signals. These digital 

data are received and processed by the main-unit to provide the position measurement at a 

resolution of 0.1 10m. The position data can be simultaneously superimposed on 

ultrasound images or encoded as a time-code on the audio channel of the videotape. With 

the recorded position infOJmation, ultrasound data can be accurately acquired at a given 

longitudinal resolution. Since the system provides the cathetel1ip position directly on the 

, , , 
L _____ I 

sensor 
-(pull-back) 

, , , , 
\1: , 

" \1: ,: , 
1\: Ii' ': , , , ' . . . 

1m" ·inia~~·:IrT.·ag~~~·a·g~1 
S::e4 .. "'3 

Fig. 2. Left: Diagram illustrating a pull-back acquisition to obtaill a set of IVUS cross

sectiollal images llsing the displacement sensing device. The motion of the catheter is 

detected by the sellsor alld superimposed 011 the video display. Right: Photography oj 

the displacement sensing device: i: disposable sensor; 2: main unit; 3: catheter. 
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real-time video display, it can be used for other purposes, for example, finding two 

corresponding cross-sections before and after intervention. Validation results of this 

device have been reported [23]. 

2.2 Registration technique II: Motorized pull-back 

The pull-back can also be performed using a motorized device specially designed for a 

2.9F (diameter: I mm) imaging echo-catheter with mechanical flex shaft rotation method 

[24). In this approach, the transducer is withdrawn inside the catheter by the motor at a 

constant speed (Typically: 1 mmls). Since the pull-back speed is known, the longitudinal 

position of the transducer is merely determined by the time. The longitudinal resolution of 

this method depends on the pull-back speed as well as the frame rate of the imaging 

system. For the speed of I mmls, a scan rate of 10 frames per second is required in order 

to obtain a resolution of 0.1 mm. 

2.3 ECG-gated data acquisition 

To remove the artifacts caused by the cardiac motion, electrocardiograph (ECG) gating 

techniques can be incorporated using a dedicated device. The device detects the QRS peak 

of the EeG signal and marks the cOITesponding ultrasound image with a white box on the 

video. The superimposed video marker is then detected by the off-line system to acquire 

images from the same phase, i.e., the peak QRS or any related delay timing in the cardiac 

cycle. Because the data acquisition is synchronized with EeG timing, the thickness of 

slice is no longer uniform due to the variations in the patient hart rate. Therefore, the slice 

thickness of each cross-section needs to be calculated for volumetric quantification. 

A more accurate approach is the use of a stepwise pull-back device in combination 

with EeG-gating techniques [25,26). In this approach echographic slices are acquired 

at a fixed spatial interval (Typically: 0.2 mm) using a dedicated 3D work station 

(Echoscan, TomTec, Munich, Germany). The advantage of the EeG-gated pull-back 

procedure is its capability to skip abnormal heart beats, which ensures that the 3D data 

set only contains images with a normal and reproducible cardiac motion. 

2.4 Image digitization 

The pull-back IVUS image sequence recorded in video fonnats needs to be digitized and 

stored in the computer memory for the subsequent 3D processing. In order to analyze the 

complete diseased vessel segment with a sufficient longitudinal resolution, a powerful 

computer with sufficient intemal memory is mandatory for storing and processing a large 

amount of image data. The computer system used in this study is a Pentium (60 MHz) 

system with 16 MB of intemal RAM. The IVUS images recorded on S-VHSNHS 

videotape are digitized at a resolution of 800 x 600 x 8 Bits by a framegrabber (DT-3852). 
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To limit the amount of digital data, a region of interest is selected on the video screen. A 

total of up to 200 slices can be acquired at a maximum frame rate of 20 fls and stored in 

the computer memmy. Separate software interfaces have been integrated in the system to 

support different video acquisition techniques plus ECG gating. 

3 IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

The purpose of the image segmentation procedure is to define the regions of the vessel 

lumen and lesion on each ultrasound cross-section. The luminal area is defined by the 

leading edge of the arterial wall. To estimate the size of the total cross-sectional area of 

the vessel, the interface between intima-media complex and adventitia is identified. 

Several techniques have been developed to detect these boundaries automatically. A 

simple approach is the gray-scale threshold method that separates the lumen and tissue 

based on gray intensity [5,27). A more elaborate solution is the blood speckle 

identification algorithm that detects the blood scattering echoes by means of statistical 

pattem recognition [7, II ,28]. An altemative approach is the sequential contour detection 

based on dynamic programming techniques [29-33]. This technique makes use of a global 

optimization lUle to find the boundaty and can be used to detect the lumen and media 

contours. Since the optimization technique is robust to image noise, it has been widely 

used in the fields of medial image processing, pa.1icularly in contour detection on 

ultrasound images. Application of the above-mentioned techniques, however, is often 

hampered by the lack of shatpness of the lumen-wall interface, the similar acoustic 

prope.1ies of the plaque and adventitia and the interference from blood scattering. To 

provide an efficient method that is able to deal with images of various quality, a semi

automatic approach based on the minimum cost algorithm has been developed. 

3.1 Minimum cost algorithm 

The minimum cost algorithm is an efficient method developed from dynamic 

programming techniques. Detailed description of this technique is presented in 

Appendix I. In brief, the digitized ultrasound data are resampled into a rectangle format 

using a circular model (Fig. 3a and 3b). A cost matrix is yielded from the resampled 

data, in which each element represents the edge strength or the possibility to be an edge 

point (Fig. 3c). For detection of the luminal boundary, the cost value is defined by the 

spatial first-derivative method; large changes in the echo intensity will produce low 

cost values in the matrix. This method permits detection of the luminal edge that 

contains a significant contrast in gray levels. The media interface, however, is usually 

recognized by its black-ring appearance rather than by the changes in image intensity. 

Edge enhancement based on the gradient of gray levels is unable to produce sufficient 
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contrast for discrimination of the 

media boundary. To detect this 

intelface, a pattem matching 

processing by cross-correlation is 

adopted for the cost calculations. 

The value of the cost element is 

defined by the normalized cross

correlation coefficient between a 

line pattem and the resampled data. 

Low cost values will be assigned to 

the points with high similarity 

levels. Next, through the cost 

matrix a path with the smallest 

accumulated cost is determined by 

the minimum cost algorithm (Fig. 

3d). This path is globally optimized 

in terms of connectivity and 

smoothness. Finally, the points in 

the path are transformed back to the 

image coordinates, and interpolated 

to generate a circumferential 

outline (Fig. 3e). 

A B 

c 

E 

D 

Fig. 3. (A) Image resampled along the scan 
lines jar the Illmen detectioll. (B) Resampled 

data shown in the polar jormat. (C) Cost 
matrix displayillg low cost vailles with high 

gray levels. D) Path determilled by the 

minimal cost algorithm. (E) Lllmillal cOlltollr 

derived by transjerring the path back to the 

image 

3.2 Semi-automatic contour detection 

The semi-automatic contour detection procedure consists of three steps. First, the IVUS 

image sequence is modeled in a voxel space. Two perpendicular cut planes that are 

parallel to the longitudinal axis are interactively selected. Data located at the 

interception of the cut planes and the voxel volume are derived to reconstruct two 

longitudinal images (Fig. 4). Each row of the longitudinal views represents the image 

data resampled along the cut line from one slice. Linear interpolation is applied during 

the longitudinal reconstruction. The angle and location of the cut planes can be 

interactively changed by the user to obtain an optimal quality of the longitudinal 

images. 

The second step is an interactive tracing procedure that defines the contours of the 

lumen and plaque on the longitudinal images. The program starts with an automatically 

detected contour by the minimum cost algorithm. To modify the detected contour, 

points can be manually added to force the contour passing through the desired position. 

This is implemented by setting the cost matrix at the manually defined position with a 
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very low value. The optimal path 
is then redefined from the 

modified cost matrix using the 

minimum cost algorithm. The 
corresponding XY coordinates of 

the longitudinal contour are 

calculated and displayed on the 
transverse image for visual 
checking (Fig. 5). For each 

longitudinal image, two lumen 
contours and two media contours 

are traced. Since the cost matriX 
has been pre-calculated and 
stored in the memory, the 

longitudinal contour can be 
interactively retraced and updated 

on both the longitudinal and 
transverse displays. 

The third step is the contour 

detection on each cross-sectional 

image with information from the 

Fig. 4. Image volume (upper) is intercepted by 
two perpendicular plane A alld B to generate 
longitudinal display (lower). 

longitudinal contours. By transforming the contours from the two longitudinal planes 
to the transverse plane, four pre-defined points are available for each cross-section. 
These points indicate the edge positions where the contour should pass through. Using 
the four edge points, the range and center for boundary searching are determined. The 

cross-sectional images are then transformed to a polar format. A cost matrix having a 
very low value at the four pre-defined positions is yielded from the resampled data. 
Finally, an optimal contour passing through the four edge points is obtained by 

applying the minimum cost algorithm. 

3.3 Validation study 

A comparison study was designed to validate the semi-automatic method. In this study, 
contours traced separately with a manual system were used as a gold standard to 
evaluate the accuracy of the computer derived contours. 
IVUS imaging: The validation studies were performed using a mechanical IVUS 
imaging system based on a single ultrasound element (30 MHz); the tomographic 

image is scanned by rotating the transducer mounted on a guidewire-tipped 4.3F 
catheter (Du-MED, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 0.018" or 0.035"). The 3D IVUS data 
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Fig. 5. COlltour detectioll of the 3D IVUS data set. The left pallel shows the first 

cross-sectioll of the 200 slices. Lilies A alld B defille the two 10llgitlldillal views 

showlI all the right pallels. The detected colllours of the Illmell alld media are 

sllperimposed all both the trallsvel~e alld 10llgitudillal images. The correspolldillg 

positions of the longitudinal contours all the transverse plane are marked by the 
circles. 

were acquired before angioplasty. The pull-back of the echo catheter was performed 

manually and registered with the displacement sensing device. 

Data analysis: Quantitative measurements were performed in steps of 0.1 mm with the 

semi-automatic contour detection method and in steps of 2.5 mm by manual contour 

tracings. A total of 221 cross-sectional images obtained from 10 patients were 

analyzed. Measurements of lumen and vessel areas obtained with the two methods 

were compared at the corresponding position. To describe the agreement between the 

two systems, mean and standard deviation of the paired differences were calculated. 

Systematic differences between automated and manual measurements were analyzed 

with the Student's t-test for paired observations. The degree of variation between the 

two systems was presented as a coefficient of variation, defined as the standard 

deviation of the paired difference divided by the mean of the absolute value. A p-value 

< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

4 VOLUMETRIC QUANTIFICATION 

Volumetric measurements of IVUS images can be derived from the detected contours of 

the lumen and media. The cross-sectional area of the lumen and media are calculated on 

each echographic slice. The plaque area is calculated by subtracting the free lumen area 

from the total area of the vessel. The volumes of the lumen and plaque are then calculated 

with the Simpson's rule: 
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N 

V= L;Ai 'Hi 
1=0 

where Ai is the cross-sectional area, 

Hi is the thickness of the slice and N 

is the number of slices. Resulting 

quantitative data of the lumen area, 

plaque area and % area stenosis can 

be plotted as a function of vessel 

position to provide immediate 

assessment of the lesion distribution 

along the length of the vessel (Fig. 

6). Measurements of maximum and 

minimum diameter, lesion thickness, 
eccentricity of the vessel lumen and 

lesion on each IVUS cross-section 

are provided by the 3D system. 
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Fig. 6. Cross-sectional area measurements oj 

the lUlllell (L), total vessel area (T) alld plaque 
(P) plotted as afullctiol! of the vessel POSitiOIl. 

The volullles of the lUlllell alld plaque 
lIIeasured over a vessel lellgth of 4 CIII are 

815.91111113 alld 1715.5 11111/, respectively 

Quantitative measurements can also be perfonned along the longitudinal direction to 

derive parameters such as the length of the calcified lesion and the length of the lesion 

dissection rupture from the 3D data set. 

5 THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION 

5.1 Voxel modeling 

Once the image segmentation has been performed, the, 3D arterial objects can be 

reconstructed using a 3D model. Two computer models, wire mesh and voxel modeling, 

are most commonly used to describe a 3D object. The wire mesh model represents the 

surface of an object by a set of connected curves. Each curve can be simply defined by the 

3D coordinates (x, y, z), which requires only small amount of computer memory. The 

method is suitable for reconstruction of an 3D object with smooth surfaces, particularly an 

at1ificially created object, but may fail to depict structures with a complex geometry like a 

diseased vessel. The voxel model is a volume-based modeling method that divides the 3D 

space into many small volume elements or so-called "voxel" arranged side by side [34]. 

An important feature of this modeling method is that it always represents volumes, thus 

independent of the complexity of the object surface. In this modeling approach, a pixel on 

the 2D echo image is extended to a 3D voxel element defined by the coordinates of its 

center (x, y, z). Each voxel is classified as a member of either the lumen or the wall 

structures by the detected contours. The longitudinal resolution (along z plane) of a 3D 

IVUS data set is usually lower than the cross-sectional (along x, y planes) resolution due 
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to a limited slice number; data interpolation between two consecutive slices is often 

performed to obtain a cubic voxe!. 

5.2 Rendering methods 

A 3D object reconstructed by the computer cannot be directly visualized on a 2D 

display device such as a monitor screen; the reconstructed data usually requires to be 

projected back on a 2D space with a rendering procedure. Various rendering techniques 

can be applied to archive effects like object transparency or mimic certain types of 

materials. Additionally, the reconstructed object can be displayed in perspective to 

enhance the depth perception. For visualization of 3D IVUS data, a rendering procedure 

based on the depth-gradient shading method is used. The brightness of the projected image 

is determined by the weighted sum of three components: 1) the depth of a voxel to provide 

distance perception; 2) the gradient vector of a voxel to describe the orientation of the 

voxel sUlface; 3) the gray scale value of a voxel to display the original echo infonnation of 

the wall structures_ The value of the depth-gradient shading is related to the position of the 

defined light source. When the source is placed in front of the volume, the voxel that is 

closer to the view point has a brighter gray intensity. Analogously, the voxel with a 

sUlface nonnal to the light source is displayed with a high intensity. An example of the 

three rendedng components is shown in Fig. 7. The final 3D display is obtained with 

weighting factors of 0.2, 0.4, 04 for distance shading, gradient shading and voxel gray 

value, respectively. The weighting factors of the three components can be adjusted 

interactively to obtain an optimal display of the reconstructed vessel. Altematively, the 

lesion volume can be encoded with a different color to provide a higher contrast to the 

nonnal waU tissue. 

5.3 Display formats 

Various display formats are used to emphasize the different structures of interest [6,7]. 

The most common used modalities include three display formats: I) longitudinal 

display reconstructed from an arbitrary angle of the cutting plane; 2) "clam-shell" view 

that cuts and opens up the 3D volume 10ngitudinaUy; 3) lumen cast that displays only the 

lumen volume as a 3D solid object. 

6 RESULTS 

6.1 Validation results 

Comparison of the semi-automated contour detection and manual contour tracing is 

summarized in Table I. A smaU but statistically significant difference in vessel area 
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measurements was found between the two approaches (-0.46 ± 2.60 mm2
, p = 0.02). 

No significant difference between the two methods was found for the lumen area (0.20 

± 2.52 mm2
, p = 0.23). The coefficient of variation for lumen area and vessel area was 

16.8% and 8.0%, respectively. 

Table I: Data represent mean and standard deviation 

LUMEN AREA (nuni) VESSEL AREA (mmi) 

Manual 

Automated 

14.90 ± 8.22 

IS.II ±7.73 

Paired difference 0.20 ± 2.S2 (NS) 

Ceofficient of variation 16.8% 

NS: Not significant; S: Significant. 

32.69 ± 12.04 

32.23 ± II.S2 

-0.46 ± 2.60 (S) 

8.0% 

In average, the required analysis time was O.IS mill/frame with the semi-automatic 

method and 2-6 min/frame with the manual tracing system. During the tracing of the 

longitudinal contour, approximately 3-S markers were manually added. The total time 

to acquire and analyze a 3D IVUS recording with 200 cross-sections was in the range 

of 2S-30 minutes. 

6.2 Three-dimensional reconstruction 

The longitudinal display is a built-in function in the semi-automatic detection system. 

The simultaneous display of the original cross-section with the derived longitudinal 

view offers an oriented mapping of quantitative/qualitative analysis on each slice to the 

entire vessel segment. This display format is considered to be a standard display in 

clinics. Fig. 8 shows visualization of a set of original NUS cross-sections (left panel) 

S8 

Fig. 7. A) Compollent of the depth shading. B) Compollelll of the gradielll shadillg. 

C) Compollellt of the origillal echo illlellsity. D) 3D display by combillillg the three 

compollellts with weighillg factors of 0.2, 0.4 alld 0.4 for the depth, gradiellt alld 

echo illtellsity, respectively. 
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Fig. 8. Left: FOllr IVUS cross~sectiolls of a corollary artery showillg eccellfric 
lesion distributiolls all (A, B, C. D), calcified lesioll (A, D) alld wall rapture (B). 

Right: The 10llgitudillal display with four horiWllfal lilies illdica/iug the 

correspollding vessel positiolls of the IVUS cross-sectiolls. Calcified lesioll alld 

rupture are indicated by Ca alld Ru, respectively. Note dramatic challges ill the 

IUlllell shapes, which lIIay 1I0t be easy to illtelpret without the help of the 

longitudinal views. 

and the longitudinal reconstruction (right panel). The longitudinal view depicts clearly 

the 3D geometric relationship of the different morphologic features such as plaque 

calcification and rupture, thus allowing easier interpretation of the significant changes 

of the lumen and lesion on individual echographic slices. The longitudinal images may 

also be used to overcome the problem of echo drop-outs by connecting information 

from different slices. 

Fig. 9 shows a "clam-shell" display of a diseased coronalY ar1ery reconstructed from 200 

slices. This display format allows inspection of the interior lumen structure and the 

distribution of the lesion along the vessel segment. The roughness of the lumen surface is 

well appreciated from the 3D display. An example of the lumen cast display format is 

illustrated in Fig. 10. The solid 3D lumen can be rotated and visualized from different 

angles to appreciate the change in the lumen shape that varies significantly from a 

concentric to an eccentric geometry. 
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7 SUMMARY OF THE SEMI-AUTOMATIC APPROACH 

Image segmentation is a key step for an accurate 

3D quantification of IVUS images. At the current 

stage of the ultrasound imaging technique, 

application of a fully automatic segmentation 

approach is still limited by the image quality. The 

proposed semi-automatic method has two 

advantages: 

First, it makes use of information from the 

longitudinal reconstruction to guide contour 

detection on the transverse images. The four pre

defined longitudinal points provide important prior 

knowledge about the position and shape of the 

boundaries, which allows generation of a precise 

model to limit the edge searching in a small region. 

Moreover, since the program only searches the 

contours constrained by the four points, the chance 

of picking up a wrong contour due to strong noises 

is reduced. 

Secondly, user interaction is incorporated in the 

minimum cost algorithm, providing possibilities to 

handle images of various quality. The amount of 

required manual definition depends mainly on the 

image quality; for high quality images, such as 

those obtained in vitro or with EeG-gated 

acquisition in vivo, the contour detection can run 

almost automatically. 

Fig. 9. Three-dimensional 

visualization by opelling lip 

th" IVUS volrllne along the 

sagillal plane 

One limitation of the current semi-automatic approach is that it is based on a 

predefined geometric model, which allows detection of only one contour point along 

the resampled line. This approach may fail to detect the luminal contour in the case of 

very irregular luminal shapes. In particular, manual correction of the luminal contour is 

necessary for the vessel with dissections or flaps where more than one contour point 
are needed to define the luminal boundary. 

8 LIMITATIONS IN 3D IVUS 

The 2D echo data are the basis of the 3D reconstruction. Therefore, the IVUS image 

quality is essential for 3D reconstruction and volumetric quantification. The IVUS 
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Fig. /0. 3D display of the lllmen reconstructed as a solid model alld viewed from 

the X (left) and Y (right) directions. The change of the luminal geometry along 

the Z axis is clearly delineated by the two different cast views. 

image quality is limited by a number of factors such as a poor definition of the 

boundaries of the lumen and plaque due to high blood echogenicity, calcium 

shadowing and image artifacts [35-371. A poor image quality may reduce the accuracy 

of the contour detection algorithm on echographic slices and require more user 

interaction for contour correction. When a poor boundary exists in only a small pOltion 

of a 3D data set, the volumetric data might not be affected significantly because the 

volume calculation averages out the variations in individual measurements. 

Furthermore, information available from adjacent slices on the longitudinal display can 

help to estimate the boundary on the 'problematic' cross-section. For example, the 

problem of the acoustic shadowing in a calcified lesion could be simply solved by 

connecting the beginning and ending point of the lesion on the longitudinal image. 

Thus, processing 3D data has an advantage of dealing with a poor image quality as 

compared to tracing contour on one cross-section. 

The possible errors associated with the 3D pull-back acquisition are listed in Table II. 

The speed of a motorized pull-back may vary with the changes in the mechanical 

resistance. The displacement sensing device can be used to solve this problem by 

providing a feedback of motor speed, which allows a direct measure of the slice 

thickness. 

The relative movement between transducer and wall due to cardiac pulsation induces a 

translation in slice position, causing discontinuity of the echo data along the 

longitudinal axis. This image artifact can be minimized using the described ECG-gated 
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Table II: Limitations on acquisition of 3D IVUS data 

CAUSES 

inconsistent pull-back speed 

cardiac motion 

catheter twisting 

vessel curvature 

PROBLEMS 
change in slice thickness 

translation in slice position 

rotation in slice orientation 

reconstruction as a straight tube 

methods that acquire all the slices at the same phase of a cardiac cycle. One 

complication of ECG controlled acquisition is that it prolongs the acquisition time. 

Changes in the orientation of the echo 

image may occur when a mechanical 

IVUS is twisted. One possible solution to 

this problem is an image processing 

method that matches the vessel orientation 

based on the shape of the cross-sectional 

data [38]. 

Since the 3D vessel is reconstructed by 

stacking the slices along the center of thy 

catheter, a curved vessel is allVay~ 
represented as a straight tube. As a result, 

the lesion volume may be compressed 

(underestimate) in the convexity or 

expanded (overestimate) in the concavity 

of the vessel [6]. To improve the 

reconstruction accuracy of a curved 

vessel, biplane fluoroscopy or 

angiography can be applied to spatially 

correct the 3D IVUS data set [39,40]. A 

new method based on combined use of 

biplane angiography and 3D intracoronary 

ultrasound (ANGUS) may in the future 

help to analyze the true geometry of the 

vessel lumen and plaque, taking vessel 

curvatures and catheter bends into account 

[41]. In Fig. II, a clinical example of a 

spatial reconstruction by ANGUS is 

given, showing a diseased right coronary 
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Fig. 11. Combined use of biplane 

angiography and three·dimensional 

illfracoronary ultrasound by ANGUS, a 

new method that allows the alia lysis oj 

the true geometry of the vessel lumell 

alld plaque, taking vessel curvatures alld 

catheter bends illfo account. A 

reconstruction of a diseased right 
cO/'OIlGly artery is displayed ill a frontal 

projectioll. Ultrasoulld data provided by 

the COlltour detectioll method were 

spatially arrallged and illferpolated, 

usillg biplalle data 011 both the pull·back 

trajectory and the allgiogram. 
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artery in frontal projection. Ultrasound data on the intimal leading edge and the 

external boundaly of the total vessel, provided by the contour detection method, were 

spatially arranged and interpolated, using biplane data on pull-back trajectory and on 

the contrast angiogram. The example demonstrates that the external contour of the 

vessel provides additional information which is not available from a silhouette of the 

lumen provided by the angiogram. This approach may permit a more distinct 

assessment of the progression or regression of atherosclerosis, an issue that is 

interesting as plaque progression or regression of the outer and inner curve of a bended 

coronary segment may differ significantly. 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

Intravascular ultrasonic imaging allows detailed studies of luminal morphology and 

mural pathology in a vessel cross-sections. 3D reconstruction of these cross-sectional 

images serves as an important adjunct to obtain comprehensive assessment of the 

complex spatial distribution of a lesion. Volumetric quantification obtained over an 

entire vascular segment will provide a more complete evaluation of the atherosclerotic 

disease. The proposed semi-automatic contour detection method reduces the need for 

extensive user-interaction during quantitative analysis and offers a practical tool to 

obtain volumetric measurements from a sequence of IVUS images. Results from the 

validation study indicate a good agreement between the semi-automatic method and 

manual contour tracings for measurements of both lumen and vessel areas. Further 

improvement on this method will permit on-line application during a catheterization 

procedure, for example, in the guidance and evaluation of the catheter-based 

intervention. 
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ABSTRACT 

Current automated systems for quantitative analysis by intracoronary ultrasound 

(ICUS) are restricted to the detection of the lumen. The aim of this study was to 

determine the accuracy and reproducibility of a new semi-automated contour detection 

method, providing off-line identification of the intimal leading edge and external 

contour of the vessel in three-dimensional ICUS. The system allows cross-sectional and 

volumetric quantification of both lumen and plaque. It is based on the application of a 

minimum-cost algorithm and the concept that edge points derived from previously 

detected longitudinal contours guide and facilitate the contour detection in the cross

sectional images. A tubular phantom with segments of different luminal dimensions 

was examined in vitro during 5 catheter pull-backs (lmmls) and subsequently 20 

diseased human coronary arteries were studied in vivo, using 2.9F, 30MHz mechanical 

ultrasound catheters (200 images/20-mm-segment). The ICUS measurements of 

phantom lumen area and volume revealed a high correlation with the true phantom 

areas and volumes (r=0.99); relative mean differences were -0.65% to 3.86% for the 

areas and 0.25% to 1.72% 'for the volumes of the various segments. Intra- and 

interobserver comparison showed high correlations (r=0.95 to 0.98 for area and 0.99 

for volume) and small mean relative differences (-0.87% to 1.08%), with SD of lumen, 

plaque, and total vessel measurements not exceeding 7.28%, 10.81 %, and 4.44% (area) 

and 2.66%, 2.81 %, and 0.67% (volume) respectively. Thus, the proposed analysis 

system provided accurate measurements of phantom dimensions and can be used to 

perform highly reproducible area and volume measurements in three-dimensional rcus 

in vivo. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

rntracoronary ultrasound (rCUS) provides .. terial cross-sectional images and allows 

diameter and area measurements of coronary lumen and plaque [I, 2). These 

measurements have usually been limited to manual contour tracing of cross-sectional 

images at the site of the reference segment and the target stenosis. rn parallel with the 

progress in quantitative angiography techniques that started with manual caliper 

assessment and finally reached computer-assisted methods [3, 4), fully automated 

methods of quantitative analysis of rcus have been developed in order to reduce the 

time of analysis and the SUbjectivity of manual tracing [5). These automated systems 

can be rapidly applied on-line and provide a survey of the vascular geometry for 

clinical decision-making [6-8]. Because the automated quantitative analysis of these 

programs is restricted to the detection of the lumen and their success rate frequently is 

limited [9], a semi-automated system for off-line rcus analysis of atherosclerotic 
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coronary segments was developed which detects the intimal leading edge and the 

external vessel contour on all the individual cross-sectional images, with use of the 

complete three-dimensional data set obtained during a motorized pUll-back of the rcus 
transducer [IOJ. This method permits a volumetric quantification of vessel dimensions 

by compiling information obtained from the individual cross-sectional images. 

The present study was performed to determine the accuracy of this semi-automated 

contour detection method in tubular phantoms of known dimensions in vitro and to 

evaluate intra- and interobserver variability of area and volume measurements in 

diseased human coronary arteries in vivo. 

2 METHOD 

2.1 Phantom study in vitro 

A tubular paraffin-phantom was 

constructed and fixed inside a 

tube of acrylate. The phantom has 

a circular lumen with a stepwise 

increase in diameter (2, 3, 4, and 5 

mm) thus defining four segments 

(S2, S3, S4, and S5 respectively) 

each of 5 mm length (Fig. I). A 

paraffin phantom was used as its Fig. 1. Model of the paraffill phantolll used ill 

properties concerning reflection the ill vitro study. Phantolll has a circular lumell 

and absorption of ultrasound are alld consists of four segments with a stepwise 

similar to those of vessel tissue. increase ill diameter (2, 3, 4, and 5 mill). 

An optical calibration was 

performed using a calibrated stereo-microscope with forty-fold magnification for the 2-

mm-segment and sixteen-fold magnification for all the remaining segments. The mean 

difference between measurements and the true lumen diameter was -15 ± 41 11m at 

20°C, the temperature at which the experiments were performed. Temperature 

dependency of the paraffin phantom was assessed by comparing measurements 

obtained at 2°C and 37°C (range: 35°C). This resulted in an increase of luminal 

dimensions of 2%. 

Five motorized uniform pull-backs (1 mmls) of the ultrasound imaging transducer 

through the paraffin phantom were performed in water (temperature: 20°C) and 

recorded on video tape. A mechanical rotating rcus catheter (MicroviewTh' , cvrs, 
Sunnyvale, CA) with a distal external diameter of 2.9F was used. This rcus imaging 
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system is equipped with a transparent distal sleeve, covering the rotating imaging core. 

Using a motorized pull-back system the imaging core is withdrawn inside this sleeve. 

The design of the catheter and pull-back system minimizes the risk of catheter rotation 

and facilitates several pull-backs of the echo-transducer without increasing the risk of 

vessel damage, as the echo·transparent distal sleeve prevents the lCUS-transducer from 

coming into direct contact with the vessel wall. 

2.2 Study in vivo 

Intraobserver and interobserver Table I. Characteristics of patients and 
variability of the quantification method 
were studied in 20 lCUS examinations of --.....:~-:'.:..,....;;;-:-:-----:-:--

coronary artery segments 

Patient (n) 20 
diseased, non-wedged human coronary 

segments in vivo. Segments with short 

calcifications or single major side

branches were included in the study, 

while an ICUS study with excessive 

systolic-diastolic movement was not 

considered for analysis. The maximum 

and the average cross-sectional area 

obstlUction were 65.6 ± 8.8% (range: 

83% - 49%) and 49.2 ± 6.6% (range: 

83% 17%) respectively. The 

composition of the study popUlation 

reflects the current clinical application of 

ICUS imaging in our center. The 

characteristics of the patients and the 

analyzed coronary artery segments are 

displayed in Table I. 

lCUS imaging was performed during 

motorized pull-backs (I mmls) of a 2.9F 

lCUS catheter. Since the imaging core is 

straightened during the first seconds of 

withdrawal, care was taken to start the 

pull-back I cm distal to the segment 

Age (yr) 52 ± 9.4 
Men (n) 16 (80%) 

Vessels (n) 
LAD 15 (75%) 
LCX 1 (5%) 
RCA 4 (20%) 

Segments (n) 
Proximal II (55%) 
Middle 8 (40%) 
Distal 1(5%) 

Intervention status (n) 
Before intervention 3 (15%) 
Control after HTX 1 (5%) 

After PTCA 2 (10%) 
Follow·up PTCA 3 (15%) 

After DCA 3 (15%) 
Follow-up DCA 5 (25%) 

After stenting 3 (15%) 

DCA, Directiollal corollary atherectomy; 

HTX, heart tral/splal/tatioll; LAD, Left 

anterior descending corollary artery!; LeX, 

Left circumflex carol/my artery; PTCA, 

Percutaneolls fralls/um;lIal corollaty 

al/g;oplasty; RCA, Right coral/my artery. 

analyzed. The rcus examinations were recorded on video-tape and analysis was 

performed off-line by the new quantitative ultrasound analysis system, using a 

digitization frame rate of 10 images/so Thus, 20-mm long coronary artery segments were 
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reconstructed and measured, utilizing the maximum memory capacity of the system, 

which is currently 200 images. 

2.3 The quantitative intra coronary ultrasound analysis system 

The analysis program utilizes the Microsoft Windows™ operating system on a Pentium 

(60 MHz) personal computer with 16 Mbytes of internal RAM. A framegrabber is 

installed (DT-3852; resolution: 800 x 600 x 8 bits), digitizing a user-defined region of 

interest from the video images. A maximum of 200 IeUS images can be digitized at a 

user-defined digitization frame rate (maximum: 20/s). The reconstructed segment length 

is thus defined by the speed of the motorized pull-back during the basic image 

acquisition and by the digitization frame rate. In the present study a pull-back speed of 

1.0-mmls and a digitization frame rate of 8 images/s (in vitro) and 10 images/s (in vivo) 

were used, resulting in a reconstructed segment length of 25 and 20 mm respectively. 

The pixel size, which depends on the magnification applied by the basic IeUS imaging 

system, ranged from 26 J.lIn to 36 J.lm. 

Minimum cost algorithm: The semi-automated contour detection of the intimal leading 

edge and the external boundary of the total vessel is based on the application of a 

minimum cost algorithm, previously applied [II] and described [12] in cross-sectional 

IeUS images. By this approach the digitized IeUS images are resampled according to a 

radial image reconstruction (64 radii in the cross-sectional images; 200 rows in the 

longitudinal sections). A cost matrix that represents the edge strength is calculated from 

the image data. For the detection of the boundary between lumen and plaque the cost 

value is defined by the spatial first-derivative. In order to detect the external boundary 

of the total vessel a pattern matching process by cross-correlation is adopted for the cost 

calculations. Through the cost matrices a path with the smallest accumulated value is 

determined by dynamic programming techniques [II]. 

Semi-automated contour detection: In order to obtain the contour detection of the 

intimal leading edge and the external boundary of the total vessel three sequential steps 

have to be performed, since the system is based on the concept that edge points, derived 

from previously detected longitudinal contours, guide and facilitate the final contour 

detection in the cross-sectional IeUS images. 

First, a sequence of digitized IeUS images obtained from the motorized pull-back of the 

ultrasound transducer is stored in a voxel space [13]. Ring-down artifacts around the 

IeUS catheter, potentially interfering with the contour detection step, can be removed 

from all the IeUS images using an automated function. Two perpendicular cut planes 

running longitudinally along the long axis of the artery are used, to reconstruct two 

longitudinal sections (Fig. 2). This longitudinal reconstruction step utilizes the IeUS 
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.. K-

Fig. 2. Morphometric analysis by cOlltollr deteelioll in three-dimensional illtracorollary 

IIltrasollnd. With this method, edge points derived from longitlldinal Call/ours previollsly 

detected all two 10llgitlldillally recollstructed images gllide alld facilitate the filial 

contollr detectioll all the trallsverse ICUS images. ICUS images, obtailled dllrillg a 

motorized pIIII·back, are stored ill a voxel space. Two perpelldiclliar Cllt plalles (A alld 

B) that are ill/eractively placed are IIsed to recollstruct two 10llgitlldillal sectiolls from 

ICUS image data located at the illlersecliolls. Automated cOlltour detectioll is 

peiformed ill these longitudinal sectiolls 011 the basis of applicatioll of minimum-cost 

algorithm. User then is free to set some markers Oil the longitudinal images to force the 

colllollrs to pass throllgh these sites, alld optimal path is redefined by dYllamic 

programming techniques. Longitudinal cOil/ours are updated during the elllire 

illteractive procedure and represented as individual edge paims ill the transverse 

images; these points gllide the contollr detection on the basis of application of minimum 

cost algorithm. Position of all individual transverse plane in the longitudinal sections is 

indicated by a horizontal cllrsor line, which call be IIsed to scroll throllgh the whole 

series of trallsverse images. The detected contollrs are filially checked in all the 

transverse images and manual correction of the contours can be performed. 

image data, located at the intersection of the cut planes with the voxel space. The 

position and the rotation angle of the two cut planes can be interactively changed by the 

user in order to obtain an optimal representation of the reconstructed coronary segment 
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Fig. 3. Stalldard display of the resllits. This clillical example shows the resllits of a 

qllalltitative alia lysis p"formed at 6-mollth follow-lip after directiollal corollary 

atherectomy peiformed ill a proximal left allterior descendillg corollaTY artery. The 

intimal leading edge alld external vessel contours are showl! ill two longitudinally 

recollstructed sectiolls (A and B, left alld mid top), which stalld perpelldiclliar to each 

other as demollstrated ill the trallsverse image (right top). Left middle and left bOllom, 

Area alld mean diameter measurements of lumen, total vessel, alld plaque. Gray 

areas represent coronal)! plaque, and site of maximal plaque burden call thus be 

easily idemiJied. Absoillte vallie of plaqlle dimellsioll is givell as sillgle flll/Ctioll ill 

display of area and ill diameter measurements. Right middle, Functions of relative 

diameter obstl'llction and area obstruction. Right boltom, Symmetric ratios of both 

Illmen and plaqlle. 

in the longitudinal sections. Secondly, the longitudinal contours are detected in these 

two longitudinal images. A first boundary detection is performed automatically. based 

on the application of the minimum cost algorithm. Then the user is free to set some 
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markers in the longitudinal images that force the contours to pass through these sites. 

This is achieved by setting the cost matrix of the manually defined sites at a very low 

value. Using dynamic programming techniques, the optimal path is then redefined for 

the modified cost matrix. During the entire user interactive procedure the longitudinal 

contours are visible and updated in the longitudinal sections. In the transverse images 

the longitudinal contours intersecting this plane are represented as points. These 

individual edge points guide the final contour detection in the transverse images by 

defining center and range of the boundary searching process, based on the application 

of the minimum cost algorithm. The position of an individual transverse plane in the 

longitudinal sections is indicated by a horizontal cursor line which can be used to scroll 

through the whole series of transverse images. The detected contours are checked by the 

analyst in all the transverse images and manual correction of the contours can be 

performed. 

Calculation and dfsplay of results: The quantitative results including diameter and area 

measurements of lumen, total vessel and plaque as well as %-diameter-obstruction and 

%-area-obstl1lction are displayed (Fig. 3). Plaque area is calculated by subtracting the 

lumen area from the total vessel area, thus representing the plaque-media complex. 

Volumes of lumen, total vessel or plaque are calculated as: 

II 

V=2,A;*H 
;=1 

with V = volume, A = area of lumen, total vessel 01' plaque in a certain digitized cross

sectional ultrasound image; H = thickness of the coronary artery slice, which is 

represented by this digital cross-sectional rcus image, n = number of digitized cross

sectional images encompassing the volume to be measured. 

Mean values, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values of area and volume 

measurements are presented. The data of the current transverse image are constantly 

displayed and serially updated if manual corrections of the contours are performed. The 

analyzed artery segment can be three-dimensionally displayed using a cylindrical 

format; this is, however, not required for the quantification process utilizing the three

dimensional data set (Fig. 8). 

2.4 Data allalysis 

At the transition between two phantom segments the circular contours of both adjacent 

segments are simultaneously visualized by rcus, due to the limited out-of-plane 

resolution of the current ultrasound transducers [14]. Withdrawing the ultrasound 

transducer from the segment with the smaller dimension to the segment with the larger 
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dimension, the transition to the latter segment was defined as the first image in which 

the contour of the larger segment expressed a higher intensity than the contour of the 

smaller segment. This definition was used in order to calculate the volumes of the 

phantom segments. For the validation of the area measurements images from the mid

portion of each segment were used. 

The in vitro experiments of the present study were performed in water, while ICUS 

imaging systems are calibIated for application in blood. Accordingly, a correction factor 

(0.953) based on the different velocities of ultrasound in blood (1570 mls) and water 

(1497 mls) [15] was applied. 

The same digitized in vivo ICUS images were analyzed off-line by two independent 

observers who previously had common training in using the semi-automated contour 

detection system. After 2-3 weeks the analysis was repeated by the blinded first 

observer. Repeated measurements by the same observer (Ia and Ib) and measurements 

of two independent observers (Ia and II) were studied in order to obtain information on 

the intraobserver and interobserver variability of the new semi-automated analysis 

method. 

2.5 Statistical analysis 

Results are given as mean ± SD. Mean difference and SD of the differences were 

calculated for each phantom segment (ICUS measurements - true phantom dimensions) 

and for repeated measurements by the same observer as well as by two different 

observers [16]. Analysis of variance and linear regression analysis were performed in 

order to compare the measurements of the intraobserver as well as the results of the 

interobserver study. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Phantom study in vitro 

The lumen area measurements were compared with the true values using linear 

regression analysis. The measurements (n = 600) and true phantom values showed a 

high correlation (r = 0.99; y = 0.99x + 0.11; SEE = 0.12 mm2
). The mean difference 

between measurements and true phantom areas ranged from -0.65 to 1.24% with the 

exception of the smallest segment, in which a small overestimation (3.86%) was found. 

Correlation between the volume measurements (n = 20) and the hue phantom volumes 

was high (I' = 0.99; Y = 1.02 x - 0.42; SEE = 1.17 mm\ The measured volumes showed 

a slight overestimation with a mean difference ranging from 0.25% to 1.72%. A 

decrease in phantom dimensions was associated with a slight increase in the relative SD 
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of the difference of area and volume measurements (0.56, 0.95, 0.95 and 2.55% for area 

and lAO, 2.69, 2.78, and 3.75% for volume measurements in the segments with lumen 

diameters of 5,4, 3, and 2 mm respectively). 

3.2 Area measurement in vivo 

The lime required for the complete analysis was l.15 ± 0.31 hours. The correlation of 

repeated area measurements of coronary lumen, total vessel, and plaque was high with 

correlation coefficients of 0.98, 0.98, and 0.96 respectively (Fig. 4, left panels). The 
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mean relative differences between repeated area measurements by the same observer 
were < 1 % for lumen, total vessel and plaque area (Fig. 4, right panels). The SD of the 

differences was higher for the plaque area than for lumen and total vessel area (9.51 % 

vs. 6.67% and 4.0 I %, respectively). The interobserver correlation coefficients were 
high (0.95, 0.98, 0.95 for lumen, total vessel, and plaque) (Fig. 5, left panels), but for 

lumen and plaque area measurements they were slightly lower than the corresponding 

intraobserver correlation coefficients. The interobserver SEEs of lumen, total vessel, 
and plaque areas (0.63, 0.84, and 0.95 mm2 respectively) were also higher than the 

corresponding intraobserver SEE. The SD of the relative differences was slightly higher 
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for interobserver differences (Fig. 5, right panels) than intraobserver differences. The 

data-points for smaller dimensions of lumen and plaque areas showed a larger relalive 

dispersion. 

3.3 Volume measurement in vivo 

The results of the lumen, total vessel, and plaque volume measurements are shown in 

Table II. A high correlation between the intraobserver measurements was found with a 

correlation coefficient of 0.99 for coronary lumen, total vessel, and plaque (Fig. 6, left 
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panels). The correlation coefficients were also high for the comparison of the 

measurements of two independent observers (0.99 for lumen, total vessel, and plaque 

volumes) (Fig, 7, left panels). The SEE and the SD of the differences were higher for 

the interobserver than the intraobserver comparison (Fig. 6 and 7, right panels). 

4 DISCUSSION 

The application of high-frequency ICUS permits the visualization (Fig. 8) and 

quantification of coronary artery atherosclerosis [21-24] and the assessment of catheter-
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Table II. Coronary artery lumen, total vessel, and plaque volume in vivo: Results of 
the intraobserver and interobserver studies 

Lumen (mm') Total vessel (mm j
) Plaq,.lte (mill) 

Patient la Ib II La Ib II la Ib II 
I 158.8 159.0 157.8 338.9 336.0 832.6 180.6 177.0 174.8 

2 185.5 193.4 197.6 427.9 480.7 430.6 242.4 237.3 288.0 

3 159.5 168.4 160.1 385.8 387.4 337.1 175.8 174.0 177.0 

4 208.4 203.0 207.7 439.9 439.0 441.3 231.5 236.0 288.6 

5 207.8 214.1 200.8 400.5 407.9 400.6 192.7 198.8 200.3 

6 202.0 199.2 206.0 446.2 447.2 445.4 244.2 248.0 289.4 

7 204.8 211.3 204.3 404.9 411.8 406.1 200.1 200.5 201.8 

8 216.6 214.2 204.9 375.8 376.0 372.1 159.2 161.8 167.2 

9 231.1 238.5 281.7 431.6 431.8 427.7 200,5 198.2 196.0 

10 262.7 261.0 261.0 456.3 454.8 452.9 193.6 193.7 191.9 

11 145.2 158.5 154.1 292.8 294.6 290.8 147.6 141.2 136.2 

12 168.7 168.6 172.4 341.0 342.2 348.2 172.3 173.6 170.8 

13 129.0 131.8 182.9 271.1 272.6 270.4 142.1 140.8 137.5 

14 130.8 129.3 180.8 360.5 362.3 360.5 229.7 238.0 230.2 

15 107.6 105.8 109.6 215.4 216.2 214.8 107.8 110.4 105.2 

16 211.2 213.4 214.4 444.0 447.2 443.8 282.8 233.8 229.4 

17 190.2 191.8 190.4 419.2 421.8 422.8 229.0 230.0 282.8 

18 204.4 205.2 205.0 368.8 366.6 362.2 159.4 161.4 157.2 

19 193.0 193.4 193.6 298.2 292.8 292.8 100.2 99.4 99.2 

20 275.2 275.2 276.2 448.6 445.6 442.6 168.4 170.4 166.4 

Mean 189.6 191.0 190.5 375.1 376.7 374.5 185.5 185.7 184.0 
SD 42.9 42.6 41.7 68.4 68.8 68.7 42.3 42.9 42.8 

I, First observer (a, first observation; b, second observation); II, second observer. 

based interventions [17-20]. Serial ICUS studies also permit the assessment of 

progression/regression of atherosclerosis as well as the mechanisms of coronary 

restenosis [25]. 

The main limitation in the comparison of serial ultrasound studies is the virtual 

impossibility of examining exactly the same ultrasonic cross-section. In previous 

studies, anatomic landmarks such as side-branches or deep calcifications were used to 

define corresponding images in serial studies. The application of the proposed analysis 

system offers a more reliable solution to this problem, as a long arterial segment can be 

examined. Minimal differences in the start- and end-point of repeated studies are 

unlikely to impair the accuracy of the changes in lumen and plaque volume 

measurements, assessed for an entire arterial segment. Since the aim of this study was 

to determine the accuracy and reproducibility of the analysis method, the same set of 

digitized images from a single pull-back per patient was used for repeated analysis. 

The results of the in vitro study suggest that the semi-automated analysis system 

operates accurately and a high reproducibility in vivo was demonstrated. The SOs of the 
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intra- and interobserver differences in 

detecting the total vessel contours were 

particularly low, reflecting the regular 

shape of the external boundary of the 

total vessel. The lumen contours, 

however, demonstrated a slightly higher 

variability which can be explained by 

irregularities of the shape of the luminal 

area, especially after coronary 

interventions. The larger variability of 

plaque area measurements, derived from 

measurements of both lumen and total 

vessel contours, reflects the combined 

variability of these two contours. The 

volumetric measurements in vivo 

showed a lower SD of the differences 

compared to the area measurements, 

reflecting an averaging of the 

differences of the area measurements. 

The ability to display the cross-sectional 

plus two longitudinal views Fig. 8. Three-dimensional display of a 

simultaneously facilitates the detection coronmy segment at follow-up after 

of the boundary of the vessel. The directional coronary atherectolllY. This 

reason for first performing a contour display uses a cylindrical format; it is not 

detection step on the longitudinal required for the quantification based 0/1 the 

images is that the edge information three-dimeusional data set. Nevertheless, it 

obtained from this is subsequently used may provide additional insight illlo plaque 

to guide the final contour detection on geometric features. 

the transverse images. 

4.1 Previous studies 

A different approach of contour detection, providing (semi-) automated tracking of 

coronary wall and lumen in rcus image sequences, has been developed by Sonka et al. 

[26]. The border tracking is performed only in the cross-sectional images without the 

assistance of an additional contour detection step in longitudinally reconstructed 

images. The feasibility of this system in analyzing in vivo examinations remains to be 

confirmed since the movement of the reus catheter or the poor depiction of the plaque 
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in single ICUS images may impair the application of this algorithm, but the first results 

in vascular specimen in vitro are promising. 

Data on variability and reproducibility of ICUS measurements are limited to the 

assessment of selected individual cross-sections in both in vitro and in vivo studies, 

generally addressing different questions. A systematic study [5] on the variability of 

measurements in 120 cross-sectional ICUS images in vivo has recently been published, 

demonstrating a relatively high variability of the manual contour tracing [27]. In 

agreement with the present study the SD of the differences was higher for plaque than 

for vessel lumen or total area measurement, but the variability of repeated manual 

contour tracing [5] was indeed higher than the variability of the proposed analysis 

system in the present study. This may be partially explained by the use of larger 

ultrasound catheters that show strut artifacts, obscuring a portion of the vessel wall, and 

the use of, single digitized frames without the option of scrolling the video tape back or 

forth. 

Limited information about the reproducibility of volumetric measurements is available 

and it is difficult to compare results provided by different quantitative analysis systems. 

Matar and colleagues recently reported an intraobserver study with a correlation 

coefficient of 0.98 for automated threshold-,based measurement of lumen volume in 

vivo [28] confirming the high reproducibility of volumetric measurement observed in 

the present study. 

4.2 Approaches towards volumetric quantification 

Three-dimensional ICUS was first used clinically to visually assess the spatial 

configuration of plaques [29]. The morphology of dissections [30, 31] and s(ents [32, 

33] was examined and their length or diameter was measured. However, -the three

dimensional data set can also be processed to quantify lumen andlor plaque volumes 

which can be achieved by different technical approaches. These systems differ in terms 

of image segmentation, the algorithm for identification of the structures of interest in 

the digitized ICUS images. Distinction between vessel lumen and wall can be achieved 

by different (semi-)automated systems on-line with binary threshold-based algorithms 

[28, 29]' voxel-based segmentation algorithms [34], or algorithms for statistical pattern 

recognition [6]. The applicability of these approaches depends considerably on the 

image quality and is restricted to the automated detection of the intimal leading edge. 

The proposed quantitative analysis system, however, combines automated contour 

detection and user interaction and is therefore able to partly compensate for limitations 

of the [CUS image quality. The system is qualified to identify not only the intimal 
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leading edge, but also the external contoul' of the vessel, thus permitting the semi

automated quantification of plaque volume. 

The possibility to examine the vascular segment at the same time in a transverse and 

two longitudinal views and the concept of applying a semi-automated contour detection 

in the cross-sectional rcus images, guided by edge points derived from previously 

detected longitudinal contours, are the key factors explaining the high reproducibility of 

this rcus analysis method in vivo. 

Contradictory results have been observed in previous progression/regression trials using 

quantitative coronary angiography. rcus directly visualizes the vessel wall and may 

therefore better reflect the changes of the plaque, but in progression/regression studies 

small changes can be expected despite the long study period and a high reproducibility 

of measurements is important. On the Basis of the results of the present study, which 

demonstrates a high reproducibility of the volumetric rcus measurement, volumetric 

rcus measures may be considered [35). 

4.3 Limitations 

Behind deposits of calcium the external vessel boundary cannot be traced and, 

depending on the type of stent, the metallic struts may occasionally render the external 

contour detection difficult. The proposed analysis system, however, allows reliable 

interpolation between preceding and following images on the longitudinal sections. The 

edge information finally permits a reproducible interpolated contour tracing on the 

cross-sectional rcus images. Artifacts in the longitudinally reconstructed views, 

caused by the movement of the ultrasound catheter during the cardiac cycle and the 

systolic-diastolic changes in vessel dimensions [6, 8), may in the future be avoided by 

an ECG-gated [36, 37) rcus image acquisition or even the combination of ECG-gated 

rcus and angiographic data [38, 39). Application of these combined approaches is still 

restricted, but the analysis system used in the present study is now used clinically for 

on-line and off-line analysis, and evaluation of tape-recorded ultrasound studies from 

multi-center trials has recently been started. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The proposed analysis system provided accurate measurements of phantom dimensions 

and can be used to perform highly reproducible area and volume measurements in 

three-dimensional rcus in vivo. 
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ABSTRACT 

Quantitative analysis of arterial dimensions from high frequency intravascular ultrasound 

images (30 MHz) may be hampered by strong blood scattering. Replacement of blood by 

saline is one method to provide a clear view of the arterial lumen; another method is that 

of temporal aveniging of successive ultrasound images. The accuracy of this latter method 

was tested by comparing the lumen area measurements on the temporal-averaged image 

with the data of the same cross-section obtained from the single-frame and saline-filled 

images. The mean lumen area measured on the temporal-averaged images was similar to 

that measured on the single-frame images (mean difference: -0.02 ± 1.16 mm2
; p=ns). The 

mean lumen area of the saline-filled images was 8% larger than the values obtained from 

the temporal-averaged and single-frame images (mean difference: -1.14 ± 0.85 mm2
, 

p<O.OS), probably due to the difference in sound velocity between saline and blood. 

Intraobserver variations in the averaging method were 2.4 times smaller than the 

measurements of the single-frame images and close to the data obtained by saline 

injection (variation coefficient: single-frame: 8.8%; temporal-averaged: 3.6%; saline

filled: 2.9%). It is concluded that analysis from temporal-averaged images is more 

efficient, enabling accurate and reproducible measurement of the luminal dimensions 

from images containing blood scattering echoes. This technique is suitable to replace the 

laborious saline injection method that facilities off-line quantitative analysis. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Intravascular ultrasonic imaging provides a direct and dynamic view of arterial vessels in 

the assessment of atherosclerotic diseases. The use of high frequency ultrasound is 

essential to achieve high resolution imaging of the arterial structures (Bom et al. 1989, 

Gussenhoven et al. 1989, Potkin et al. 1990). At high frequency, the echogenicity of 

blood increases rapidly due to the frequency dependency of blood scatters, reaching a 

silnilar level to that of the arterial tissues (Linker et al. 1991, Lockwood et al. 1991, 

Shung et al. 1988). The presence of strong blood scattering may mask the leading echoes 

from the atterial tissues, causing difficulty in discrilnination of the luminal boundary. To 

solve this problem, saline may be injected during clinical examination in order to replace 

echogenic blood. Injection of saline is, however, time-consuming and generally 

considered as disadvantageous (Gussenhoven et al. 1991, The et al. 1992a, van Urk et al. 

1991). Therefore, we developed a temporal averaging technique to facilitate quantitative 

off-line analysis of the free lumen area of those ultrasonic images containing blood 

scattering echoes inside the arterial lumen. 

This study was designed to investigate the utility of the temporal averaging method for 

quantification of the luminal area by comparing measurements on the temporal-averaged 
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image with data from the single-frame image and saline-filled image of the same arterial 

site. 

2 METHOD 

2.1 Intravascular ultrasound 

The intravascular ultrasound imaging system (Du-MED, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) 

used has a 30 MHz single-element transducer mounted on the tip of a SF catheter. Cross

sectional images were scanned at a rate of 16 frames pel' second by fast rotation of the 

transducer with a drive shaft (1000 lpm). The system has a bandwidth of 2040 MHz. 
Axial resolution of the system is 75 [1m and lateral resolution is better than 225 [1m at a 

depth of 2-4 mm. The ultrasonic scan was stored in a 512 x 512 x 8 bits digital memory 

and displayed with a standard video output via a real-time digital scan converter. 

Physiological signals such as electrocardiogram and blood pressure were simultaneously 

acquired and superimposed on the video output as a time reference for off-line analysis. 

2.2 Patient study 

The intravascular ultrasound' study was approved by the local committee on Human 

Research and infOimed consent was obtained from each patient. Intravascular ultrasound 

data were acquired from 18 patients (male/female:14/4, age:52-83 year) who underwent 

vascular intervention of the superficial femoral artery for disabling claudication. The echo 

catheter was advanced via a 7F sheath into the superficial femoral artery. A series of 

cross-sections was recorded during pull-back of the catheter. At each level of interest the 

catheter was kept in position for a period of time sufficient,for recording (Gussenhoven et 

al. 1991, van Urk et al. 1991). If necessary,S cc of heparinized saline solution was 

injected manually through the introducer sheath to flush out the echogenic blood. The 

ultrasonic images were recorded on a standard VHS videotape for off-line analysis. 

2.3 Temporal averaging 

Using real-time intravascular ultrasound it can be seen that the backscatter pattern of 

flowing blood varies over time, whereas echoes of arterial tissues present a more static 

pattern. This phenomenon facilitates differentiation of blood scattering from the echoes of 

the arterial wall on real-time intravascular ultrasound. The difference can be demonstrated 

by plotting the intensity profile at one angular position for all the images of one cardiac 

cycle (Fig. 1). Since the blood scattering changes with time, averaging a number of 

consecutive images over time may smooth out the scattering from blood while preserving 

the relatively stable structure of the arterial wall, and thus enhance the contrast at the 
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Fig. 1. Plot of imellsity profile durillg olle cardiac cycle showillg the ralldom 

challges ill backscatter pattei'll of blood echoes (B; thill lille), while the profile of the 

arterial wall (W) presellls a similar pattern durillg the cardiac cycle (thick lille). 

Shown all the bottom image are the correspollding positions. The dotted horizontal 

lille illdicates the allgular positioll at which the plot of the illtellsity profiles of blood 

and arterial wall is made. Note that all this intravascular ultrasollnd cross-section 

from the superficial femoral artery the presellce of blood hampered visibility of the 

lumillal illtelface (L). 

luminal interface on a still-frame image. Averaging is performed using the following 

fmIDula: 

I",g{x,y) = (Ilx,y) + 12(x,y) + ... + I,,(x,y))IIl, (I) 

here I presents image intensity, Il is the number of consecutive frames at the same cardiac 

cycle and x, yare image coordinates. This processing is able to cancel out the time

varying signals of blood scalterers and produce a homogeneous luminal region in the 

image. 

Of major concelll for this algorithm is the possible blun'ing effect caused by the motion of 

the wall or the catheter tip. During imaging of peripheral at1eries the relative movement 

between the catheter and the wall is mainly produced by the wall compliance due to 
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Fig. 2. Vailies of signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio as a fllnction of the nllmber of the 

averagedframes calculatedfrom the data shown in Fig. 1. Note the increase in the SIN 

ratio fromfrallles 2 lip to 8. and 1/0 change in the SIN ratio frolllframes 8 lip to 12. 

pressure changes. As this wall motion is shown to be minimal in the diastolic period of 

the cardiac cycle, the blurring effect on the arterial structure can be minimized by 

selecting the diastolic frames for the averaging procedure (The et al. 1992b). 

Theoretically, an averaging processing red~ces the noise level of a signal by the square 

root of the times of average. Fig. 2 demonstrates the relationship between the 

improvement of the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio and the number of frames to be averaged. 

The signal level is calculated by the mean intensity of the blood scattering; the noise level 

is defined as the standard deviation of the signal. It has been shown that the SIN ratio is 

improved with increase of the frame number. After averaging 8 frames there is no 

significant improvement observed. This is in agreement with our experience that 

averaging 4 to 8 diastolic frames (mean: N = 6) produces satisfactory enhancement of the 

luminal boundary for the subsequent manual tracing (Fig. 3). 

2.4 Quantitative measurement 

A computer analysis system based on an IBM compatible PC/AT was used for off-line 

analysis (Li et al. 1991, Chapter 2). The system was equipped with a DT 2851 

framegrabber to convert video images into 512 X 512 X 8 bits digital format. The luminal 

contour was traced manually with a PC mouse. The absolute measure of the cross

sectional lumen area was calculated by converting the pixels into square millimetres with 

system calibration based on the sound velocity of blood. 

Quantitative measurements were made from the intravascular images derived from 18 

patients studied prior to or following vascular intervention. At each of 78 aI1erial sites 

selected, the free luminal area was measured on: the single-frame, the temporal-averaged 
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Fig. 3. Three differellt preselltatiolls of all IIltrasolllld cross-sectioll from a sllpeljicial 

femoral artery (scale mark: 1 mm). A, the sillgle-frame image colltaillillg the blood 

scatterillg; B, the temporal-averaged image alld C, the image after salille illjectioll. 

The visibility of the Illmillal structllre is sigllijicalltly improved 011 the temporal

averaged imag~ alld the salillejilled image, particlliarly the edge of the ruptllred 

lesioll that is difficlllt to recogllize 011 the sillgle-frame image. 

and the saline-filled images, respectively (Fig. 4). The single-frame image was selected 

from the first frame of the image sequence to be averaged. Real-time video images were 

reviewed to facilitate discrimination of the luminal interface from blood. To test the 

reproducibility of the three methods, measurements were repeated by the same observer 

two weeks later. 

2.5 Data analysis 

The three series of measurements are presented with the mean values and standard 

deviations (SD). Comparison of two measurements in each cross-section was perfonned 

by calculating the mean and SD of the paired differences. The significance of the 

difference of the mean values was detennined by a paired t-test. A probability value of 

<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

The degree of intra-observer variation is presented with a coefficient of variation defined 

as: (SD of the paired differences/mean value of the measurements) x 100 %. 

3 REsULTS 

The mean luminal areas measured on single-frame, temporal-averaged and saline-filled 

images were 13.86 ± 6.30 mm2
, 13.88 ± 6.15 mm2 and 15.00 ± 6.76 mm2

, respectively 

(Fig. 5). The mean difference between the temporal-averaged and single-frame images 

was minimal (paired difference: -0.02 ± 1.16 mm2
, p=ns). Comparing measurements from 
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Fig. 4. COlltollr tracillg of the free Illmen area all the singlejrame image (A), the 

temporal-averaged image (8) alld the image with saline SOllltioll (C) (scale mark: 1 mm). 

A, the luminal contour has to be estimated by reviewillg the real-time images. B, the 

temporal-averaging method allows direct tracing of the Illminal colllollr. C, the use oj 

saline solution enables a clear definition of the free lumen but introduces deviations ill 

meaSllremellts dlle to the differences ill sOlllld velocity betweell blood and saline. 

the temporal-averaged images with saline-filled images showed the mean value of the 
latter method to be 8% larger (paired difference: -1.14 ± 0.85 mm2

, p<0.05). 
The coefficient of intra-observer variation was 8.8% for data from single-frame images, 
3.6% for data from temporal-averaged images and 2.9% for measurements on saline-filled 
images (Fig. 6). 
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4 DISCUSSION 

Intravascular ultrasound has shown promise as a safe and accurate imaging modality for 

detection of atherosclerosis as well as for the assessment of the outcome of vascular 

intervention (Gussenhoven et at. 1991, Nissen et at. 1990, Tobis et at. 1991, van Urk et at. 

1991). The limitation encountered using high frequency ultrasound during off-line 

quantitative analysis of the free luminal area is the echogenicity of blood. In contrast, off

line quantitative analysis using the temporal averaging method permits a significant 

improvement in visualization of the luminal boundary on a still-frame image. Although 

the averaging procedure does not remove the echoes of blood scatterers, it generates a 

homogeneous luminal region by smoothing out the time-varying signals. 

The results of this study show no differences in the mean measurements between the 

single-frame images and the data obtained by the averaging method. The mean lumen 

area measured on the saline-filled images was 8% larger than that of both the single-frame 

and the averaged images. One reason for this discrepancy may be the difference in 

ultrasound velocity between blood and saline. Saline solution has a lower ultrasound 

velocity than blood (saline: 1540 mls versus blood: 1580 mls at 37°C; a difference of 

2.6%). Theoretically, a 2.6% change in sound velocity may produce an approximately 

5.2% difference in area measurement of a circular lumen. In an in vitro setting, Moriuchi 

and coworkers (1990) found that the mean lumen area in saline increased 6%, compared 

with that in blood-filled images. Assuming that most of the intravascular ultrasound 

imaging systems are calibrated with the sound velocity in blood, the measurement of an 

image filled with saline solution will result in an overestimation of the vessel dimension. 
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The second factor that may lead to an increase of the luminal area during saline injection 

is the initial increase in the intemal vascular pressure due to the injection. 

In this study, the data obtained from a wen-defined lumen during saline injection were 

used as a reference to test the reproducibility of the temporal averaging method. The 

measurement reproducibility using the averaging method was improved 2.4 times 

compared to that of single-frame images, and was similar to the results obtained from the 

saline-fined images (variation coefficient: single-frame: 8.8%, temporal-averaged image: 

3.6%, saline-filled image: 2.9%). The higher intra-observer variation for measurements of 

single-frame images is due to the lack of a luminal contrast with the presence of blood 

scattering. One has to estimate the location of the contour by memorizing information 

from real-time video images; this procedure is time-consuming as the operator needs to 

review the video tape frequently. 

Since the averaging procedure improves the signal-to-noise ratio, one may expect that 

measuring the averaged image would have a similar effect as the averaging of several 

individual measurements from the single-frame images. This means the variation 

coefficient will be reduced by the square root of the number of the measurements. Our 

results indicate that the improvement in measurement reproducibility by the averaging 

method is comparable to that of approximately six measurements of single-frame images. 

The temporal averaging method, however, is more efficient. The technique is easy to 

implement in an off-line system and requires a few seconds for the selection of frames to 

be processed. 

Although the vIsibility of blood is considered as disadvantageous for off-line analysis, it 

should be emphasized that during real-time imaging, the arterial lumen can be 

differentiated by the characteristic changes in the blood scattering pattem. Particularly in 

the case of complex arterial dissections following balloon angioplasty, the visibility of 

blood may be helpful in assessing the anatomic substrate. The use of saline injection is 

mainly to facilitate off-line quantitative analysis. 

5 CONCLUSION 

This study has demonstrated the feasibility of using the temporal averaging method to 

enhance the luminal boundary of intravascular ultrasound images in the presence of 

strong interference of blood scatterers. The technique is able to reduce observer variation 

in single-frame images and produce a comparable perfonnance as the saline flush method. 

Hence, the temporal averaging method, which provides an accurate and reproducible 

measure of the luminal dimensions in the presence of blood, may obviate the need of 

laborious saline injections during the catheterization procedure. 
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Temporal Correlation Properties of Blood Scattering 

ABSTRACT 

One limitation encountered using high frequency intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is 

the echogenicity of blood which increases dramatically at frequencies of 20-40 MHz. 

Because of the higher velocity of moving blood particles, the echo pattern of flowing 

blood shows more variations in time than that of the wall. To investigate the time

varying characteristics of the blood scattering, measurements were performed on the 

RF data collected il! vivo from 5 pig experiments. After positioning the echo catheter 

inside the iliac artery, an M-mode sequence of 30 RF traces was acquired at a high 

pulse repetition rate (5 kHz). The RF correlatiol! time was measured on the regions of 

blood and the arterial wall. Two processing techniques, temporal averaging and 

correlation, were tested for suppression of the blood echo intensity. 

The correlatiol! time Tc measured in the blood region was approximately I ms which 

was shorter than that measured in the wall region (Tc » 6 ms). The correlation values 

calculated in a small window showed a large variation in the blood region while the 

wall region produced a constant high output. After processing 8 consecutive RF traces 

(t.T =200 fls), the temporal averaging method results in a 50% intensity reduction in 

the blood region. Using the correlation output as a weighting function, the blood echo 

intensity can be further reduced to only 10% of its original value. Application of the 

RF correlation processing to a cross-sectional image data demonstrates the feasibility 

of this technique to remove most of the blood echoes and enhance the image contrast of 

the luminal interface. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS) is a real-time tomographic imaging modality which is 

being widely used in combination with various types of vascular intervention 

techniques (Born et aJ. 1989; Nissen et al. 1991; Yock et al. 1993). The use of high 

frequency ultrasound (20-40 MHz) is a key element to achieve high resolution imaging 

of the arterial anatomy. One implication of using high ultrasonic frequencies is an 

increase of the blood echogenicity. The intensity of blood scattering may reach a level 

similar to that of the arterial tissue, leaving little contrast at the luminal interface. With 

real-time IVUS imaging, it can be seen that the scattering pattern of flowing blood 

varies over time, whereas echoes of the arterial tissue present themselves as a fixed 

pattern. This phenomenon allows identification of the blood echoes in real-time IVUS. 

Based on the changing characteristics of the blood scattering, we have demonstrated a 

temporal video averaging method to improve the image quality for off-line quantitative 

analysis (Li et al. 1992&1994, Chapter 3&6). A similar approach was also reported by 

Pasterkamp et aJ. (1993), whereby an image subtraction technique was applied for 
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enhancement the of the luminal contrast. These video processing techniques, although 

easy to implement, have two drawbacks. First, since the processing needs at least two 

video frames with a time interval of 20 ms, rapid wall motion may introduce blurring 
on the real-time image. Secondly, the image enhancement obtained by video 

processing is limited by the lack of phase information in the demodulated signals. As 

the phase shift in the radio-frequency (RF) signals is a sensitive index for motion 
detection (Bohs et al. 1991; de Jong et al. 1991; Hein et al. 1993; Ferrara et al. 1994), 

development of improved image processing methods is therefore directed towards 
processing of the original RF echo data. To evaluate the feasibility of RF signal 

processing techniques, the temporal characteristics of the blood scattering during IVUS 
imaging needs to be investigated. Oronningsaeter et al. (1995) have studied the effects 

of Doppler shift and frequency broadening respectively caused by the axial and lateral 
movements of blood particles in simulated data. An RF correlation detector for blood 

echo rejection was evaluated in vitro using water mixed with Sephadex particles in a 
tissue-like phantom (Oronningsaeter et al. 1994). The cyclic changes of blood 

echogenicity in IVUS video signals were reported by De Kroon et al. (1991). Several 
acoustic properties of blood and wall tissue were measured in vitro by Lockwood et al. 

(1991) at frequencies .of 25-65 MHz. The backscatter level of flowing blood as a 

function of shear rate has been investigated at different frequency ranges by several 

groups (Yuan et al. 1988; De Kroon et al. 1993; Shung et al. 1993; Foster et al. 1994). 
Little information about the temporal properties of the RF blood scattering signals is 

available from an in vivo IVUS set-up, in which the ultrasound beam is always 
perpendicular to the direction of blood flow. 
The pUlpose of this study was to investigate the temporal characteristics of the blood 

scattering in vivo. The measurements were made in animal experiments under normal 

flow conditions. Two processing techniques, temporal averaging and correlation, were 
tested on the collected RF data. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Experimental set-up 

This study was performed in vivo in the iliac artery of Yorkshire pigs. Ultrasonic data 

were acquired using a 30 MHz IVUS imaging system (Du-MED, Rotterdam, The 

Netherlands) with a single-element transducer mounted on the tip of a 5F catheter. 
Cross-sectional images were scanned by means of a flexible drive shaft rotation. The 

bandwidth of the system was 20-40 MHz, yielding an axial resolution of approximately 

75 ~m. During the experiments, the echo catheter was advanced through a 7F sheath 
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Fig. I. Block diagram of the RF data acquisition set-up. 

into the iliac artery. At the site of interest, a few seconds of cross-sectional IVUS 
images were first recorded on the video-tape as a reference. Keeping the catheter at the 

same position, the imaging system was then switched to M-mode. The orientation of 
the transducer was manipulated manually to select an angular position at which the 

scan line contained the echoes from both blood and the arterial wall. 

2.2 Data acquisition 

The RF data acquisition set-up is illustrated in Fig.!. At each selected angular position, 

a burst of 30 ultrasound beams was transmitted. The pulse repetition rate was 5 kHz. 
Data acquisition was manually initialized at an arbitrary moment of the cardiac cycle. 
The received RF signal was amplified 40 dB by the amplifier of the imaging system 

and digitized by a dual channel digital oscilloscope (leCroy 9400, Chestnut Ridge, 

NY, USA). The sampling was performed at a frequency of 200 MHz with 8 bits 

resolution. The sample duration of RF traces was 10 ms, yielding a scan depth of 
approximately 8 mm. To avoid jitter between RF traces, the pulse generator was 

synchronized with the internal sampling clock of the oscilloscope. The digital data 

were transferred to the host computer via an IEEE connection. The data acquisition 
procedure was controlled by a PC-486 with in-hQuse developed software. 

Measurements were performed in 5 pig experiments. In each experiment, three 
different angular positions were selected. RF signals were acquired 3 times at the same 

angle to obtain data from different phases of a cardiac cycle. A total of 45 
measurements containing 1350 RF traces became available for further analysis. 

2.3 Temporal correlation 

A temporal correlation method was used to evaluate the changes in the RF trace 
sequence acquired from the same angle with a time interval of 200 ms. The correlation 

coefficient R(n) between the first RF trace S, and the subsequent nth trace Sn was 
determined by the following formula: 

K _ _ 

L[S, (i)-s, ](S, (i)-S, I 
R(n) = -r.;'!,:;d."'====-;;-==== 

irs, (;)-S, f frs, (i)-S, f 
;",1 i:=l 

n= 2,3 ... 30 (I) 
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where n is the index of the RF trace, K is the number of data points in a correlation 

window and i is the index of the data points. S; and S. are the means of the RF data in 

the window. This procedure yielded a series of R values ranging from -I to I, 

representing the similarity between the RF trace arriving at T, and that arriving at Tn = 

(n-I) * 200 I1s. 

2.4 Data processing I: RF correlation measurements 

Correlation curve in a region: The 30 RF traces acquired at one angular position 

(indicated by a white line in Fig. 2, panel A) were peak-detected and displayed as an 

M-mode image. The motion of the blood particles was identified on the M-mode 

display (Fig. 2, panel C). The luminal region showed a random pattern plus some 

diagonal streaks produced by motion components parallel to the ultrasound beam. The 

echoes from the arterial tissue presented as a stationary pattern throughout the 

acquisition period (Fig. 2, panel B). Using this as a visual criterion, the RF traces were 

manually divided into two regions: blood and wall. The B-mode images recorded at the 

same catheter position were reviewed during the data processing. Anatomic structures 

such as the adjacent vein were identified to avoid improper selection of the region of 

interest. The time-varying. cha"acteristics of the 'RF signals were evaluated using the 

correlation method from these selected blood and vessel wall regions. For each region, 

the correlation coefficient was calculated using expression (I) where the parameter K 

Blood Wall Blood Blood Wall Blood 

Fig. 2. Illustration of RF data acquisition. A: an iliac cross-section obtained by the 

IVUS imaging system. B: RF sequence acquired at aile ollgle. The angular position oj 

the trallsducer is indicated by the white lille ill (A). C: correspondillg M-mode display. 

The gray-scale on the M-mode image was log compressed. Nole the changing structure 

of the blood region ill cOlltrast to a fixed pattei'll ill the wall. The random and diagonal 

patterns were caused by the trallsverse and axial movemellfs of blood particles, 

respectively. 
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was set to the size of the region. The number of available data points ranged from 200 

to 1000, depending on the lumen dimension for the blood region and the wall thickness 

for the tissue region. The correlation curves of the blood and wall regions were 

obtained from the mean values of the 45 regional measurements at each delay time. 

The point at which the correlation coefficient dropped to a value';:; 0.1 in the curve was 

defined as the correlation time Tc. 

Correlation distribution in a window: To investigate the possibilities of using 

correlation techniques for image enhancement, the behavior of the correlation 

procedure was studied in a small window. When formula (I) is applied to suppress the 

blood signals, the correlation output needed to have a time resolution comparable to 

that of the B-mode image. The )vindow size K for the correlation calculation was set to 

7 points to provide a sufficient resolution. The time period of the window was 35 ns 

and the length was 28 11m. This window length was approximately one acoustic 

wavelength of the imaging system, which ensured no smearing of the image was 

introduced by the correlation procedure. After the region separation, the data were 

subdivided into a sequence of non-overlapping windows. A similar correlation process 

as described above was performed in the window data. The correlation output range (-1 

- 1) was divided into 20 bin ranges with intervals of 0.1. For both the blood and tissue 

regions, distribution histograms at each delay time were calculated from the whole data 

set. 

2.5 Data processing II: RF image processing 

Methods for image enhancement: Two processing methods, temporal averaging and 

correlation, were tested on experimental data. The first method was to average a 

number of RF traces. Because of the randomness in the blood scattering signals, the 

averaging procedure was expected to reduce the signal amplitude. The second method 

was to use the correlation output as a weighting function to modulate the RF signals. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the correlation method by an example with a sequence of 8 RF traces. 

First, a number of RF traces was selected from the original RF traces (Panel A) and a 

temporal averaged RF trace was obtained (Panel B). Secondly, a moving window with 

a length of 7 points was defined along the depth axis of an RF trace. The interval 

between two adjacent windows was 3 points yielding 50% overlap. Third, a sequence 

of correlation values R was obtained at each window position using formula (1). From 

this sequence, the minimum value was selected as the weighting factor for that 

particular window position. A weighting curve was generated from all available 

window positions (Panel C); a high value in the weighting curve indicates no motion 
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T8 

A 

TI 

B 

C 

D 

1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 
Depth (mm) 

Fig. 3. Example of RF processillg from data obtailled at olle allgle. A: an 

origillal RF sequellce with 8 traces. B: averaged output of the RF sequence. 

C: weighting function derived by the correlatioll method. D: processed trace 

obtailled by lIlultiplying B alld C. 

was detected, whereas a low value indicates changes had occurred within the 

acquisition time. Finally, the output signal was obtained by mUltiplying the averaged 

signal with its corresponding weighting factor (Panel D). 

Quantitative evaluation of the RF methods: The effect of these methods was 

quantitatively evaluated by comparing the echo intensity in the blood region before and 

after processing. The echo intensity of the blood region was defined as the mean value 

of the envelope signal obtained by the Hilbert transform. The echo intensity derived 

from the first RF trace was used as a reference to estimate the original intensity before 

processing. The relative intensity changes after processing a number of subsequent RF 

traces were measured with the ratio between the processed intensity and the intensity of 

the first RF trace. 

Qualitative evaluation of the RF methods: To verify the visual improvement by the 

RF techniques, another experiment was performed to obtain a complete cross-sectional 

scan. Because of the limitation in data storage capability, the current set-up was not 

able to acquire cross-sectional RF data in real-time. A stepper-motor device was used 

to rotate the transducer at a slow speed in synchronism with the blood pressure. The 

pressure gating ensured that RF data were acquired from the same phase of the cardiac 
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cycle, and thus minimize the motion artifact for off-line image reconstruction. The 

cross-sectional scan was obtained in 200 angular steps. At each angle, ultrasonic data 

were acquired in a similar way as above-described. The averaging and correlation 

processing were performed on the first 8 RF traces at each step. The resulting data were 

scan·converted and displayed as a gray-scale image. Logarithmic compression was 

applied to the image data allowing the resulting display to be comparable to that from a 

conventional IVUS imaging system. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Correlation Curve 

The mean correlation values of 

the regional measurements are 

plotted as a function of the delay 

in Fig. 4. The correlation curve in 

the wall region declines slowly as 

the delay increases and maintains 

a high value (>0.8) till the end of 

the data acquisition period. The 
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region, in contrast, drops rapidly Fig. 4. Mean correlation vailles determilled ill the 

as the delay increases. The mean two regiolls. Note a steep drop ill the correlation 

correlation value is less than 0.4 cllrve of the blood regioll as compared to a slow 

between the first and second RF decrease ill the correlation cllrve of the wall region. 

traces. The correlation time of the blood region is approximately 1 ms. Although it is 

not possible to measure the correlatioll time of the wall region due to the short data 

acquisition period, one may predict that Tc will be» 6 ms from the trend of the curve. 

3.2 Correlation Distribution 

The distribution of the correlation values calculated in the small window is shown in 

Fig. 5. In the wall region, the outputs are mostly concentrated around the high 

correlation values and spread slOWly as the delay increased. The values from the blood 

region show an almost random distribution in the whole correlation range. The high 

variability in the correlation output suggests that correlating only two RF traces may 

still produce a high value at some locations of the blood region. Therefore, more traces 

are needed for a reliable rejection of the blood echoes. 
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In Blood Region In Wall Region 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the correlation vailles calculated in a non-overlapping 
window of 7 points. Note the randomness of the correlation outp"ts in the blood 
reqion for all delav time. 

3.3 Intensity Changes by RF Processing 

Fig. 6 illustrates the intensity decrease 

in the blood region resulting from the 
100% 

temporal averaging and correlation 00% 

processing. The results show averaging 

a number of RF traces is able to reduce 

2)'/, 

Avmlg1 

•.•.•.•.• -••.•. '" • ..... 1/fii 
the intensity of the blood echoes. 

Averaging 8 sequential RF traces 

results in approximately 50% decrease 

of the echo intensity. Only a small 

improvement can be gained by 

averaging more than 8 traces. By 

CoirfiEiion 
~h+~~~~~~~~~ 

1591317212529 

Fig. 6. intensity decrease reslliting from the 
averaging and correlation methods. The 

applying the correlation procedure in 8 theoretical redllction cllrve (1 /ffi) oj 

RF traces, the signal intensity of blood averaging completely III/correlated RF 
was reduced to less than 10% of its seqllences plotted as dotted /ille for 
original intensity by correlating 8 RF comparison. 

traces. 

3.4 Image Enhancement by RF Processing 

The results of the image enhancement by processing 8 RF traces from the cross

sectional image data are illustrated in Fig. 7. The unprocessed image was constructed 

from the first trace of each RF sequence (panel A). As. can be seen, strong blood 

scattering echoes obscure the visibility of the luminal boundary. The luminal intensity 

was reduced slightly by averaging 8 sequential RF traces (Panel B). The actual visual 
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Fig. 7. Example of RF processillg from the cross-sectiollal image data. A: image 

cOllstructed frolll the first RF trace of each allgle. B: resllit after averaging of 8 RF 

traces per allgle. C: image cOllstrllcted from the correlatioll weighting fllllction 

obtailled from 8 RF traces per tingle. D: image processed by lIIultiplyillg Band C. 

enhancement was partly reduced by the use of logarithmic compression during video 

display. Panel C displays the weighting function derived by the correlation method. 

The image shows a binary structure with white (1) for tissue and value black (0) for 

blood. The image processed by multiplying (B) and (C) shows a significant 

improvement in the image contrast between the lumen and wall CD). The blood 

scattering echoes were mostly removed while the details in the arterial wall were 

preserved. 

4 DISCUSSION 

Results of this study show the differences in the correlation properties between blood 

and vessel wall. The movement of blood particles can be separated into two velocity 

components, the transverse and axial flows, in relation to the ultrasound beam 

direction. The transverse flow causes blood particles to move in and out of the 

ultrasound beam while the axial flow moves blood particles along the ultrasound beam. 

The transverse and axial flows will alter the correlation output of the blood signals in 

different manners. In the case of the transverse flow, the signals generated by the newly 

moving-in particles will be uncorrelated with those generated by the particles staying 
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inside the ultrasound beam because of the random distribution of blood particles. Thus, 

the correlatiol! tillle can be estimated from the beam width divided by the flow velocity 

(Bonnefous 1989). The beam width of the IVUS system used is 1 mm. Assuming the 

mean blood velocities for the normal peripheral flow are in the range of 40-80 cm/s, the 

time required by blood particles to travel through the ultrasound beam will be in the 

order of milliseconds. The measured Tc ~ I ms falls within the range of this estimation. 

As the transducer is placed perpendicular to the vessel wall in the IVUS setting, the 

transverse velocity is expected to be a main factor for the decrease of the correlatiol! 
tillle. On the other hand, the presence of the echo catheter may cause the development 

of the axial velocity in part of blood flow. The axial movement of blood particles can 

be observed from the diagonal moving structure on the M-mode image in Fig. 2. The 

axial flow component introduces a phase shift between the two consecutive RF signals. 

The relation between the correlation output and the phase shift is determined by the 

autocorrelation curve of the system response. In a typical situation, an axial 

displacement of 12 Itm may yield 180 degree phase shift and a correlation value of -I. 

For two RF traces separated by 200 Ils, the equivalent axial velocity will be 6 cm/s. 

The negative correlation was not detected in the correlation curve because the influence 

of the transverse flow was the dominant factor when measuring the mean value in the 

whole blood region. In the small window, the phase shift effect can be appreciated 

from Fig. 5, where the correlation values of the blood region scatter randomly over the 

range from -I to I. The slow decrease of the correlation output measured in the wall 

region was probably caused by the wall pulsation producing motion in line with the 

ultrasound beam. Measurements on wall distensibility with IVUS have exhibited 5% 

(The et al. 1992) and 18% (Nissen et al. 1991) luminal area changes during the cardiac 

cycle for the peripheral and coronary arteries, respectively. When translating this 

information to' wall velocities, the maximum axial velocity of the vessel wall will be 

lower than I mm/s. 

Temporal averaging is a simple method to reduce the amplitude of a random signal. 

Assuming the blood signals as wide-band random noise, the averaged intensity output 

is expected to be reduced by the square root of the number of the RF traces used. A 

similar trend as that predicted by the square root reduction can be observed by 

comparing the two curves in Fig. 6. The averaging effect obtained in our data set, 

however, is lower than the square root reduction because the RF sequences used for 

average are still partly correlated. The correlation weighting function, on the other 

hand, is able to produce a near zero value whenever the signals are uncorrelated. 

Combination of the averaging and correlation methods has shown to be more efficient; 

the blood echoes can almost be rejected by processing 8 RF traces. Real-time 
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implementation of the correlation processing, however, will require sophisticated 

digital circuits with high processing speed and large storage capacity. Another 

consideration in real-time application is the timing design for the cross-sectional scan. 

The correlation procedure requires a prolonged scan time at each beam position in 

order to collect sufficient changes in the blood scattering signals. This will be at the 

expense of either a reduce frame-rate or a lower angular resolution. For the example 

given in Fig. 7, the time required for each beam position is 1.6 ms (8 X 200 [18). In 

order to achieve 200 angular positions in one cross-sectional image, the frame-rate will 

be reduced to 2.8 frame/s, which is too low to display rapid motion of the arterial wall 

or flaps. One method to increase the frame-rate is to reduce the number of scan lines by 

performing image interpolation between scan lines. Another solution is to extend the 

correlation procedure by applying a multidimensional correlator on a sequence of RF 
data blocks. A multidimensional processing may take advantages of the blood 

scattering properties in both the time and spatial domains to reduce the waiting period 

at one beam position. 

This study was performed in the peripheral artery with normal blood flow. The results 

may be applicable to intracoronay imaging as the coronary flow has approximately the 

same velocity ranges as that of the peripheral arteries. The influence of a lesion with a 

reduced flow velocity was not included in this study. Since the M-mode RF data were 

collected randomly from different cardiac phases, the measurement results presented an 

averaged effect of a pulsatile flow. In practice, the effectiveness of the correlation 

processing depends mainly on the differences between the dynamics of flowing blood 

and wall motion. 

5 CONCLUSION 

High blood echogenicity in IVUS imaging has been a bottle-neck for accurate 

determination of the luminal boundary, particularly for computerized quantification. 

Information about the time-varying characteristics of the blood scattering is essential 

for improving the IVUS image quality. This study indicates that the RF correlation 

time is significant shorter in the blood region (Tc ~ I ms ) than that measured in the 

wall region (Tc » 6 ms). The fast de-correlation in the blood scattering signals allows 

an RF processing to be performed without smearing dynamic wall motion in real-time 

IVUS imaging. A simple temporal RF averaging is able to reduce 50% of the original 

blood echo intensity. The proposed correlation technique improves the blood 

suppression up to a 90% intensity reduction, and thus provides a satisfactory contrast 

enhancement for the lumen interface. Furthermore, the correlation weighting function 
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can be incorporated into an automatic contour detection algorithm for real-time 

extraction of the luminal boundary. 
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Decorrelation Properties of Intravascular Echo Signals 

ABSTRACT 

When a cluster of blood particles travels through an intravascular ultrasound imaging 

plane, the received echo signals decorrelate at a rate that is related to the flow velocity. 

In this paper, the feasibility of extracting blood velocity from the decorrelation function 

of radio frequency signals was investigated through theoretical analysis and computer 

simulation. A computer model based on the impulse response method was developed to 

generate the ultrasound field of a 30 MHz intravascular transducer. The decorrelation 

due to the scatterer displacement as well as other non-motion related decorrelation 

sources were studied. The computer simulations show that the decorrelation function is 

linearly related to the lateral displacement. The monotonous relationship between 

correlation and displacement provides possibilities to estimate flow velocity with 

decorrelation measurements. Because of the complexity of the beam profile in the near

field, assessment of local velocities requires detailed knowledge of the decorrelation at 

each axial beam position. Decorrelation Sources other than the lateral displacement 

may cause a bias in the decorrelation-based velocity measurements. Measurement 

variations present a major challenge for the decorrelation estimate in small range 

windows. An approach based on multiple decorrelation measurements should be 

adopted in order to reduce the variations. In conclusion, results of this study suggest 

that it is feasible to measure flow velocity by quantifying the decorrelation of 

intravascular ultrasound signals from blood. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The displacement of an ultrasound-scattering material such as blood moving through 

the beam of an ultrasound transducer results in concomitant changes (decorrelation) in 

the received echo signal. This phenomenon is clearly exhibited by a catheter-based 

intraluminal imaging technique, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS), in which the 

ultrasound beam is transmitted almost perpendicular to the arterial tissue and blood 

flow. With real-time IVUS imaging, it can be seen that the scattering pattern of flowing 

blood varies rapidly over time. This is caused by the fact that the flow stream drives 

randomly distributed blood particles through the imaging volume, resulting in 

decorrelation of the received echo signals as a function of time delay. 

Two important characteristics of the decorrelation of intravascular echo signals should 

be addressed. First, because the flow usually has a higher velocity than wall motion, 

blood echo signals decorrelate significantly faster than those of tissues. Several groups 

(Pasterkamp et al. 1993; Li et al. 1994, Chapter 6; Li et al. 1996a; Gronningsaeter et al. 

1995, 1996) have demonstrated that methods based on either video or radio frequency 

(RF) processing can take advantages of the time-varying feature of blood echoes to 
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improve the IVUS image. Li et al. (l996b, Chapter 7) have documented a significant 

difference in the correlation time between blood and tissue through RF analysis of in 

vivo echo data. Therefore, the contrast in the decorrelation of blood and tissue may be 

used to enhance the luminal boundary. Secondly, it is a reasonable hypothesis that the 

speed of the blond decorrelation procedure should be related to the flow velocity. In 

other words, the faster blood particles move across the ultrasound beam, the higher the 

decorrelation rate of the received signals will be. The velocity-decorrelation relation 

may be used to estimate flow velocity by means of quantifying the decorrelation rate 

from blood scattering signals. For both applications, the decorrelation as a function of 

scatterer displacements is the most important basis. Several applications of echo signal 

decorrelation for the assessment of tissue dynamics have been reported. The 

decorrelation due to lateral beam translation has been studied in detail for compound 

scanning (Wagner et al. 1983, 1988; Trahey et al. 1986). Decorrelation factors such as 

transverse velocities and velocity variations/gradients were addressed as error sources 

in time-domain velocity measurement techniques (Bonnefous et a!. 1989; Foster et al. 

1990; Hein et al. 1993). Decorrelation measurements have been proposed for detection 

of tissue motion and the transverse blood velocity. Dickinson et al. (1982) reported a 

decorrelation based method for tissue motion estimation. Zhang et al. (1993) and Dotti 

et al. (1996) applied the decorrelation measurement to estimate the angle between the 

ultrasound beam and blood flow in order to retrieve the true blood velocity vector. 

In all the previous work, however, decorrelation assessment was concentrated on the 

far field or the focus of a transducer. Conversely, most intravascular imaging is 

performed within the near field of the transducer. A typical IVUS system employs a 

circular unfocused transducer with a diameter of approximately 1 mm; the scanning 

depth starts at the extreme near field (~0.1 mm) and extends up to the far field (> 5 

mm) of the ultrasound beam. Another characteristic in IVUS imaging as compared to 

most of conventional medical ultrasound applications is the use of high ultrasonic 

frequencies (20-40 MHz) and a wide system bandwidth (~20 MHz). The present study 

was therefore designed to investigate the decorrelation properties of the near field of a 

high frequency broadband transducer. The investigation was conducted using 

theoretical analysis and a computer simulation of an IVUS transducer. The ultimate 

goal was to study the feasibility of extracting blood velocity from the decorrelation 

function of RF intravascular echo signals. 

2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The ultrasound beam considered in this study is generated from a circular transducer, 

which is symmetric on the cross-sectional plane (x-y plane). Thus, a two-dimensional 
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(x-z) coordinate system can be used to represent an IVUS imaging configuration (Fig. 

I). The x-axis is the typical direction of blood flow and the z-axis is defined by the 

center of the ultrasound beam. With reference to this coordinate system, the movement 

of blood particles across and along the ultrasound beam is termed the lateral and axial 

displacement, respectively. 

The following decorrelation factors are investigated: 

1. lateral displacement 

2. axial displacement 

3. signal to noise ratio 

4. velocity gradient 

5. correlation variance 

2.1 Lateral deCOlTelation 

Fig. I illustrates a volume of blood scatterers moving across the ultrasound beam. At 

time TJ and T,=Tr + t.T, the scatterer volume that generates RF signals SJ and S, can be 

divided into 3 parts: 

VI: scatterers inside the beam at TJ move outside the beam at T,. 

V2: new scatterers move inside the beam at T,. 
V3: scatterers remain inside the beam at TJ and T,. 

Denote S,'J and S", are signals generated by volume VI and V2, respectively; Sd and 

S'd represent the signals before and after the lateral displacement of V3, The RF traces 

SJ and S, can be written as: 

Ultrasound 8eam 
Z 

VI 

IlX "'~ 

Transducer 

(2.1.1) 

y 

iV~-,-I~, -, X 

Fig. I. The coordinates of the IVUS imaging setllp with the z-axis represelllillg 

celltral axis of the IIltrasoulld beam. Blood scatterers 1Il0ve laterally throllgh the 

bealll along the x-axis. The scatterer volllllle is represellled by VI + V3 at TI and 

V2 + V3 at n. The corres}Jolldillg view all the X- Y }Jlalle is showlI the right }Janel. 
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The correlation coefficient between S} and S2 with zeros mean is calculated by: 

I SI S2dt I (S,l +S,'3)(S,2 +S~3)dt 

PI2 = JI[Stl2dtJI[S2]2dt JI[(S'l +s'3)fdtJI[(S'2 +s~3)fdt , (2.1.2) 

I (S,lS"2 + S'lS~3 + SdS,'2 + S'3S~3)dt 
= J I ([S,tl2 + 2S,IS,3 + [Sdfldt J I ([S'2f + 2S'2S~3 + [S~3f)dt 

where I S,lS,2dt, I S"lS~3dt, I S,3S"2dt , I S,lS,3dt and I S'2S~3dt are the cross-correlation 

values of echo signals of VI, V2 and V3. Since scatterers are assumed to be randomly 

distributed, theses cross-correlation terms of different volumes in (2.1.2) are close to 

zero when integrated in a sufficient long period. Removing the cross-correlation terms, 

expression (2.1.2) is written as: 

I S"3S;'3dt (2.1.3) 
Pl2 = II 2 2 II 2 2 V ([S,·tl + [S,'3] )dt V ([S,2] + [S;'3] )dt 

Assuming a homogenous scatterer density, the number of scatterers that enters the 

beam is identical to that exits the beam. Let K be the signal power ratio between the 

scatterers moving inlout and those staying inside the beam: 

I [S,'2]2 dt I [S,.tl2 dt 
K- '" • 

I[S~3fdt I[S'3]2dt 

(2.1.4) 

The correlation coefficient for the scatterers remaining in the beam with a lateral 

displacement is: 

I f Sv3S:'3dt 

Pl2 = II 2 I 2 V [S"3] dt [S~3] dt 

(2.1.5) 

Combining (2.1.4) and (2.1.5), Pl2 can be rewritten as: 

~. (2.1.6) 
(l +K) 

Equation (2.1.6) indicates that there are two contributing factors for the lateral 

decorrelation: I) due to the scatterers moving laterally inside the beam; 2) due to 

scatterers entering and leaving the beam. The relative weight of these factors is 

determined by the beam profile of a transducer. 

2.2 Axial displacement 

The correlation coefficient of the received RF signals decreases quickly when the phase 

is shifted as a result of the axial displacements of blood scatterers. The decorrelation 

due to a phase shift is determined by the autocorrelation function of RF signals, mainly 
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by the central frequency and bandwidth. For example, at a central frequency of 30 

MHz, an axial displacement of 12 !-un will cause a 180 degree phase shift and produce 

a negative correlation value. Although the axial velocity in the IVUS setup is typically 

very small due to the near 90° angle between the beam and flow, the phase 

decorrelation is still much higher than the decorrelation of a lateral displacement. Thus, 

differences in the signal phase must be removed by a phase matching procedure. For an 

ideal beam profile of uniform intensity distribution, the signal generated by a scatterer 

moving axially is time delayed replica's of its initial position. The two signals will be 

perfectly correlated after the phase matching procedure. In reality, the beam profile is 

inhomogenous along the axial direction, particularly in the extreme near field. 

Therefore, the correlation output is expected to be modulated by the axial beam pattern. 

2.3 Decorrelalion due 10 noise 

Noise is a well-know source for a decrease of the signal correlation. Considering Sl and 

S, are the true RF signals at Tl and T, and III and II, are band-pass white noises added 

to the signals, the received signals Sill and SIl, can be written as: 

{
S"1 = SI +111 • 

Sll2 = S2 +1l2 

The correlation coefficient of Sill and SIl, is defined by: 

f S"IS,02dt f (SI + 1I1)(S2 + "2)dt 

P,,'2 = f 2 If 2 = If 2 If 2 [S"il dt V [S,,2] dt V [(SI + "2)] dt V [(S2 + "2)] dt 

(2.3.1) 

(2.3.2) 

The noise signals III and II, are assumed to have random amplitudes and phases with 

zero means and are uncorrelated with each other as well as with the true signals Sl and 

S, at any given Tl and T,. In this case, expression (2.3.2) has the same cross-correlation 

components with a mean value of zero as discussed in (2.1.2). Thus, a similar analysis 

of (2.1.6) can be applied to (2.3.2). Let the signal to noise ratio (SNR) be the power 

ratio between signal and noise: 

f [s,f dr f [S2f dt 
SNR- - , f [llil2 dt f [lid dr 

and the correlation coefficient of the signals Sl and S, be: 

f S,S2dt 
P'2 

~f [Sddt~f [Sddt 

Expression (2.3.2) can be rewritten as: 

(2.3.3) 

(2.3.4) 
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P,,12 = ~ 2 
1+21 SNR+ [1 I SNR] 

PI2 PI2 (2.3.5) 

Equation (2.3.5) indicates that correlation in the received signals decreases as SNR 

decreases. At a, given SNR level, the correlation output is reduced by a constant 

weighting factor, which can be compensated if the SNR level can be measured. 

2.4 Decorrelation associated with velocity gradient 

Scatterers may move at different velocities within a range cell due to a non uniform 

velocity profile along the ultrasound beam. For example, in vascular application the 

commonly observed parabolic velocity profile has a maximum velocity gradient at the 

region close to the arterial wall. A velocity gradient causes a range of lateral or axial 

displacements of scatterers within the correlation window. 

The axial velocity gradient may increase the signal decorrelation dramatically since it 

produces different phase shifts along an RF signal time trace. Thus, phase can be 

matched within the correlation window only in small parts of the trace; mismatching 

parts will reduce the correlation output rapidly. Bonnefous et al. (1986) established that 

correlation reduced by variances in time shifts follows: 

p=p.(1.2,(fo'iI[OFj), (2.4.1) 

where fa is the central frequency and cI [OF] is the variance in the axial time shift. The 

term cI[OF] can be derived from the gradient value of the velocity distribution. Since 

the term cI [OF], caused by an axial velocity gradient, is proportional to the time 

interval between two RF traces, its contribution soon may become a dominant factor. 

The lateral decorrelation can be considered as an averaged effect of the lateral beam 

modulation in combination with the exchange of many scatterers in a sample volume, 

which is less dependent on the displacement of each individual scatterer. Hence, the 

lateral velocity gradient is expected to have a smaller influence on the decorrelation 

procedure as compared to the axial velocity gradient. 

2.5 Variance of correlation estimate 

The ideal correlation estimator needs to integrate the RF signals over infinite time. In 

practice, the correlation value is usually estimated with a limited time window to 

achieve spatial resolution and may deviate from the true value. For the measurement of 

local velocities, the size of a correlation window determines the resolution of the 

measured velocity profile. To obtain a good resolution, a small correlation window is 

preferred. Furthermore, as discussed above, the presence ,of an axial velocity gradient 

limits the Use of a large time window. Thus, the accuracy of a decorrelation·based 
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technique for velocity measurements depends to a large extend upon the degree of 

variance of correlation estimate in a small window. 

Variation in the correlation estimate at a given window length is closely related to the 

system bandwidth. When an RF signal is modeled as bandwidth limited Gaussian white 

noise with zero mean, it can be shown that the error in the estimate of the cross

correlation function is given by: 

1 1 -2 1/2 
e ~ ../2BT [ + PI2 1 ' (2.5.1) 

where B is the bandwidth of Gaussian noise, T is the length of a time window and P12 
is the correlation coefficient (Bendat & Piersol 1983). The product of Band T 

represents the number of available independent measurements at a given window 

length. To reduce variation in correlation estimate, one should either increase the 

system bandwidth or use a longer time window. Equation (2.5.1) also indicates that a 

low correlation value results in a high degree of measurement variations. Thus, low 

correlation values should be excluded in the velocity estimation. 

3 COMPUTER SIMULATION 

3.1 Computer modeling method 

To iuvestigate the correlation properties of blood scattering, a model using the impulse 

response method (Stepanishen 1971) was developed to describe the beam profile of a 

circular transducer from the extreme near field to far field. Details of the impulse 

response modeling are presented in Appendix II. Briefly, each scatterer is considered as 

a point source retransmitting a spherical sound field towards the transducer. At the 

surface of the transducer the pressure distribution can be described as a Rayleigh 

integral. In the frequency domain this integral can be expressed in discrete form with a 

desired precession irrespective to near or far field scatterer positions. Thus, there is no 

theoretical constrains for the geometry of the transducer as well as the position of 

scatterers in this modeling approach. 

3.2 General settings in computer simulation 

Transmission pulse: the pulse was defined as a 30 MHz central frequency wave with a 
Gaussian envelope: 

-I' 

p(t) = e2'" sin(21lf,t) 

wilh: j, = 30 MHz Central frequency 

0' = 20 liS Pulse length factor 
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The signal bandwidth was expressed as the equivalent noise bandwidth which is the 

width of a rectangular spectrum having the same power and peak amplitude as the 

Gaussian (Cespedes et al. 1995). The bandwidth of the transmission pulse was 

determined by: 

1 
B=--, 

2-Jiia 
(3.2.1) 

which was approximately 14 MHz for a = 20 liS. The RF signals simulated with the 

impulse response model were sampled at 1 GRz. 

Scatterer volume: Five scatterer sets were generated over a depth of 0.5 - 4 mm. Each 

set contains 5000 scatterers randomly distributed in a volume of X=2 mm, Y = I mm 

and Z=3.5 mm (at depth of 0.5-4 mm). The scatterer concentration was 700 scatterer 

per mm'. At each moment, the number of active scatterers inside the beam was 

approximately half of the total scatterer number. Simulations J-V in the next section 

were peIformed using exactly the same data sets. 

Scatterer displacement: Axial and lateral displacements were simulated by moving 

the whole scattering volume along the corresponding directions. The lateral position of 

the scatterer volume was shifted from left to right at a displacement of 50 11m per step. 

A total of 20 RF traces with a maximum lateral displacement of I mm was generated 

per simulation. 

3.3 Correlation procedure 

The correlation curve in each simulated RF sequence (81...8'0) was calculated in two 

steps. First, a phase matching procedure was performed te remove the phase difference 

induced by the axial displacement. The time shift between two consecutive RF traces 

was determining by the maximum value of a cross-correlation function. The RF traces 

(8, ... 8'0) were shifted in time to line up with the first trace 8/. The second step was to 

calculate the correlation coefficient PI/,III between two traces 8n and 8nn 11=1, ... 19, 

111=2, ... 20. The correlation curve was obtained by an assemble averaging of the 
available correlation values: 

N-" 

p(lI) 
LPu+n '-I . n= 1...19, N=20 
N -II 

(3.3,1) 

3.4 Simulation methods 

The correlation curve as a function of a lateral displacement was first established 

through computer simulation J whereby only lateral movements were introduced. The 
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result of simulation I was then used as a reference to evaluate the combined effect of 

other decorrelation factors with respect to the lateral decorrelation. Mean and standard 

deviations were obtained for each simulation from the calculations in the 5 scatterer 

volumes. 

Simulation I: Lateral displacement: In order to observe the independent effect of /C 

and pfz in (2.1.6), the responses of a) the scatterers staying inside the beam, b) the 

scatterers entering and leaving the beam and c) the whole scatterer volume were 

simulated separately. With the separate responses of (a) and (b), the values of /C, 

pfz and PI2 were computed using (2.14-2.16) and plotted as a function of the lateral 

displacement for comparison with the complete response (c). 

In the subsequent investigations, the correlation function simulated from the whole 

scatterer volume was used as a reference curve. 

Simulation II: Axial displacement: An axial displacement of 5 Jlm per step (10% of 

the lateral motion corresponding to a beam-to-flow angle of 84°) was included in this 

simulation. The maximum axial displacement was 100 Jlm. The resulting RF traces 

were aligned in time by the phase matching procedure before the correlation 

calculation. 

Simulation III: Signal-to-noise ratio: Band limited white noises with zero mean were 

added to the RF data in simulation I. The SNR level was changed from 5 to 40 dB at a 

step of 5 dB. The decorrelation curve was recalculated at each noise level and 

compared to the reference curve with zero noise level. 

Simulation IV: Velocity gradients: The velocity gradient was defined as the 

difference between the maximum and minimum velocities (or displacements at a given 

time delay) within the correlation window. To study the effect of velocity gradients in 

the lateral and axial displacement, a linear velocity profile was added in this 

simulation. The velocity distribution along the beam axis was defined by: 

v(z) = az+f3. 
Velocity gradients ranging from 25% to 200% of the mean velocity were introduced by 

changing fl., ~ while keeping the mean velocities constant. The mean lateral and axial 

velocities were the same as simulation I and II (lateral: 50 Jlm; axial: 5 Jlm). Two 

separate simulations were performed. In the first simulation, pure lateral displacements 

with velocity gradients of 100% and 200% were studied (analogous to simulation I). In 

the second simUlation, lateral and axial displacements with 25% to 200% velocity 
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gradients were combined (analogous to simulation II). Variation terms in (2.4.1) for the 

linear velocity distribution were derived to compare results obtained with Bonnefous' s 

formula. 

Simulation V: 'Variance of correlation estimate: Narrow band signals were 

generated by reducing the bandwidth of the transmission pulse with (J = 40 liS. The 

equivalent noise bandwidth was 7 MHz. In the first simulation, the correlation curve of 

the narrow band signals calculated over the complete scatterer volume was compared 

to that obtained in simulation I. In the second simulation, correlation outputs were 

computed with different window lengths ranging from 20 flm to 2.5 mm at a step of 20 

flm. The standard deviation of the correlation values was measured at the displacement 

of 0.2 mm (p ~ 0.6). The degree of variation in correlation estimate was expressed as 

the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean correlation value. 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Modeled beam profile 

The beam profile obtained with the model is displayed in Fig. 2. The sensitivity of the 

transducer as a function of the scatterer position in the first few millimeters shows a 

high variation; this is the typical near field situation. Correlation of echo signals within 

this area is influenced by the complex field distribution in a way that is difficult to be 

expressed with an analytical method. 

Sensitivity of a 1 mm disk using a broadband pulse 

i·

···· : " J:''-,. 15 

~ 

~ 

w 

" , 
" 

Fig. 2. The rOl/lldtrip sellsitivit)' of a 30 MHz trallsducer calculated with the complller 

model ill both the lIear- alld far-field (Top) alld the sellsitivity at the central (lxis of the 

trallsducer (Bollom). The complexity of the lIear-field profile call be appreciated ill the 

rallge of 0-3 mm. The beam becomes homogenous at the depth::? 5 mill, which is the 

theoretical start point of the far-field. 
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4.2 Simulation results 

Simulation I: Fig. 3 shows the correlation curve as a function of the lateral 

displacement. The decorrelation curve simulated from the complete response shows a 

good agreement with the theoretical output predicted by (2.1.6). For a small 

displacement «0.4 mm), the decorrelation is mainly caused by the lateral beam 

modulation in both amplitude and phase. When a scatterer moving across the near 

field, rapid modulation of signal amplitudes may occur due to its complex intensity 

pattern. Phase modulation may be easier to interpret using a far-field model, wherein 

the phase of a scattered signal is simply determined by the distance between the center 

of the transducer and the scatterer position: /' = ~x2 + y2 + Z2 • Thus, displacement in x 

or y directions will alter the phase response of each scatterer. This effect could be 

ignored when z » x, y. For IVUS application, it may become an important factor 

because of the combination of the near field nature and high ultrasonic frequencies. At 

the stage of a small 

displacement, the contribution 

of newly move-in scatterers is 

minimal since they are located 

at the edge of the beam profile 

whereat the ultrasonic intensity 

is usually much lower than at 

the' center. As the scatterers 

move closer to the beam axis 

and their number increases, 

decorrelation due to the 

exchange of scatterers 

overtakes the effect of the 

lateral beam decorrelation. The 

product of the two 

contributions causes the 

correlation curve decreases 

approximately linearly with an 

increase of the lateral 

displacement. 

,~ 
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8 
c 
~ 0.4 

~ 
80.2 
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0.L-__ ~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Lateral displacement [mm] 

Fig. 3. Correlatioll cllrves (dotted lille) from three 

separate respollses of VI, V2 alld V3 showillg the 

decorrelatioll effects of the lateral beam 

modlliatioll (Pl2) alld scatterers movillg iII/alit the 

beam (l/(1+k)). The complete respollse (solid Iille) 

simlliated from the whole scatterer voillme follows 

the cllrve calclliated with Pl2/( 1 +k). 
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Simulation II: After the 

phase matching procedure, 

the decorrelation curve 

with axial displacements is 

almost identical to that 

obtained in simulation I 

(Fig. 4). The axial beam 

modulation in IVUS 

imaging is 

because 

displacement 

the 

of 

minimal 
axial 

blood 
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'u 
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scatterers is in an order of 

micrometers, which will 

not produce significant 

changes in scattering 

intensity except for the 

extreme near field. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of simlliation with 10% of axial 

displacements to the decorre/ation curve with pure 

lateral displacement (dotted line). After the phase 

matching procedure. the curve with axial displacement 

shows no noticeable differences as compared to the 

reference curve. 

Simulation III: Fig. Sa plots the results of (2.3.5) as a function of SNR. To keep the 

errors in the correlation estimate less than 10%, the SNR in the measurement system 

needs to be higher than 20 dB. The correlation curves calculated from the signals with 

different SNR levels were plotted in Fig. 5b. The simulated curves follow the trend 

(a) (b) 
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. ····1···· , .. j ....... j ........ ~ ....... ~ ... ,. ,.j ·······1· , ... . 
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J 30 :::::.::::r:::::L::::r:::::r:::::::::::r::::: 
8 .... ·T .. · .. . · ...... : ........ : .... · .. : .. · .... i ...... ·: ...... · 

j:: :"·:·:::::'I.:"T:::::[:'J·::::F::::L"::: 
a: ...... i ....... j ...... + .... + ..... = .. ) ...... ·1 .... ·· 
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o ! 0.4 ~ ........... '!'~1'" 

0.2 ~ ............ ; ..... ;:""'~ 
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Fig. 5. a)Percellf decrease of the signal correlation as a function of SNR. b) Correlation 

cllrves obtained after adding different noise levels. The dotted lines plot the resllits 

calculated by P12I(l + /ISNR). A high noise level can be recognized from a large offset 

in decorrelatioll curve. 
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predicated by (2.3.5). The main effect of noise signals is an additional offset added to 

the beginning of the decorrelation curves. Thus, a high noise level could be identified 

from the discontinuity at the beginning of the correlation output. 

Simulation IV: The result of the first simulation shows that no difference was 

observed between the narrow- and broadband signals for the correlation curves of the 

complete scatterer volume (Fig. 6a). Fig. 6b shows variations of correlation in the 

narrow band signals were consistently higher than those obtained with broadband 

signals. Both simulations indicate that variations decrease as the window length 

increases. The trend of decrease in variations follows the function of I I.JBT with B 

defined as the equivalent noise band width. To obtain a reproduCible correlation output 

of < 20% variations, the window length should be longer than 0.5 mm for the 

broadband signal. 
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Fig. 6. a) Correlatioll clI/ve obtailled with a lIarrow balld sigllal (aJ=40 liS) showillg 110 

sigllijicallt differellces to the referellce cllrve (a,=20 liS). b) Variatiolls ill correlatioll 

estimate as a fllllCtioll of the willdow lellgth for both lIarrow balld (aJ=40 liS) alld broad 

balld (a,=20 liS) simlllatiolls. The lIarrow balld sigllals show a higher degree oj 

variatiolls thall the broad balld sigllals. Both clIrves follow the theoretical referellce oj 

I/.Jiii plotted with B,=14 MHz alld BJ=7 MHz ill the dotted lilies. 

Simulation V: Results show that the correlation curves simulated with only lateral 

gradients were identical to that obtained with a uniform displacement (Fig. 7). This 

confirms the expectation that a lateral velocity gradient may have a minimal effect on 

the decorrelation procedure. As shown in Fig. 7, the slope of the correlation curve is 

progressively modified as the axial velocity gradients increase from 25% to 200%; a 

larger axial velocity gradient results in a faster decrease in the correlation output. This 
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may introduce a significant 

overestimate in the velocity 

measurement using a 

decorrelation based method. 

The simulations show that the 

axial velocity gradient should 

be limited to 25% of the mean 

velocity (a difference of 1.25 

flm between the maximum and 

minimum axial displacements in 

two consecutive RF traces). For 

a given velocity distribution, the 

decorrelation effect of a 

velocity gradient can be 

minimized by using a small 

correlation window. 

Lateral displacement (mm) 

Fig. 7. The curves (indicated by {200%] and 

(lOO%]) silllulated with only transverse velocity 
gradients showing little difference with the 

rejerence curve (0% velocity gradient). The 
correlation curves obtained with axial velocity 

gradiellls decrease rapidly as the gradient 
5 DISCUSSION increases j/'OIII 25% to 200%. The results 

Using the computer model, we predicated by the theoretical 1II0dei in (2.4.1) are 

have analyzed the decorrelation plotted in dotted lines 

properties of the ultrasound 

beam from a circular transducer used for IVUS imaging. As main results, correlation of 

the RF signals from a moving cloud of randomly distributed scatterers decreases 

monotonously with the lateral displacement. The decrease in a correlation range of 

1-0.5 is approximately linearly related to the lateral displacement. The decorrelation

displacement relationship provides the basis for extraction of the flow velocity based 

on decorrelation estimate. Once the decorrelation function of a specific transducer has 

been assessed, measured decorrelation values in blood signals can be converted to 

displacements; when the decorrelation measurement is performed at a controlled time 

interval, flow velocities can be derived from the ratio of displacement and time. 

The beam profile calculated with the computer model exhibits rapid changes of the 

sound intensity in the near field. Since the lateral decorrelation is mainly determined by 

beam characteristics, the decorrelation rate will be range dependent. Thus, in order to 

measure local velocity, the lateral decorrelation rate needs to be assessed as a function 

of axial beam positions for the complete scan depth. It should be noticed that most of 

the computer simulation results were obtained over the large range of the near field 
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(0.5-4 mm). Assessment of the local beam decorrelation properties was not within the 

scope of this study. 

The effect of the axial beam modulation is negligible in IVUS imaging due to an 

almost 90° angle between the ultrasound beam and the flow direction. Noise signals 

may bias decorrelation estimate. Since the lateral decolTelation function is reduced by a 

constant factor, a high noise level could be detected from the offset at the beginning of 

the correlation curve. Another solution to the noise problem is using the decorrelation 

measured in a stationary arterial tissue as a reference noise level; the noise 

decorrelation can be then deducted from the total decolTelation measured in moving 

blood. The change in the system bandwidth does not alter the lateral decorrelation 

function significantly, but increases measurement variations in decorrelation estimate. 

For the pUlpose of local velocity assessment, the decorrelation needs to be measured in 

a small range-gated window. The size of a correlation window shOUld also be 

sufficiently small to reduce velocity differences in the correlation window in order to 

limit the error caused by the axial velocity gradient. The use of a small window with a 

limited number of data points, however, may induce high variations in correlation 

measurements. Thus, there is a trade-off in the window length between variations in 

decorrelation estimate and the resolution of velocity measurement or possible error 

caused by velocity gradients. Alternatively, several decorrelation values should be 

obtained for one window position to reduce the measurements variation. 

For a time-delay estimator, echo decorrelation usually results in variation/jitter errors, 

which has an indirect effect as far as the corresponding peak value is still detectable. 

Decorrelation sources that are not related to the lateral displacement, however, will 

directly produce an overestimate in the velocity measurement using a decorrelation 

method. Thus, all the undesired decorrelation sources must be identified and excluded 

from the decorrelation-displacement calculation. 

So far we have discussed the decorrelation properties of the IVUS beam assuming that 

the blood is a cloud of randomly distributed point scatterers. However, normally red 

blood cells tend to form clusters, a process called aggregation, and a'Tange themselves 

in "strings" called rouleaux. In the flowing blood, rouleaux are positioned along the 

direction of flow. The presence of RBC aggregation and rouleaux is a function of the 

cyclic variation of the local shear: regions of high shear (near static structures) have 

low aggregation and areas of low shear (near the center of the free lumen) have high 

aggregation (De Kroon et al. 1993). The shape and size of the backscattering particles 

may have a significant effect on the decorrelation phenomenon. For example, the echo 

from a single point scatterer moving across a beam will decorrelate faster that the echo 

arising from a long string of aligned scatterers moving across the same beam. 
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Therefore, the influence of the rouleaus on decorrelation estimate needs to be 

investigated. 

The computer mode based on the impulse response method is able to delineate the 

complicated intensity distribution of the near field. The efficiency of the model in 

terms of computation time was improved by implementing the calculation of each 

scatterer response in the frequency domain. In principle, this modeling method can be 

used to study different types of IVUS transducers such as a phase array transducer 

from the extreme near-field up to the far-field. Knowledge of the lateral beam 

modulation obtained with the computer model will also provide important information 

for optimization of the RF lumen enhancement techniques. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Results of this study demonstrate that it is feasible to derive blood velocity from the 

origiual RF intravascular echo signals by means of decorrelation analysis. Localized 

velocity measurements require detailed assessment of the lateral decorrelation rate at 

different axial positions along the beam. To overcome the problem of the high 

variation in a small window, an approach for velocity estimation should be based on 

multiple assessments of the decorrelation of echo signals. 
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Estimation of Local Blood Velocity and Volume Flow 

ABSTRACT 

Current intravascular ultrasound techniques produce real-time imaging of a vessel 

cross-section with a scan plane normal to blood flow. When a cluster of randomly 

distributed blood particles moves across the ultrasound beam, the received echo signals 

decorrelate as a function of time. This phenomenon may be used to estimate blood 

velocities by measuring the decorrelation rate from a sequence of blood scattering 

signals. A decorrelation-based method for measuring local blood velocity and 

quantifying volume flow from cross-sectional radio frequency intravascular echo 

signals was developed. Serial in vitro measurements were performed with a flow 

phantom to test the principle of the proposed velocity estimate method. Measurements 

were also carried out in vivo in pig experiments to determine the usefulness of this 

method in clinical settings. Preliminary results of this study indicate that the proposed 

decorrelation method is able to extract cross-sectional velocity profiles and volumetric 

flow both in vitro and in vivo. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Assessment of vessel dimensions simultaneously with other functional parameters such 

as blood velocity and volume flow is invaluable for assessing the severity of a stenosis. 

Current ultrasonic methods for measurements of blood velocity include Doppler 

processing and time domain correlation techniques (Censor et al. 1988; Hein et al. 

1993; Hoeks et al. 1993). In general, both techniques are used to measure the axial 

velocity component (velocity along the ultrasound beam) of the blood flow, requiring 

that the ultrasound beam has a beam-to-flow angle « 90°. An example of such a 

method is the forward looking intracoronary Doppler transducer mounted at the tip of a 

guide wire (Johnson et aL 1989; Tadaoka et al. 1990; Doucette et al. 1992; Di Mario et 

al. 1995). Doppler catheters provide an integrated measurement of velocity components 

from which the peak or mean velocity is usually extracted. The use of Doppler 

velocimetry alone, however, does not allow direct assessment of volumetric blood 

flow. For the purpose of measuring volumetric flow, the cross-sectional area and the 

velocity component of the flow normal (i.e., perpendicular) to the measurement plane 
must be assessed. 

With the advent of intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) techniques that permit real-time 

imaging of a vessel cross-section, several studies have reported the 

combination/simultaneous use of intracoronary Doppler for velocity measurement and 

IVUS imaging for area measurement to obtain volumetric flow (Eichhorn et al. 1992; 

Grayburn et al. 1992; Chou et al. 1993; Isner et al. 1993; Sudhir et al. 1993). The 

velocity and area measurements obtained by combining these two teChniques, however, 
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cannot be obtained simultaneously from the same arterial cross-section due to intrinsic 

spacing between the Doppler and imaging transducers. The inability to assess the 

hemodynamic variables coincidentally in time and space could limit the simplicity and 

clinical applicability of these methods. Additionally, multiple catheter approaches 

suffer from possible interference between devices: for example, the Doppler transducer 

may create harmonic interference that results in cross-talk on the IVUS image. Thus, a 

means of extracting blood flow velocity directly from IVUS data may provide a better 

approach for assessment of morphologic data and volumetric flow over the same 

arterial cross-section. 

Unlike other medical imaging techniques, one feature of IVUS imaging is that the 

ultrasound beam is normally oriented almost perpendicular to the blood flow; the 

majority of the flow stream, therefore, consists of transverse velocity components 

(velocity across the ultrasound beam). The presence of transverse velocities is one 

main cause for decorrelation of the received echo signals as blood scatterers move 

across the ultrasound beam. Earlier studies with a 30 MHz IVUS imaging system have 

documented the time-varying characteristics of blood scattering in vivo (Li et a!. 1995, 

Chapter 6; Li et a!. 1996a). Several groups (Pasterkamp et a!. 1993; Li et al. 

1994&1995, Chapter 6&7; Gronningsaeter et a!. 1995, 1996) have demonstrated that 

rapid changes in blood echoes can be used to improve the IVUS image quality by 

suppressing/enhancing the echo intensity of blood. When excluding other non-motion 

related decorrelation factors, decorrelation of echo signals is related to the axial and 

lateral velocities of the ultrasound medium. Dickinson et a!. (1989) reported a 

decorrelation based method for tissue motion detection. Zhang et a!. (1993) and Dotti 

et a!. (1996) incorporated the decorrelation measurement to estimate the beam-to-flow 

angle on the scan plane in order to retrieve the true blood velocity vector. 

The goal of this research was to develop an approach to extract flow information from 

cross-sectional IVUS data. In our earlier computer simulation studies, the decorrelation 

properties of a circular IVUS transducer have been investigated (Li et al. 1996b, 

Chapter 8). This paper presents a radio frequency (RF) processing method for 

measuring local blood velocity and quantifying volume flow by means of decorrelation 

estimation. The principle of the decorrel.ation-based velocity estimation is discussed. A 

series of in vitro experiments was performed to test the proposed method. Finally, 

results of in vivo evaluation will be given. 

2 PRINCIPLES 

The geometric relationship between blood flow and the IVUS imaging catheter is 

illustrated in Fig. 1. The coordinate system is set with reference to the central axis of 
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the ultrasound beam (z-axis) 

and the catheter axis (x

axis). One commonly used 

IVUS imaging method 

comprises a single rotating 

transducer system with a 

flexible drive shaft. Cross

sectional data are scanned 

by rotating the transducer at 

a constant speed along the 

imaging plane (y-axis). In 

this study, the velocity 

vector perpendicular to the 

ultrasound beam and across 

the imaging plane (If,) is 

termed the transverse 

velocity, which corresponds 

to the lateral displacement 
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ultrasound Z transducer 
beam"", y--... rotation 

image • \1.. ~~~~: 
plane ........ , : ''; 

Fig. 1. The coordillates of the lVUS imagillg setup. The 

z-axis represents central axis of the uitrasoulld beam. 

the catheter axis is alollg the x·axis alld the imagillg 

plalle is alollg the y·axis. 

of blood scatterers. The transverse velocity represents the direction of the main stream 

of blood flow and is estimated by means of a decorrelation procedure. The velocity 

vector along the ultrasound beam axis (V,) is termed the axial velocity. This velocity 

component is usually smaller than the transverse velocity due to a nearly 90° beam-to

flow angle. The axial velocity can be measured by the time shift of the RF echo signal. 

The transducer velocity (Vy) is determined by the scanning speed of a mechanical 

IVUS system. 

In general, the direction of flow can have any arbitrary angle with respect to the 

reference axis of the ultrasound beam, resulting in a three-dimensional velocity vector. 

However, in common practice the angle between the catheter axis and the flow 

direction is usually very small. Finet et al. (1993) demonstrated that this angle could 

hardly exceed 10° for both coronary and peripheral arteries. Assuming a worse case 

beam-to-flow angle of 75° (an angle of 15° between catheter and flow), the contribution 

of the axial velocity to the total velocity in flow estimation is lower than 4%. Since this 

level of error is well within the required parametric resolution in practice, volumetric 

flow can be directly derived from the transverse velocity and the contribution of other 

flow velocity components may be neglected. 
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2.1 DeCOl'l'elation estimation method 

The decorrelation of the received IVUS signals as a function of time can be evaluated 

from a sequence of N RF traces (S1...SN) acquired at a fixed time interval T, as 

determined by the pulse repetition rate. The received RF signals with zero mean 

amplitude are range-gated with a rectangular window of length L". The signal 

decorrelation is estimated with the following steps: 

The first step is a phase matching procedure that aligns the windows of S,,,.SN with that 

of S/. Because of the presence of an axial velocity component, the RF traces are shifted 

in time as illustrated in Fig. 2a. The time shift between two consecutive RF traces in 

the range window is measured by determining oT where the cross-correlation function 

reaches maximum. After obtaining a set of OT; (i=2, .. N), each RF window in trace S; is 

shifted by LOTh (k=2, ... i) to line up with the first window (Fig. 2b). The mean time 

shift measured at this window position is i5T. 

In the second step, the correlation coefficient PI.j between trace S; and Sj in the aligned 

RF windows is calculated for different combinations of i andj: 
K 

I,S;(k)S/k) 

Pi,j :::: 1":,:;=. ","",1 ~'"'=:K"""~~ 
I,[S,(k)]' L,[SN)]' 
h:1 ~ool 

i= 1,2 ... N-I,j=2 ... N, (2.1.I) 

where K is the maximum overlapping window length after the phase alignment defined 

as: K = N{- N,(N -I). Nl and N, are the corresponding number of samples in L". and 

i5T, respectively. Excluding points outside the overlapping range ensures that 

correlation values are measured from the signals of the same scattering volume. The 

correlation coefficient between two traces separated by an interval of III =U-i)*Ts are 

evaluated by averaging all the available measurements: 
N-nI 

LPJ;,HnI 
P = '.1 1Il= 1,2 ... N-I. 

m N-1Il 
(2.1.2) 

Finally, a lineal' model is fitted to the discrete correlation values Pm (m=l...N-I), 
yielding a continuous correlation curve as a function of time: 

pet) = 1- at. (2.1.3) 

In the following analysis, the slope a is termed as the decO/'relation slope that 

characterizes the decorrelation procedure as a function of either time or displacement. 

For each range-gated window, the decorrelation slope a and the mean time shift OT of 

the RF sequence are measured to obtain local, adjacent estimates. An example of time 

shift and decorrelation for a series of N=5 echo signals is shown in Fig. 2c. 
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A 
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Fig, 2. A) Range-gated window showing the tillle shift ill 5 RF traces. B) Result oj 

RF traces lilled up by the phase lIIatchillg procedure. C) Tillie shift (upper pallel) 

measllred as a fUllction of time delay in units of Ts. The mean time shift or is 

derived frolll th,e averaged vallie of illdividllalllleasurelllellfs. The correlatioll values 

(lower panel) obtailled at difterellf tillle delay are fitted with a lillear 1II0dei (dotted 

lille) to derive the decorrelation slope ex. 

2.2 Estimation of velocity distribution along a radius 

In a computer simulation study (Li et aI. 1996b, Chapter 8), we have demonstrated that 

the RF signals from scatterers moving across the near field of an ultrasound beam 

Displacement {mmJ 

Fig. 3. Typical lateral decorrelatioll curves obtailled with a computer model 

(solid lille) alld ill vitro lIIeasurelllellfs (dotted lille). The cOlllpllter sillllliated 

cllrve was derived ill the Ilear field (0.5-4 111m) of all eircular IVUS trallsducer 

(trallsducer diameter: Imlll, frequellcy: 30 MHz, balldwidth: 20 MHz). The ill 

vitro curve was measured at the beam position of 2-3 mm using the contrast 

agent as ultrasonic scattering medium. Both curves show a monotonollS 

decrease of correlatioll with the illcrease of the lateral displacemellt ill all 

approximately linear mallller. 
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decorrelate monotonously and approximately linearly with displacements. Data 

obtained with a dedicated in vitro experimental setup (described later) show a similar 

lateral decorrelation curve as the previously simulated result (Fig. 3). Based on these 

observations, a decorrelation-to-velocity estimate approach has been developed that 

consists of the following steps: 

1) Calibration step. In a controlled experimental environment, the decorrelation of the 

ultrasound beam at the ith axial window position is characterized with a linear model 

(Fig.4a): 

Pi =l-a[Ax, (2.2.1) 

where Pi is correlation output, t.x is.the lateral displacement and at is the displacement 

decorrelation slope that is a characteristic of the IVUS transducer used. Since the beam 

intensity may change significantly in the near field, at is a range dependent factor that 

requires to be calibrated by a controlled experiment. 

A 

c 
.Q 
1ii 
~ beam correlation 0 

function () 
/' 

Lateral displacement (Ax) 

B 

l-a't.t .... /' 
• measured 
"./' values 

Time (At) 

Fig. 4. mustration of the decorrelatiOlHo-velocity procedure. A) Beam 

decorrelatioll as a fUflctioll of the lateral displacemellt at a givell rallge distallce 

of the trallsducer (solid lille). This fUllctioll, which call be estimated by 

experimellt or theory, is approxImated with a linear model to obtain the 

displacement decorrelatioll slope at, B) Decorrelatioll values measured at a 

fixed time illterval (dots). A straight lille is fitted through the measured poillfs to 

obtaill the time decorrelatioll slope d. 

2) Measuremellt step. At each scan angle, a sequence of RF traces is acquired at high 

pulse repetition rate with a known time interval Ts. Using the procedure described in 

(2.l.l)-(2.1.3) the time decOI'relation slope a! at the ith window can be measured (Fig. 

4b): 

pi = I-aIAt. (2.2.2) 
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3) Ignoring decorrelation components that are not related to the lateral displacement of 

blood scatterers in the measurement step, Pi and p/ are related by the transverse 

velocity \1,. Equating Pi in (2.2.1) with pi in (2.2.2), we obtain 

Vx(i) ~ 8x 1M ~ af I ai'. (2.2.3) 

Equation (2.2.3) indicates that the transverse velocity can be estimated from the ratio 

between the calibrated decorrelation slope [mm- I
] and the measflred decorrelation 

slope [S-I]. 

The axial velocity is derived from the mean time shift 8I' measured by the phase 

matching procedure: 

c&' 
V(i)~-' , 
, 2T, 

where c is the sound velocity and T, is the pulse repetition rate. 

2.3 Volume flow quantification 

(2.2.4) 

Velocity measurements along a radius can be repeated at adjacent angular positions in 

a scan plane to measure the velocity distribution over the entire lumen cross-section. 

The 2D profile is represented as Vx(lI,r) in a polar coordinate system. The volumetric 

flow can be calculated by integrating the local transverse velocity with the area element 

over the complete vessel cross-section: 
No R(O) 

Q ~ I,Vx(lI,r)M(II,r) ~ !;rAIII, I, Vx(lI,r)R(r) ' (2.3.1) 
A 8=1 r=1 

where R(r) is the radial distance at index ,; No is the number of angular measurements 

and R(e) is a radial definition of the lumen boundalY at angular index e. The resolution 

of the flow mapping is determined by LIe and Llr, which are the scanning step sizes in 

the angular and radial measurements, respectively. The mean velocity is calculated 

from the lumen cross-sectional area CSA with: 

V"""" ~ Q I CSA. (2.3.2) 

As discussed earlier, the axial velocity component has a much lower value than the 

transverse velocity in the IVUS application, and therefore only transverse velocities are 

considered in (2.3.1) for estimation of the flow volume. 

2.4 Compensation of transducer velocity 

The rotation of the transducer during real-time imaging induces an additional 

displacement of the ultrasound beam along the y-axis in relation to blood scatterers. 

The measured transverse velocity is therefore the combined value of the blood velocity 

V, and transducer velocity V)' vectors. If the transducer has a perfect circular shape, a 
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lateral displacement along the x or y directions will have the same decorrelation effect. 

The transducer used in this study, however, has an elliptical surface with the long axis 

in x direction and short axis in y direction. In this case, the decorrelation rate along the 

y-axis could probably be higher than the x-axis; a correction factor is needed in 

calculation of the combined transverse velocity v,(i): 

(2.4.1) 

where Vli) is the transducer velocity at the ifh window as determined by the frame rate 

F, and the radial distance R(i): V,.U) = 2rrF,R(i). The coefficient f3 is the correction 

factor that accounts for a different decorrelation rate in the y-axis and needs to be 

calibrated. The transverse flow velocity can be extracted from the measured velocity by 

V,(i) = ~[v,(i)]2 - [2rr/3F,RU)]2 . (2.4.2) 

2.5 Velocity mapping by combining axial velocity measurements 

Correlation estimation of local velocity using a small window may have a considerable 

amount of variations. At the expense of spatial resolution, one approach to solve this 

problem is averaging the flow data along the angular and radius directions. An 

alternative approach is to combine the axial and transverse velocity measurements. 

Because the beam-to-flow angle is typically close to but slightly different from an 

absolute value of 90°, an axial velocity component can be detected by the phase shift. 

Since the axial' velocity estimates exhibit less variability than the corresponding 

transverse velocity estimates, it may be advisable to utilize the axial velocity whenever 

possible. 

The two velocity components Vii) and Vli) measured in the ith window are related by 

the beam-to-flow angle 9 as: 

" Vx(i) 
cot(90 -0) = V,(i) . (2.5.1) 

Because the beam-to-flow angle 0 is constant for all adjacent windows along a radius, 

the ratio of the transverse and axial velocities can be estimated from their mean values: 

V 
K = cot(90" -0) = ~ 

V, 
(2.5.2) 

Then, the local velocity distribution along a radius can be reconstructed from the shape 

of the axial velocity profile Vli) and the velocity ratio K: 

V(i) = KV,U)· (2.5.3) 

Expression (2.5.3) indicates that the local transverse velocity distributions can be 

obtained from the axial velocity profiles using K as a scaling factor 
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3 EXPERIMENT MATERIALS AND METHODS 

IVUS imaging system: Ultrasonic data were acquired using a 30 MHz IVUS imaging 

system (Du-MED, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) with a single-element transducer 

mounted on the tip of a 4.3 F catheter. The bandwidth of the system was 20 MHz, 

yielding an axial resolution of approximately 75 J.lm. The image scanning rate was 16 

frames per second. 

Velocity measurement: For the subsequent in vitro/vivo data (except for in vitro 

experiment n, the length of range-gated windows Lw was set to 260 J.lm (70 data points 

at 200 MHz sample frequency), which was approximately 5 times the wave length 

(round trip). The velocity profile measurement was performed by moving the range 

window along a radius at a step of 185 J.lm (50 samples, 30% overlapping). RF data 

were interpolated to obtain a time resolution of Ins in the phase matching procedure. 

The cross-section'al velocity data were averaged using a 3 by 3 low pass filter for color 

mapping display. 

3.1 In vitro experiments 

Flow phantom: To study the relationship between the RF correlation and flow 

velocities, a setup consisting of a 40 em long circular plastic tube phantom and a pump 

were used to generate a stable parabolic flow (Fig. 5). The inner diameter of the tube 

was 4 mm. The flow rate was controlled by a valve and measured with an 

electromagnetic flowmeter. The mean flow velocity was calculated from the tube 

cross-sectional area (catheter area was deducted when the catheter was inside the tube) 

Blood mimicking liquid 

Flow measure 
Fig. 5. Illustration of RF data acquisition Jar in vitro experimelll setup. The coll/rast 

agent was IIsed for blood mimicking. The catheter was positioned eitherjnside tj,e tube 

(A) or olltside the tllbe (8). A small part of the tllbe wall (8) was made thillller to allow 

the penetratioll of uitrasoulld beam. All example of the acquired RF sequellce is 

displayed as M-mode image on the right. 
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and the readout of the flowmeter. Water with ultrasound contrast agent (QuantisonTM, 

Andaris) in concentration of 7.5 x 10' particleslliter was used as a blood-mimicking 

fluid. 

Data acquisition: The orientation of the transducer was carefully adjusted in a way 

that the distance of the tube wall was maximum and the echo amplitude of the wall 

reflection was optimal. The received RF signal was amplified 40 dB by the amplifier of 

the imaging system and digitized by a dual channel digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9400, 

Chestnut Ridge, NY, USA). To avoid jitter between RF traces, the pulse generator was 

synchronized with the internal sampling clock of the oscilloscope. The acquisition 

parameters for in vitro measurements are listed as follows: 

• sample frequency: 200 MHz 

• sample duration: 

• pulse repetition rate: 

• RF traces per angle: 

10 j.ls (2000 samples )/trace 

4 KHz (Ts = 250 j.ls) 

30 traces/angle. 

For analysis of variability, the data acquisition was repeated 5 times at each flow 

setting. The mean values and standard deviations were calculated from these repeated 

measurements. 

In vitro experiment I: Relationship between decorrelation and flow: This 

experiment was designed to verify the hypothesis that the decorrelation of an RF 

sequence acquired at a fixed angle is related to the mean flow velocity. Decorrelation 

measurements were performed with the IVUS catheter positioned inside the tube. The 

mean flow velocities were set from 0.1 to 50 cmfs in steps of 2.5 cmfs. At each flow 

setting, the time decorrelation slope (ail was measured from 30 RF traces using the 

decorrelation method. The measurement window was positioned at 1.5 mm (the center 

point between the transducer and tube wall) and the window length was I mm (in this 
experiment only). 

In vitro experiment II: Calibration of transducer decorrelation: In order to 

calibrate the decorrelation properties at each axial position, the catheter was placed 

outside the tube to obtain an undisturbed parabolic velocity profile, which allowed 

reconstruction of velocity distributions from the flow measurements. Measurements 

were performed at 4 different flow settings (mean velocities of 8-22 cmfs). The 

calibration procedure was performed in three steps: First, the time decorrelation slope 

at each range-gated window (L...=260 j.lm) was obtained from the mean of the 5 

repeated measurements. Secondly, the corresponding lateral displacement of the range 
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window was calculated from the velocity estimated from the parabolic profile. With the 

calculated displacement value, the time decorrelation slope [il] was converted to the 

displacement slope [mm· I
]. By taking the mean of the measurements of the 4 flow 

settings, a set of displacement decorrelation values was obtained at different radial 

positions from I to 3 mm. Measurements from the two edge parts were excluded 

because of high velocity gradients and strong ring-down effects. In the third step, the 

calibrated displacement decorrelation slope (at) as a function of the beam position 

was obtained by fitting a nonlinear curve through the data points. 

In vitro experiment III: Velocity measurement in a radius: This experiment was 

designed to test the decorrelation method for measurement of the local velocity along 

one radius. Velocity measurements were performed at 6 different flow settings (mean 

velocities of 3-18 cmls) with the catheter placed inside the tube. The transverse 

velocities were measured according to (2.2.3) with the calibration curve obtained in 

experiment II. The flow velocity profiles were obtained by combining the transverse 

and axial velocity measurements according to (2.5.3). 

In vitro experiment IV: Flow measurement in a cross-section: A stepper-motor 

device was used to rotate the transducer for acquisition of cross-sectional RF data. Four 

scans were acquired at flow rates between I and 3 mils with mean velocities from 8.9 

to 27 cmls. The flow value was calculated with the cross-sectional velocity distribution 

according to (2.3.1) and compared to the readout of the flow meter. 

3.2 In vivo experiment 

In vivo data acquisition: In vivo experiments were performed in the iliac artery of 

Yorkshire pigs. The system used in vitro did not allow real-time cross-sectional RF 

data acquisition because of the limitation in memory capacity. To acquire real-time 

cross-sectional RF data in vivo, a PC based acquisition system has been built with a 

500 MHz waveform digitizer and a fast memory board (Signatec, Corona, CA, USA). 

The system is capable of digitizing RF data at 200 MHz sample frequency and storing 

in real-time up to 128 Mbytes of RF data in the memory board. The large memory 

capacity enables acquisition of a sequence of RF cross-sectional frames from a number 

of cardiac cycles. The acquisition parameters for in vivo measurements are listed as 

follows: 

• sample frequency: 

• sample duration: 

• pulse repetition rate: 

200 MHz 

to Ils (2000 sampleslline) 

15.6 KHz (Ts = 64lls) 
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• scan lines: 1000 lines/frame 

• frame rate: 16 frames/second. 

During the experiments, the echo catheter was advanced through a 7F sheath into the 

iliac artery. At the site of interest, a total of 60 RF frames was acquired, yielding a 

measurement period of 3.75 seconds. The original 1000 scan lines were grouped into 

200 sequences with 5 RF traces per sequence. Due to lack of internal clock 

synchronization, the accuracy of the time shift measurement was limited by the jitter 

between RF traces. The axial velocity measurements were not included in the in vivo 

experiment. The flow data and velocity mapping were obtained only with the 

transverse velocity components measured by the decorrelatio'n method. 

Because calibration for the decorrelation along the y-axis was not available at the time 

of this experiment, the transducer velocity was compensated with {3=1 in (2.4.2). 

Assuming a smaller diameter may have a faster decorrelation rate, this could probably 

undercompensate Vy(i), resulting in an overestimate of the flow velocity. 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 In vitro experiments 

In vitro experiment I: Fig. 6 plots 

the measured decorrelation slope as a 

function of -the mean flow velocity. 

The decorrelation value increases as 

the flow rate increases by an almost 

linear relationship with a zero offset 

(linear regression: y=0.0Ix-0.012, 

r=0.99, p « 0.0001). This curve 

demonstrates that the decorrelation 

of the RF sequences is closely related 

to the transverse velocity. The use of 

a decorrelation slope is suitable to 

quantify the decorrelation procedure 

induced by the lateral displacement 

of scalterers, thus providing the basis , 
for the decorrelation-to-velocity 

method. 
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Fig. 7. A) The curves of the time decorrelatioll slope (ill IIl1itS of time illterval Ts: 
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variations ill decorrelalion measurements call be observed. B) Mean values by 

averagillg the elllire radial rallge shOlVillg a Iillear relatioll to the flow velocity. C) 

The values of the displacemelll decorrelatioll slope (mm)"! obtailled by converting 

the time alld velocity to the displacemellt. The data poillts averaged over the 4 

measuremellts of VI-V4 were fitted with a 1I01l1iIJear model to obtaill a calibratioll 

cllrve as afilJlctioll of the depth (dotted line). 

In vitro experiment II: Fig. 7a depicts that the values of the time qecorrelation slope 

increase with an increase of the mean flow velocities but shows a considerable amount 

of variations over the measurement depth. Parabolic distributions were not evident 

because the curves were modulated by the beam dependent decorrelation factor. In Fig. 

7b, the plot of the mean slope values averaged over the entire measurement depth as a 
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Fig. 8. A) The normalized axial velocity showing a similar distriblllioll as a 

parabolic cltrve (dotted line). The distriblllion cllrve was obtained from 6 velocity 

settings and normalized by the maximltm vallte. 8) Velocity profiles derived from the 

axial velocities alld scaled with the correspondillg J( values. C) Mean transverse 

velocities measllred from the elllire radills sholVing a linear relation to the flow 

velocity. The measured mean velocity valltes ill the radius are consistelllly higher 

than the meall cross-sectional velocities calclliated from the flow rate. 
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function of the flow velocities confirms the linear relationship observed in experiment 

I. The calibration curve derived by nonlinear fitting is shown in Fig. 7c. The 

displacement slope was in the range of 2 - 3 [mm·'l. corresponding to a half 

correlation length of 0.33-0.5 mm. Higher decorrelation rates were observed in the 

extreme neal' .field probably caused by the rapid changes in ultrasound intensity. 

In vitro experiment III: The distribution of normalized axial velocities obtained from 

6 flow settings shows a trend comparable to a parabolic velocity profile (Fig. 8a). The 

curve was distorted in the region close to the transducer due to the strong ring-down 

interference. Standard deviations in the local axial velocity measurements were low. 

The velocity profiles derived by combining the transverse and axial velocity 

measurements at each flow setting depict a class of reproducible curves with values 

increased accordingly with the mean velocities (Fig. 8b). The scaling factor derived 

from the mean transverse and axial velocities was measured K=7.6 ± 0.6 (Mean ± SD) 

for all velocity settings. 

The mean transverse velocities estimated from the entire radius increase linearly with 

the mean flow velocities. but are higher than the flow settings (Fig. 8c). This bias is 

due to the insertion of the catheter inside the tube. which causes a flow redistribution at 

the measurement cross-section; higher velocities are expected to be found in the region 

that has a longer radius between the transducer and the wall. Standard deviations of the 

mean velocity measurements were about 10% of the mean values. 
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In vitro experiment IV: Fig. 9 
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were observed on the central Fig. 10. Flow rates estimated from the cross-

regions with a longer radius sectiollal RF velocity data showillg a good 

towards the transducer. The flow agreemellt with readol/ts of the flow meter 

rates measured from cross-

sectional velocity data show a good agreement with the flow readings (Fig. 10). The 

paired differences between the measured values and the flow readouts were O.l± 0.3 

mils (Mean ± SD), which was approximately 4% of the mean flow rate. 

4.2 In vivo experiment 

The IVUS image with color flow mapping is shown in Fig. 11. Pulsatile parabolic-like 

velocity profiles can be observed. The cross-sectional velocity distribution is similar to 

the in vitro results (Fig. 9). The flow volume curve shows a reproducible cyclic change 

in the range of 1-3 mils in accordance with the cardiac cycle. The mean cross-sectional 

velocities change from 20 cmls to 70 cmls between di~stole and systole, which is in the 

range of common peripheral flow velocities in pigs. The variations in the peak of the 

flow measurements are partly due to the limited frame rate that undersamples the rapid 

changing flow curve. 

5 DISCUSSION 

A method to extract cross-sectional velocity distributions and volumetric flow from 

intravascular ultrasound data has been developed. Unlike Doppler velocimetry where 

flow is derived from the maximumlmean velocities and assumed flow profiles, the 

decorrelation method allows flow measurement at all points in a cross-section. Thus, 

no assumptions are made concerning the shape of the lumen area or prior knowledge of 

velocity profiles. Since the area of integration and the flow velocity are computed from 
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Fig. 11. /VUS image (A) with color flow mappillg (B) obtailled ill vivo 

showillg the potelltial of the decorrelatioll method for velocity profile display 

alld flow volume measurement. The upper pallel shows the origillal echo 

image alld the image with color velocity display. The volume flow (left y-axis) 

is plotted as a fUllctioll of time ill the middle pallel, showillg cyclic challges oj 

the flow CUI'Ve, alld the correspolldillg meall velocity is displayed all the right 

y-axis. To demollstmte the challges of the cross-sectiollal velocity 

distributiolls over a cardiac cycle, the flow images obtailled at the cardiac 

phase /-4 are displayed all the bottom pallel (see color pictures all the cover). 

the same signals, the derived yessel dimensions and flow information are obtained 

simultaneously and in place. 

The approximately normal angle between the flow direction and the scanning plane in 

IVUS imaging, on one hand, limits straightforward application of a conventional 

ultrasonic method for velocity estimates. On the other hand, this unique geometric 

configuration allows assessment of blood volume flowing through the imaging plane. 

The relatively fixed geometric relationship between blood flow and ultrasound beam 
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avoids errors caused by an undetermined beam-to-flow angle encountered in many 

clinical applications of ultrasonic flow measurements. 

Decorrelation of echo signals is a complex process that is not only related to motion, 

but also associated with other decorrelation sources. Several decorrelation sources have 

been addressed for error analysis of time delay estimates with correlation techniques 

(Bonnefous et aJ. 1986; Foster et aJ. 1990). In our earlier computer simulation study, 

we have investigated the influence of a number of factors on estimates of the lateral 

displacement using a decorrelation method (Li et aJ. 1996b, Chapter 8). For example, 

electronic noise in the echo signals results in decorrelation. Two echo signals can differ 

only due to corruption of independent realizations of the noise source. The non-motion

related decorrelation must be isolated in order to obtain an unbiased velocity estimate. 

Estimation of velocity with a single decorrelation value, therefore, is very sensitive to 

errors caused either by other sources of decorrelation that are not related to motion or 

high variations in range-gated correlation measurements (this is discussed next). An 

important feature of the desc~ibed method is the use of multiple decorrelation values to 

improve both the accuracy and precision of the velocity measurements. The correlation 

values measured with a sequence of RF traces provide information of a decorrelation 

curve at various time delay; this permits analysis of the decorrelation procedure as a 

complete curve instead of a single value at a specific delay. The use of a decorrelation 

slope by linear fitting integrates the mUltiple correlation values effectively to provide a 

quantitative assessment of decorrelation. This approach is expected to be less sensitive 

to noise signals because at a given noise level, the slope of a decorrelation curve is 

affected less than individual decorrelation points (Li et aJ. 1996b, Chapter 8). 

The axial spatial resolution of flow mapping is determined by the size of a range-gated 

correlation window; a small window is mandatory in order to assess local flow 

velocities. Using a small sampling volume also reduces the error induced by velocity 

gradients/variations within the resolution cell. A decrease of the size of the range 

window increases the measurement variations in the decorrelation estimation. Results 

of our computer simulation indicate the degree of the variations is inversely 

proportional to the term: ..{iii: B is the bandwidth of the imaging system and T is the 

time of the range ceIl. For the window size (260 /.lm) used in this study, the variations 

in individual correlation measurements may reach a value as high as 40% (B=20 MHz, 

T=350 ns). This further explains why a mUltiple correlation approach is essential to 

obtain reliable decOl"felation measurements for velocity estimation. Since the 

volumetric flow is derived from integration of the velocity data over the entire cross

section, a lower variability is expected. For the display of velocity profiles, the 

combination of the axial velocity distribution with the gain controlled by the mean 
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velocity ratio provides an alternative approach to obtain a more precise color flow 
mapping. Variations in estimation of the velocity ratio are effectively reduced with the 

use of the mean transverse and axial velocities over an entire radius. This approach, 

however, will highly depend on the availability of accurate measurements of axial 
velocities. Wlien the axial velocity is not detectable due to an absolute 90° beam-to

flow angle, the velocity profiles can still be mapped with the transverse velocity 

measurements. As demonstrated by results of the in vivo study where velocity profiles 

were mapped only with transverse velocities, the absence of axial velocity 
measurements will not impose fundamental limitation on the decorrelation-based 

method. 

For echo data acquired at a fast pulse repetition rate, the arterial tissue can be 
considered as a static structure. Thus, the decorrelation computed in the stationary 

tissue is very likely caused by non-motion-related decorrelation source such as noise. A 
possible approach to improve the current method is to use the decorrelation value of 

tissue echoes as a baseline measurement of noise. Assuming that blood and tissue echo 
signals have a similar noise level, the tissue decorrelation can be deducted from the 

total decOlTelation of moving blood to remove the influence of some undesired 
decorrelation interference. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a decol1'elation based method that provides a unique opportunity to 

measure local blood velocities and volumetric blood flow at the scanning plane of the 
cross-sectional IVUS image. The simultaneous display of morphologic data together 

with flow information may allow integration of structural and functional information 
for the assessment of the atherosclerotic diseases with improved visualization of tissue 
components. 

Results of in vitro experiments demonstrate that the decorrelation method can achieve 
local measurement of blood velocity over a complete vessel cross-section with 

sufficient spatial resolution for color flow mapping. Volumetric flow estimated from 
the cross-sectional velocity profiles correlates well with the readouts of an independent 

flowmeter. Preliminary in vivo experiments performed with a commercial imaging 
system demonstrate the feasibility of applying this method in patients. Further 

validation studies are needed in order to evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of 
this method. 
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Summary 

SUMMARY 

As quantitative intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is becoming widely applied in routine 

clinics, there are increasing needs for improvement of the image quality, automated 

tools for image analysis or extension of the diagnostic capability of IVUS imaging 

techniques. The work presented in this thesis deals with these technical challenges by 

means of processing both the standard video image and the original radio frequency 

(RF) signals in intrava~cular ultrasound. 

In Chapter 1 the IVUS scanning mechanisms and some background information about 

ultrasonic imaging are introduced. The principles of three categories of the contour 

detection techniques in video image data are described, and the advantage of RF 

processing approaches is addressed, followed by some examples of applying RF 

analysis in IVUS data. 

Chapter 2 presents a validation study in which the accuracy and reproducibility of 

quantitative IVUS measurements were investigated. By comparing IVUS with other 

standard imaging techniques such as histology and angiography, it was demonstrated 

that the accuracy of IVUS measurements was high for the quantitation of vessel lumen 

and lesion areas. In both in vitro and in vivo studies, ultrasonic measurements agreed 

well with histology and angiography, except for a 17% underestimation in histologic 

lumen probably caused by the tissue fixation process. Variations in IVUS 

measurements induced by observer variability were 5%, 13% and 10% for the lumen, 

lesion and percent area obstruction, respectively. This degree of observer variability is 

within the acceptable range of routine clinical applications. It was concluded in this 

validation study that the quantitative measurement of vessel dimensions with IVUS 

imaging is accurate and reproducible. 

The assessment of wall distensibility or compliance with IVUS imaging requires 

identification of the lumen boundary in each frame' of an image sequence. Chapter 3 
describes a contour detection method that allows framecto-frame tracking of the lumen 

boundary semi-automatically for analysis of the local wall displacement. This semi

automatic approach not only abates the need for extensive manual contour tracing of a 

considerable number of IVUS frames, but also improves the beat-to-beat 

reproducibility in the sequential measurement. A high measurement reproducibility is 

critical for analyzing a small change of the lumen dimension during a cardiac cycle. 

The contour detection method was applied in the measurement of regional large artery 

compliance in pigs as well as in the assessment of wall distensibility in human diseased 

arteries. Results of both studies demonstrated the clinical utility of the proposed 

method for analyzing arterial wall compliance/distensibility with IVUS image data. 

Chapter 4 deals with three-dimensional (3D) image processing for volumetric 
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quantitation and 3D reconstruction of serial IVUS data. The pull-back data acquisition 

and image segmentation are the important steps to obtain accurate volumetric 

measurements and optimal 3D reconstruction of a vessel segment. Two types of spatial 

registration techniques, the displacement sensing device or continuous/stepper motors, 

can be used for 3D acquisition during a catheter pull-back procedure. The ECG-gated 

data acquisition is an efficient method to minimize the image artifact caused by the 

cardiac motion. 

To reduce the time of analysis and the subjectivity of manual contour tracing, a semi

automatic approach for detection of the lumen and plaque contours on an IVUS slice 

sequence was developed. This method is based on the concept that edge points derived 

from longitudinal contours guide and facilitate the contour detection in the cross

sectional images. Furthermore, user interaction has been incorporated into the contour 

detection algorithm, which allows contour correction/redetection by a simple point

clicking manner. Comparison of computer-derived contours with manual tracings 

showed that this method enabled accurate detection of the lumen and plaque contours 

in a 3D intravascular ultrasound data set. 

In Chapter 5 the accuracy and reproducibility of the semi-automatic contour detection 

method were further evaluated in a phantom study as well as in intracoronary 

ultrasound data. The ultrasonic measurements of phantom lumen area and volume 

revealed an excellent agreement with the true phantom areas and volumes; mean 

differences in various segment diameters (2-5 mm) were less than 4% for the areas and 

2% for the volumes. Intra- and interobserver comparison showed high correlations and 

small mean differences that were mostly in the order of a few percent. Thus, the 

proposed analysis system provided accurate measurements of phantom dimensions and 

can be used to perform highly reproducible area and volume measurements in 3D 

intravascular ultrasound in patients. 
The high backscatter level of. blood may reduce the intensity contrast at the lumen 

interface, causing difficulties in identification of the lumen boundary in IVUS images. 

Chapter 6 and 7 tackle the problem of echogenic blood using two different approaches. 

In Chapter 6 a video processing method is presented that enhances the lumen boundary 

by averaging a number of video frames from the diastolic period of a cardiac cycle. 

The utility of this method was tested by comparing the lumen area measurements on 

the temporal-averaged image with the data of the same cross-section obtained from the 

single-frame and saline-filled images. It was found that intraobserver variations in the 

averaging method were 2.4 times smaller than the measurements of the single-frame 

images and close to the data obtained by saline injection (variation coefficient: single

frame: 8.8%; temporal-averaged: 3.6%; saline-filled: 2.9%). It was concluded that the 

temporal-averaging method improved the accuracy and reproducibility in measurements 
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of the m1eriallumen containing strong blood scattering echoes and can be used to replace 

the laborious saline injection method that facilitates off-line quantitative analysis. 

The efficiency of the video averaging method, however, is limited by lack of phase 

information in the echo signals. Moreover, the relatively long time interval between 

video frames restricts real-time application of a video-based approach. To overcome 

the inherent limitation of video image processing, an RF signal processing method for 

lumen enhancement was developed. In Chapter 7 the time-varying characteristics of 

blood scattering were investigated in vivo by means of analysis of an RF sequence 

acquired at a fixed angle. Results showed that the correlation time of blood echo 

signals was approximately I ms, while the signals from tissue remained at a high 

correlation value throughout the acquisition period of 6 ms. The difference in the 

correlation properties provided a basis to apply an RF processing method for 

suppression of the blood echo intensity. In this study two RF processing techniques, 

temporal averaging and correlation weighting, were tested. The latter method utilized 

the correlation output as a weighting fUnction to modulate the amplitude of the 

received RF signals, and was shown to be highly effective in distinguishing scattering 

echoes of moving blood from those of static tissues. A significant enhancement at the 

luminal interface was obtained when applying the correlation processing to a cross

sectional image data. This RF-based approach can in principle be used for real-time 

image enhancement and automated contour detection of the luminal boundary. 

Assessment of blood velocity and volume flow in a diseased vessel has been highly 

clinically desirable for the functional evaluation of a stenosis. The unique spatial 

relationship between the blood flow and the ultrasound beam provides a new potential 

to quantify volumetric flow with the IVUS imaging technique. The feasibility of 

extracting blood velocity from the decorrelation of an RF sequence was studied in 

Chapter 8 and 9. 

In Chapter 8 the decorrelation properties of an IVUS ultrasound beam were studied 

through theoretical analysis and computer simulation. A computer model based on the 

impulse response method was developed to describe the near-field of a 30 MHz 

intravascular ultrasound transducer. The computer simulations showed that the 

decorrelation function was approximately linearly dependent on the lateral 

displacement. Once the lateral decorrelation function at each axial beam position is 

measured, the relationship between correlation and displacement can potentially be 

used to estimate flow velocity. Decorrelation of echo signals, however, is a complex 

process that is not only related to the lateral displacement, but also associated with 

other decorrelation sources such as noise. These decorrelation sources may cause a bias 

in a decorrelation-based velocity measurement and should be isolated from the 

decorrelation of the lateral displacement. High variations in the correlation 
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measurement with a small range window present a major challenge for local velocity 

estimation. Therefore, a velocity estimation approach should be based on multiple 

decorrelation measurements in order to reduce the variations. 

Chapter 9 describes a decorrelation method for measuring local blood velocity and 

quantifying .volume flow from cross-sectional RF data. In this approach, the 

decorrelation of echo signals is characterized by a decorrelation slope; the transverse 

velocity is estimated from the ratio between the calibrated displacement slope [mm-'] 

and the measlIred time slope [sIlo The volumetric flow is calculated by integrating the 

local transverse velocity over the complete vessel cross-section. 

The proposed velocity estimate method was tested in a series of in vitro measurements 

and in vivo in pig experiments. The in vitro study showed that the decorrelation 

method enabled localized velocity measurement over a complete vessel cross-section 

with sufficient spatial resolution for color flow mapping. Volumetric flow estimated 

from the cross-sectional velocity profiles correlated well with the readouts of an 

independent flowmeter. Similar flow-mapped images with reproducible cyclic changes 

were also observed in vivo using a commercial imaging system, demonstrating the 

feasibility of applying this method in clinical settings. 

In conclusion, a number of image data and RF signal processing methods has been 

developed for the purposes of contour detection, image enhancement and blood 

velocity estimation in intravascular ultrasound. Because of the variations in the image 

quality of current IVUS systems, application of a fully automatic contour detection 

method remains a difficulty; a semi-auto,matic approach often appears to be more 

practical in handling the diverse image quality in clinical data. Processing of the 

original RF data has shown promise both in improvement of the IVUS image quality 

and in extraction of the blood flow velocity. One may therefore anticipate that the 

advance of RF processing techniques will eventually lead to the concept of functional 

imaging that provides simultaneous information on vessel morphology as well as on 

functional status of a diseased artery. 
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Daar kwantitatief intravasculair ultrageluid (IVUS) meer en meer routinematig in de 

kliniek wordt toegepast, ontstaat er ook meer behoefte aan verbetering van de 

beeldkwaliteit, een geautomatiseerde analysemethode of uitbreiding v.an de 

diagnostische capaciteiten van IVUS-afbeeldingstechnieken. Het in dit proefschrift 

gepresenteerde werk behandelt deze technische uitdaging met verwerking van zowel de 

standaard beeldgegevens als de oorspronkelijke radio frequente (RF) signalen in 

intravasculair ultrageluid. 
In Hoofds/Ilk 1 worden de IVUS scan-technieken besproken en wordt enige 

achtergrond-informatie gegeven over beeldvorming met behulp van ultrageluid. De 

principes van drie categorieen contourdetectie-technieken in videobeelden worden 

beschreven en het belang van RF-verwerkingstechnieken wordt aangegeven, gevolgd 

door enkele voorbeelden van de toepassing van RF-analyse in IVUS-data. 

Hoofds/Ilk 2 geeft een verslag van van een evaluatiestudie, waarin de nauwkeurigheid 

en de reproduceerbaarheid van kwantitatieve IVUS-metingen werden onderzocht. Door 

IVUS met andere standaard afbeeldingstechnieken, zoals histologie en angiografie, te 

vergelijken, werd aangetoond dat de nauwkeurigheid van IVUS-metingen voor het 

kwantificeren van vaaUumen of de uitbreiding van een lesie hoog was. In zowel in 

vitro als in vivo studies kwamen de ultrageluidsmetingen goed overeen met histologie 

en angiografie, behalve 17% onderwaardering van het lumen in weefselpreparaten, 

veroorzaakt door krimp door het fixeren van het weefse!' Observer-geYnduceerde 

spreiding bedroeg voor IVUS-metingen van het lumen, de lesie en het percentage 

oppervlak obstructie respectievelijk 5%, 13% en 10%. Deze variabiliteit in de 

waarnemingen ligt binnen acceptabele grenzen voor klinische routine-toepassingen. De 

conelusie van deze evaluatiestudie was dat kwantitatief meten van vaatafmetingen met 

IVUS-afbeeldingstechnieken nauwkeurig en reproduceerbaar is. 

Voor het vaststellen met IVUS-afbeeldingstechnieken van distensibiliteit of 

compliantie is het nodig de omtrek van het lUmen te kennen in iedere doorsnede van 

een beeldsequentie. 

Hoofds/Ilk 3 beschrijft een contourdetectiemethode die het mogelijk maakt frame voor 

frame de omtrek van het lumen semi-automatisch te tekenen voor het analyseren van 

de wandverplaatsing ter plekke. Door deze semi-automatische aanpak bestaat er niet 

aIleen minder noodzaak voor het arbeidsintensieve, handmatig trekken van contouren 

in een aanzienlijk aantal IVUS-doorsneden, maar wordt ook de reproduceerbaarheid 

van een cyelus in de achtereenvolgende metingen verbeterd. Een hoge 

reproduceerbaarheid van de metingen is van cruciaal belang om een kleine verandering 

van de lumenafmeting gedurende een hartcyelus te kunnen analyseren. 
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De contourdetectiemethode werd toegepast in de metingen van region ale compliantie 

van de grote arterien in varkens en voor het vaststellen van de distensibiliteit van de 

wand in humane arterien met een afwijking. De resultaten van beide studies toonden de 

bruikbaarheid van de voorgestelde methode aan voor het analyseren van distensibiliteit 

/ compliantie van de arteriewand met IVUS-beeldgegevens. 

HooJdsllIk 4 gaat over drie-dimensionale (3D) beeldverwerking voor volumetrische 

kwantificering en 3D reconstructie van seriele IVUS-data. 'Pull-back' data-acquisitie 

en beeldsegmentatie zijn belangrijke stappen bij het verkrijgen van betrouwbare 

volumetrische meetgegevens en optimale 3D reconstructie van een vaatsegment. Twee 

soorten ruimtelijke registratietechnieken, gebruik van een verplaatsingsmeter of 

continu/stappenmotor, kunnen toegepast worden voor 3D acquisitie .geduren een 

catheter 'pull-back'procedure. Met het ECG gesynchroniseerde data acquisitie is een 

efficiente methode om beeldfouten veroorzaakt door de beweging van het hart tot een 

millimum te beperken. 

Om de analyseduur te verkorten en de subjectiviteit van het handmatig trekken van de 

contouren te vermijden, werd een semi-auiomatische aanpak voor contourdetectie van 

lumen en plaque in een sequentie van IVUS-doorsneden ontwikkeld. Bij deze methode 

zijn punten afgeleid van longitudinale contouren een leidraad voor contourdetectie in 

dwarsdoorsnede-beelden. Voorts is het contourdetectie algorithme berekend op 

interactie van de gebruiker, waardoor correctie of herdetectie van een contour door 

middel van het eenvoudig aanklikken van een punt mogelijk is. Vergelijk:ing van met 

de computer verkregen contouren met handmatig getekende, liet zien dat met deze 

methode lumen- en plaquecontouren in een 3D intravasculaire ultrageluidsdataset 
nauwkeurig gedetecteerd kunnen worden. 

In HooJdslllk 5 worden de nauwkeurigheid en de reproduceerbaarheid van de semi

automatische contourdetectiemethode verder getoetst zowel in een fantoomstudie als 

bij toepassing op intracoronaire ultrageluidsdata. De ultrageluidsmetingen van 

lumenoppervlak en -volume van het fantoom kwamen goed overeen met de ware 

oppervlakken en volumes in het fantoom; de gemiddelde verschillen bij verschillende 

doorsneden (2-5 mm) van het segment waren minder dan 4% voor de oppervlaktes en 

2% voor de volumes. Intra- en interobservervarianties waren meestal in de orde van 

enkele procenten. Het voorgestelde analysesysteem leverde dus nauwkeurige resultaten 

bij de metingen aan fantomen en kan worden gebruikt voor reproduceerbare metingen 

met 3D intravasculair ultrageluid in patienten. 

Het hoge backscattemiveau van bloed vennindert het contrast bij de overgang van het 

lumen naar de vaatwand en bemoeilijkt zo het vaststellen van de omtrek van het lumen 

in IVUS-beelden. In de lzooJdsllIkkell 6 en 7 wordt het probleem van echogeen bloed op 

twee manieren aangepakt. In HooJdsllIk 6 wordt een video verwerkingsmethode 
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gepresenteerd, die de omtrek van het lumen beter zichtbaar maakt door het middelen 

van een aantal videobeelden uit de diastolisehe fase van de harteyelus. De 

bmikbaarheid van deze methode werd getest door de metingen van lumen oppervlakte 

op het tijd-gemiddelde beeld te vergelijken met de gegevens van dezelfde 

dwarsdoorsnede verkregen uit een enkele doorsnede en bij vulling met een 

fysiologisehe zoutoplossing. Het bleek dat de variaties bij dezelfde waamemer bij de 

middelingsmethode 2.4 keer kleiner waren dan bij de enkele doorsnedebeelden en dicht 

bij de gegevens verkregen bij inspuiting met de zoutoplossing (variantie co-efficient: 

enkel beeld: 8.8%; tijd-gemiddeld: 3.6%; zoutoplossing: 2.9%). Er werd geconcludeerd 

dat de tijdmiddeling methode een verbetering te zien gaf van de nauwkeurigheid en de 

reproduceerbaarheid bij metingen van het lumen in arterien waarin sterke 

bloedscattering optrad en dat deze methode een vervanging kan zijn voor de 

bewerkelijke injectie van fysiologisch zout die off-line kwantitatieve analyse 

vergemakkelijkt. 

De efficiency van de video middelingsmethode wordt echter beperkt door gebrek aan 

fase-informatie in de echosignalen. Voorts beperkt het relatief grote tijdsinterval tussen 

de videobeelden real-time toepassing van een op video gebaseerde methode. Teneinde 

de aan verwerking van videobeelden inherente beperkingen te ondervangen, werd er 

een op de verwerking van het RF-signaal gebaseerde methode ontwikkeld vom 

verbetering van de afbeelding van het lumen. 

In Hoofdstllk 7 werden de tijdsafuankelijke eigenschappen van bloed scattering in vivo 

onderzocht door middel van analyse van een RF-sequentie verkregen onder een vaste 

hoek. De resultaten lieten zien dat de correlatietijd van van bloed afkomstige 

echosignalen ongeveer 

1 ms was, terwijl de van weefsel afkomstige signalen gedurende de gehele 

acquisitietijd een hoge eorrelatiewaarde van 6 ms behielden. Het versehil in de 

correlatie-eigenschappen verschafte een basis voor het toepassen van een RF

verwerkingsmethode voor onderdrukking van de de echo-intensiteit van bloed. In deze 

studie werden twee RF-verwerkingsmethoden getes!: tijdsmiddeling en 

correlatieweging. De laatste gebruikte de correlatie-uitkomsten als een weegfunctie om 

de amplitude van de ontvangen RF-signalen te moduleren en bleek zeer effeetief bij het 

maken van een onderscheid tussen verstrooitng van bewegend bloed en die van statisch 

weefse!' Een belangrijke verbetering bij de overgang van lumen naar weefsel werd 

bereikt toen de correlatiemethode toegepast werd op de gegevens van een 

doorsnedebeeld. Deze op het RF signaal gebaseerde methode kan in principe gebmikt 

worden voor real time beeldverbetering en automatische contourdetectie van het 
lumen. 
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Bepaling van bloedsnelheid en stroomvolume in een aangetast vat is klinisch gezien 

wenselijk voor het beoordelen van de funktionaliteit bij een stenose. De unieke 

ruimtelijke relatie tussen stromend bloed en ultrageluidsbundel verschaft een nieuw 

middel om het stroomvolume te kwantificerell met behulp van de IVUS

afbeeldingstechlliek. De haalbaarheid van het bepalen van de bloedsllelheid uit de 

decorrelatie van een RF-sequentie wordt bestudeerd in Hoofdstllk 8 en Hoofdstllk 9. 
In Hoofdstllk 8 worden de decorrelatie-eigenschappen van een IVUS-bundel 

bestudeerd, gebruik makend van theoretische analyse en computer-simulatie. Op basis 

van de impuls respons methode werd een computermodel ontwikkeld om het nabije 

veld van een 30 MHz intravasculaire ultrageluidstransducent te beschrijven. De 

computersimulaties toonden aan dat de decorrelatiefunctie bij benadering lineair 

afhankelijk is van de laterale verplaatsing. Als eenmaal de laterale decorrelatiefunctie 

op iedere positie van de as van de bundel is gemeten, kan de relatie tussen correlatie en 

verplaatsing mogelijk gebruikt worden om de bloedsnelheid te berekenen. Decorrelatie 

van echosignalen is echter een complex proces dat niet aileen aan de laterale 

verplaatsing is gerelateerd, maar ook geassosicieerd is met andere decorrelatiebronnen 

zoals ruis. Deze decorrelatiebronnen kunnen een bias veroorzaken in een op 

decorrelatie gebaseerde snelheidsmeting en moeten worden gei"soleerd uit de correlatie 

van de laterale verplaatsing. Grote variaties in correlatiemetingen met een klein 

window zijn de belangrijkste factoren die de betrouwbaarheid van lokale 

snelheidsberekening nadelig bei"nvloeden. Daarom moet berekening van de snelheid 

gebaseerd zijn op multipele decorrelatiemetingen, zodat deze variaties verkleind 

worden. 
Hoofdstllk 9 beschrijft een decorrelatiemethode om plaatselijke bloedsnelheid te meten 

en het stroomvolume te kwantificeren uit RF-data van dwarsdoorsneden. Bij deze 

benadering is de decorrelatie van echosignalen gekenmerkt door de richtingscoefficient 

tegen de tijd of de verplaatsing; de transversale snelheid wordt berekend uit de 

verhouding tussen de gecalibreerde richtingscoefficient van de correlatie tegen de 

verplaatsing [mm") en de geme!en richtingscoefficient van de correlatie tegen de tijd 

[s-'). De volumetrische doorstroom wordt berekend door de plaatselijke transversale 

snelheid te integreren over de gehele dwarsdoorsnede van het vat. 

De voorgestelde snelheidsberekeningsmethode werd getest in een aantal in vitro 

metingen en in vivo experimenten in varkens. De in vitro proeven toollden aan, dat de 

decorrelatiemethode plaatselijke snelheidsmeting mogelijk maakt in een volledige 

dwarsdoorsnede van een vat, met voldoellde spatiale resolutie voor "color flow 

mapping". Volumetrische doorstroom berekeningen op grond van snelheidsprofielen in 

een doorsllede kwamell 

flowmeter. Dergelijke 
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veranderingen werden ook in vivo waargenomen bij gebrnik van een in de handel 

zijnd IVUS-apparaat, waardoor de haalbaarheid van toepassing in de kliniek is 

aangetoond. 

Concluderend: een aantal methoden voor verwerking van beeldgegevens en RF-signaal 

werd ontwikkeld met als doel contourdetectie, beeldverbetering en bloedsnelheids

berekening in intravasculair ultrageluid. Door verschillen in beeldkwaliteit v~n de 

huidige IVUS-systemen blijft toepassing van volledig geautomatiseerde 

contourdetectie een moeilijke zaak; een semi-automatische aanpak blijkt dikwijls van 

meer praktische waarde bij het omgaan met verschillen in kwaliteit van klinische 

beelden. 

Verwerking van de originele RF-gegevens is veelbelovend, zowel voar verbetering van 

de IVUS beeldkwaliteit als voor het afleiden van bloedstroomsnelheid. Dam'om mag 

verwacht worden dat het voordeel van RF-verwerkingstechnieken zal lei den tot het 

idee van funktioneel afbeelden, waarbij tegelijkertijd informatie over zowel 

vaatmorfologie als functionaliteit van een aangedane arterie beschikbaar is. 
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ApPENDIX I: MINIMUM COST ALGORITHM 

The minimum-cost algorithm (MCA) is a global optimization technique based on 

dynamic programming. This method was introduced by Montanari and Martelli in their 

work of applying the dynamic programming approach to solve edge detection problems 

[1,2]. In general, the MCA-based contour detection procedure contains the following 

steps [3]: I) image transformation; 2) cost calculation; 3) minimum-cost path detection. 

By transforming the original IVUS image into the polar coordinates, finding a closed 

two-dimensional contour such as the arterial lumen is simplified to determining an one

dimensional path on the transformed matrix. 

MCA optimizatioll 

Denote the transformed image matrix I(i,j} with i=l...M rows and j=l...N columns. A 

cost value C(i,j} is assigned to each element I(i,j}, which forms a cost matrix of the 

sam.e size with a low value presenting a high possibility of the associated pixel being a 

contour point. Let a sequence of points p(i}, i=J...M define a path P={p(J} ... p(M)) that 

travels from the top to the bottom of the cost matrix. To add the connectivity constrain 

of a contour, an allowable path meets: t p(i) - p(i -1)1'; 1, which means each p(i} may 

have only three possible predecessors and three successors as illustrated in Fig. I. 

i-l,j-l i-l,j i-l,j+l 

.~.~. 

~~ • • • 
i+l,j-l i+l,j i+l,j+l 

Fig. 1. I/lustratioll of the three predecessors alld successors of point p(i}. 

The merit of a path being the required contour is evaluated by a simple accumulative 

cost function: 
M 

~ = L,C(i,p(i» (AI) 

The contour detection problem is now formulated as determination of an optimal path 

Pm that minimizes the merit function for all the admissible paths X: 
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(A2) 
ItlEk;P,: EX 

The MCA optimization procedure consists of two steps: 

I. Determine the minimum value of the merit function ,,,, for all P, EX' 

2. Trace back the sequence Pm={p",(1) ... p",(M)} from which the 

minimum,"'is obtained. 

MCA implemelltatioll 

The first optimization step is realized by means of the following recursion: 

'0 (j) = 0 

" (j) = ll1in{C(i,j)+(_, (k)} 

k = (j -I,j,j +1} 

i=l ... M; j=l ... N (A3) 

The k value at which the minimum cost value is found is stored in an index matrix 
m(i,j): 

m(i, j) = arg(min (C(i, j) + S!-t (k)}) 

k = (j -I,j.j + 1} 

(A4) 

At the end of recursion, a sequence of merit values 'i=M(j) , j=l...N is obtained. The 

minimum accumulative cost value is then determined: 

,,,, = min(S!=M(j)} 

j={J...N} 

The second step is to find the optimal path by tracing the index matrix m(i,j) 
backwards: 

p",(M) = arg('''') 
i=M-l,oo.l (AS) 

p (i) = m(i,p",(i + 1» 
" 

Cost calclIlatioll 

The definition of the cost matrix is crucial for the success of the MCA contour 

detection approach. A low cost value should be assigned to the point with a high 

possibility of being contour. 

Cost value for detection of the lumen: The lumen boundary is characterized by the 

gray transaction from low to high intensity. The cost value for the lumen detection is 

derived from the first derivative of the gray intensity: 
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(l(i,j -l)-I(iJ + l)F(l{) 
CL( . . ) 

I,J = 0 l(i,j-l»I(i,j+l) 

F(l/) ~ 1/ II 

II = (l(i,j-l) + I(i,j)12 
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(A6) 

The linear function F(I,) modifies the derivative value according to the lumen intensity 

estimated by I,. Since the lumen intensity is expected to be low, this function reduces 

the cost value when I, is high. 

Cost value for detection of the total vessel wall: The interface of the total vessel wall 

is identified by the echo-lucent media which is followed by the echogenic adventitia. 

The media interface is recognized by a black-ring stlUcture on the IVUS image. After 

image transformation, the ring structure will be converted into a line pattern. To detect 

this feature, a pattern matching approach is applied for the cost calculation. A block of 

image data with size L rows by K columns is cross-correlated with three predefined 

templates L,,(I,k): 

L K 

L L Lp(/,k)(l(i+l,j+k)-I) 
{-Ok-O 

Np L K 
L L(I(i+I,j+k)-1 y2 
{=Ok=O 

p = 1,2,3; 1= 1...L; k = 1...K 

(A7) 

where I is the mean value of the data block, N" is the normalized factor for each 
template and the means of the templates are set to zero. The three templates {L1 L, L3} 

are corresponding to three line patterns with angles of-rr/4, 0, and rr/4 with respect to 

the tangent of the resample circle. The best match of the three line patterns C M (i, j) is 

selected as the cost value. 
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Impulse Response Model 

ApPENDIX II: IMPULSE RESPONSE MODEL 

This chapter describes the computer model that simulates the responses of a circular 

transducer when scatterers move cross the sound field. 

Gelleral tlteory 

The geometry of the computer model 

used in the simulation is illustrated in 

Fig. I. Let II be the response of the 

element surface S in the soundfield of a 

point scatterer located at the end of 

pointing vector R. 

z 

................................ P 

ds 
% jh 

If the soundfield contains only a single 

frequency component with wave number 

k, then the pressure response can be 

expressed as: 

---T-t:t~············ , 
)L-~~~r~,~,,~,j:p~'~x --s --

~--->--r. ......... . 
y e 

lI(k) = Cfjll Rxexp(- jkR}lS' (AI) 
S 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the ultrasoulld model. 

where the wave number k=27r1).. and C is a conversion constant. The relation between 

Rand r is r' + ,,' = R'. Differentiation of left- and right hand terms yields r.dr = R.dR. 

The elementary surface dS = r.dr.de can now be expressed as a function of R : dS = 

R.dR.de. 
Equation A I can be simplified to: 

lI(k)=C If exp(- jkR)dR.dO· (A2) 

~Om:, 

In order to use A2 in a discrete computer model the equation can be approximated by: 
N 6_.(') 

lI(k) = CdRI,(exp(- jkR,) f dO)' (A3) 
i=:i 0 .. ,(1) 

where N is the discrete number of increments dR that is used to sample the range of R. 
The equation A3 can be simplified into: 

N 

lI(k) = CdR I,[O.m(i)-O.,.(i)]exp(- jkR,) . (A4) 
1=1 

Use of equation A4 for the computation of the response involves the following steps: 

• define a number N for the range of R. 

• determine the minimum and maximum value of R, and 

using N. the value of dR. 

• at each value of R/evaluate the phase term exp(.j k R/). 
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• at each value of R, evaluate the angles e. where the 

wavefront intersects the element boundary. 

Because of the reciprociticity of the propagation of sound, the equation A4 also 

expresses the pressure at the location of the scatterer when the transducer is acting as 

the sound source. The roundtrip response U of the element acting as transmitter and 

receiver with a single scatterer in the sound field can be expressed in the frequency 

domain as: 

U(k) = u(k) . u(k) (A5) 

When instead of a single frequency a spectrum of frequencies is transmitted, the 

broadband response of the transducer is obtained by weighting the individual u(k) 

components with the amplitude and phase terms of the spectrum. 

Implemelltatioll of the model 

A Pentium 200MHz personal computer system has been chosen as the platform for the 

model. 

The calculations were performed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc, MA, USA). 

The model was defined in a matrix representation, since the MATLAB performance is 

optimized for matrix operations. 

A fixed value of N was set to 100 in order to obtain a reasonable accuracy and still a 

moderate size of the matrices to be calculated. The accuracy of the model will be 

discussed in a later section of this chapter. 

The worst case value of dR at N = 100 is .0 1 mm, which is still much lower then the 

.05 mm wavelength at the center frequency of 30 MHz. 

The frequellcy spectrum 

For the simulation of the transducer response a Gaussian shaped time pulse was 

defined as: 

puls(t) = exp[ (t - to/ / 2a'j.sill(2n:fot), where 

to is an offset to prevent the pulse from aliasing in the time window, 

a = 4dt with dt = l/fs controls the bandwidth of the pulse and, 

fo = 30 MHz is the center frequency of the transducer. 

This time series was sampled with fs = 200 MHz and the frequency domain 

representation of the pulse was obtained by a 256 point FFT, from which only the 

positive frequencies of the spectrum were used. A further reduction of the data was 

obtained by selecting only those components with a magnitude of more then -20dB 

relative to the maximum component. This resulted in a spectrum of 44 non-zero 

complex frequency components described by 2 row vectors: 
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Fpulse(l :44) and 

k(I:44) = 2wc.j(1:44), where c is the sound velocity. 

Model calculatious 

The scatterers are sorted in range windows, since the frequency response is defined in 

only 256 points, which corresponds with a range of only 256*dt or 1.28 fls. For each 

window the spectrum is phase corrected in order to let its timepulse start at the 

beginning of the window. For each scatterer inside the window the model returns a 

value for dR, a column vector R(I:IOO) and a column vector Tltetlta(I:IOO). 
The one-way response Il can now be expressed in matrix notation: 

[IIJ = CdR [Thetha x Fpulse J. * exp(-j [R x k J), 

where x indicates a matrix multification and. * indicates an array multiplication; [IIJ is 

a 100 by 44 matrix. 

Calculating II = WIII([II]), where sum is a column wise summation, the matrix is 

reduced to a 44 element row vector containing the one-way frequency response of the 

input scatterer. The roundtrip response U, is simply obtained by U, = Il • * II and is also 

a 44 element row vector. 

The combined response of all the scatterers in one range window is obtained by adding 

their individual responses: 

U"laf = 1; U,. 

When all the scatterers in a range window have been calculated, the inverse FFf can be 

taken to produce the time trace of that particular window. Subsequent handling of all 

range windows will finally produce a single time trace of the total assembly of 

scatterers. The time signal can be used as an input for the correlation programs. 

Accuracy of tlte model 

Since the calculation time of the model depends linearly on the number of increments 

N, the initial value of N was kept low (N= 100). In order to test the accuracy thus 

obtained, the model output was compared with the results of a much higher setting of 

N= 1000. With N= 1000 the worst case value for the range increment drops from 10 to I 

micrometer, yielding an almost perfect estimation of the transducer area at a 10 times 

lower computation rate. 

The complex response U(j) of a single scatterer was mapped over an area of I mm 

lateral by 10 mm axial. The step size in the lateral dimension was .01 mm, while the 

axial dimension was sampled at .1 mm intervals. In order to obtain meaningful phase 

information, a single frequency of 30 MHz was used. For the two models U1000(j) and 

UlOO(j) are obtained. 
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Amplitude alld phase respollse 

Let A/Oo(j ) =Abs( U/Oo(j) ) represent the amplitude distribution in the field at N =100, 

and 

let A/Ooo( j ) =Abs( U1000(j) ) represent the amplitude distribution in the field at N 

=1000. 

Let Phase 100(j ) =AIIgle( U/Oo(j) ) represent the phase angle distribution in the field at 

N =100, and 

let Pltase /000( j ) =AI/gle( U/Ooo(j) ) represent the phase angle distribution in the field at 

N =1000. 
In Fig. 2 plots of A/OooU ) in the upper panel and Phase1000U ) in the lower panel show 

the large model output. 

2 

amplitude at 30 MHz using 1000 points 

phase angle at 30 MHz using 1000 points 

3 456 
depth in [mm) 

7 B 

normalized amplitude 
1 

O.B 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

angle in radians 

2 

o 

·2 

9 10 

Fig. 2. Upper panel: The magnitllde of the large model is plOl/ed as a fllllctioll oj 

scatterer position Tile magnitude is normalized Oil the maximum value. Lower 

panel: The phase allgle of the large model is plOl/ed ill radialis as a fimctioll oj 

scat/erer position. 

Amplitude al/d phase accl/racy 

The amplitude errors introduced by the smaller model can be defined as the normalized 
amplitude difference: 
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AIOO(j) -A1000(j) .100%. 
max(A 1000 (j ) ) 

As plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 3., data in this figure show that the model 

accuracy at N=lOO is good in most of the field. The area's where the errors increase are 

also the area's where the field is very weak, close to the edge and outside the 

transducer surface. 

The errors in the phase angle introduced by the smaller model can be simply defined to 

be the absolute difference between the two models: 

Ahs( PhaselOoo(j ) - PllaselOo(j)). 

As plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 3., data in this figure reveal a small perturbation in 

the phase at the transducer edge, generated by the small model, which persists over a 

considerable depth. In most of the field the phase approximation seems however 

amplitude difference of 100 and 1000 points 

2 

2 

3 456 
depth in {mm] 

7 8 

phase difference of 100 and 1000 points 

3 456 
depth in [mm] 

7 8 

amplitude (%] 

15 

10 

5 

o 

9 10 

9 

phase [radian) 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

o 
10 

Fig. 3. Upper pallel: The amplitude error of the small model is plotted as a fill/ctioll 

of scatterer positioll. It's magllitude is defilled as the differellce between the two 

models normalized all the maximum value of the large model alld expressed in 

percentage. 

Lower pallel: The error ill the phase angle of the small model is plotted as a 

function of scatterer positioll. It's magllitude is defined as the absolute differellce 

between the two models alld expressed ill radialiS. 
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reasonably good. The phase approximation seems to be less accurate in the position 

extremely close to the transducer surface, but the error remains smaller then pil4. 

Computation time 

The performance of this method was tested in a series of 10,000 randomly distributed 

scatterers in the volume of X=2 mm, Y=2 mm and Z=9 mm. The time to calculate the 

complex response in frequency domain was 403.9 ± 4.6 s and the time to transform the 

frequency data into a time trace was 0.22 s. The average time for calculation of the 

response of one scatterer is in the order of 40 ms. 
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